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ABSTRACT

This thesis witl discuss the guestion of Great Britain's
Ioss of great power status during the second world war. Using data from the years 1940-41, this thesis will show that
changes in communications altered certain basic attitudes to
state policies in Great Britain in such a way as to under*
These changes wiIl
mine British independent power status.
be discussed in the context of the inter-war international
syst,em.

First, the theoretical basis of how communications relates to international relations will be outlined. Second,
the specific instance of the Sritish press wiIl be presented, showing how the press l-ed Sritish attitudes in reject'ing
a British basis for state policy and embracing a broader
democratic basis of which America was the leading expositor.
Third and fourth, it will be shown how attitudes changed on
two central aspects of a uniquely British policy. These are
the mainLenance of a balance of national powers in Europe
and lhe maintenance of a liberal empire. Finally, the implications of these changes for the system as a whol-e and
for the study of international relations will be discussed.
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCTT ON

This thesis will offer a solution to the question of v¡hy
Britain lost íts status as a world povrer during the second
world war. Conventional explanations of Britain's loss of
these would include nastatus are not totally satisfying;
tionalist movements in the Empire, overv¡helming resources of
the new "superpoh'ers'r, Taylor's theory that Britain turned
in upon itself out of social exhaustion from the war effort,1 aS well aS the development of international capitalism. To supplement these explanations, this thesis proposes
that the events of the inter-war period, culminating in the
crisis years of 1940-41, so affected the political entity of
Britain that it lost many of the ideological bases of its
great power status. Data from the nritish press will be
presented in support of the thesis that Britain ceased to
act aS a great power in part because it ceased to think as
one.

Incorporating perceptions into an historical
The difficulty of
important as it is elusive.
the empirical data of perceptions threatens to
discipline into humanistic and materialistic
1 A.J"P. Taylor,
Hi st_orv of Enqland,
p 58s"
1965),
Clarendon Press,

study is as
identifying
divide the
approaches.

1914-1945 (Oxford:

2

Horr¡ever, with the appearance of

universal literacy and the

press, the material system has included communications
both as a factor in influencing decision-making and historical change, and as a record of perceptions which may be
analysed. ÀIthough the study of communications in history
remains Lentative, pathbreaking work by Harold Innis, Raymond WilIiams, and Claude Shannon has established a context
for others to explore. Communications is a real aspect of
many historical questions, and in the case of why Britain
lost its world power status, the study of communications reveals contemporary processes and perceptions which broaden
understanding of the specific question and of its context.

maSS

For several reasons a "systems analysis" wiIl be uSed in
this thesis. Systems analysis of communications assumes the
empirical- nature of eommunications' The communications
"system" relates to the political "systems" of the Sritish
state and the international system as a whole. By developthe perception
ing the concept of "legitimacy", that is,
Lhat policy is the material realization of a broad-based
cultural ideal, a Systems approach to communications and
politics links the perceptual with the empirical and humanizes the study of material processes. Finally, the conclusions of this thesis can best be described by using the
analogy that international affairs compose a "system". The
ehanges that are descríbed in this thesis have complex implications that require a consistent and structured analogy.

3

conclusions address the causes of contemporary ideological divisions and probe toward a comity of ideologies.

These

This thesis is primarily concerned with the effects of
however, this
the change in communications in nritain;
implications for the internachange also had significant
tional system. The main implication is that during the inter-war period the system changed from one in which its componenl actors were defined by the nation to one in which
the state no
they were defined by ideology. In Britain,
longer represented the interests of the gritish nation, but
rather the interests of a larger ideological concept. Becâuse the ideology embraced by Britain had litt1e in common
with hi stor ical Sr it i sh "nat ional " interests ' the change
from "nation-state" to "ideology-State" signalled the end of
nritain's traditional standing as an independent world polrer.

4
1

.1

DEFTNTTTONS

williams describes commun cations as part of the
definition of culture involving the learning, shar ing, and
explaining of experiences. This process is n ot secondary to
Other theorists
exper ience, but an ongoing aspect of i t .
hold that communications as an empirical phe nomenon has an
independent status wiLh "generative" qual-iti es.3 This leads
to the assumption that ideologyr â5 part of communications,
does not exist purely as a function of the material conditions which surround it, but has primary sign i f icance,
Raymond

r.

2

Williams describes a "revolution" in communications that
occured over t,wo centuries when cultural communications
changed from the spoken to the writlen language.a In Britain
the advent of the saturation press and the flowering of the
Elementary Education Àct of 1870 vtere important in the political culmination of this revolution during the inter-war
period.

This historic process changed patterns and methods of
communication that had remained essentially unchanged since

2

wilIiams, The Lonq Revolution (New York: Columbia
See also Çommunicat:Lq¡g
University Press' 1962 ), p . xi.
(London¡ Chatto and W i ndu s , 1967 I , pp, 17 -22, and Malx:i-sm
and Literature (Oxford :o xford University Press, 1977).
3 See Dor i s Graber , Ve-fÞe-l Commun icat i ons and PoIit I es (ur bana: University of I Ilinois Press , 1976 ), pp. 93-103
4
This idea is enriched by Harold A. Innis, Empire and Com*
munications (oxford: oxford University Press, 1 950) "
Raymond

"

5

the beginning of the modern age"5 ¡ society whose main form
of communication was the spoken word vtas unifieO by linguistic and "natural" tíes, and organized itself politically as
a "nation"" The naLion was baSed upon ancient tribaL aSsociations. Even the sophisticated nineteenth century nationstate sensed this affinity and claimed a deep natural, or
"behavioural" basis by which to organize its economics, jurisprudence, and politics.
The mass press and universaf education fundamentally
changed this cultural network. Reading and writing enhanced
the influence of abstract ideals upon cultural behaviour.
The political state came to be the expression of an abstract
social ideal, or ideology.6 In so doing the interests of the
staLe changed, especially in its relation to other states.
Oliver Thomson, Mag,s Persu asr-on in Historv (ndinburgh:
Paul Harris, 1977), pp. 17, 55-74, and Paul Lazarsfield
and Robert K. Merton, Masq Communication, Popular Þ-ste.,
and Orqanized Socia1 ecFion (new York: 1969). The "modern age. réferred to here followed the breakup of that
pyramidical flow of communication whose social structure
i; ca1led feudalism. This flow involved the use of social
intermediaries, such as that maintained by the medieval
papacy, and was what Merton called the "two*step f1ow".
Its structure created a vertical flow of information, and
The medieval church, Iike
discouraged horizontal flow.
the recent state' was a "functionaf" phenomenon, i ts policies receiving legitimacy from a higher ideal. Wilh the
breakup of the monolithic structure of feudalism' mass access'Lo a monolithic ideal was also disrupted.
Conversely, the social structure known as the nation
was associaled with horizontal flows of communication
based on the so-called "natural" patterns of kinship and
community. The political system of the nation-state kept
closely parallel to this strucLure " The nation-staLe
claimeå i.ts legitimacy by apppearing to correspond to
"natural" laws.
See

6

a method of organizing
historical phenomena and provides a structure for the study
of relationshíps among these phenomena. BriefIy, phenomena
are organized in a hierarchical fashion, with the Specific
components of one level grouping together to form a single
component at the next Ievel and so on until the universaf or
"system" level is reached. The significant components of
each level are themsefves composed of constellations of human "characteristics" that run throughout the system.
I

ntern tional qïElelqg anaIYSiÉ is

but the
of phenomena may be identified,
primary ones begin with the level of the individual and proceed through the potitical and state l-evels to that of the
system as a who}e. Each fevel contains "actors" which compete among themselves, Yet collectively form the "compoThis thesis
nentst' of a single actor at the next level.
wiII be primarily concerned with the level of the state and
especia1ly its component the press. À discussion of implications wiIl extend to the level of the system'7
Many

6

7

"Ievels"

Ideology is defined as something approaching !þ9 pure idea
behaviour-based " ideologies".
as aisILnct from earlier '
reference to Ernest Barker,
is
a
tfris limited def inition
significance of the word in
the
in
who discerned a change
science of ideas to ideas
the
from
the twentieth centur!
Ernest Barker, "The Conin
Lhemsel-ves.
or sets of ideas
1937.
flict of Ideologies", ,Ïnternational Àffails, yayr.
distincthe
with
accord
ir¡
closer
ís
Lhus
ff'r* definition
tion made in this thesis beLween "functional" and "behavof the
ioural" phenomeRa as they relate to the actions
and
motivated
phenomena
are
tñese
Respectively,
state.
below'
and
to
speak,
50
trom
above,
legiLimated
levels of
The importance of identifying ald preserving
ge¡e-E-al
sY-sby J. David singer, À
analysiä is emphasized
(¡¡ew
polilical
General
York:
Science
te8_s TêÅqnp!ry for
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system is within a
The context of such a political
greater society. Society has essential human "characterisways and exjst in
t.ics" which are expressed in political
analogous form at aIl levels. llhen characteristics exist in
such a way they are said Lo be "isomorphic". They appear in
appropriate form at each level, conforming to the limits of
the individual, group, staLe, and sy5tem as a whole. If the
characteristic or constellation of characteristics is strong
enough it will "dominate" a particular l-evel and seek to
achieve dominance at the next level.

one of these characteristics is cal1ed leqrtj-m€çJ and is
concerned with motives or cause. It is related to ideology

in the sense t.hat it perforns a Iinking function between
ideals and actions. Specifically, legitimacy refers to the
extent to which various components at a given leve1 exhibit
consensus or differences.
At the individuat ]evel legitimacy can be understood in
the sense that an individual's actions are internally legitimate. At the next leve1 individuals are no longer actors
but components, and legitimacy is better understood as a
group of like-minded people. Àt the level of the state legitimacy was described in Britain as national unity, which
expressed the degree to which politicaL components at the
staLe leve1 exhibibed consensus. Uitler enjoyed considera*
bte legitimacy at the state level, and while he respected
Learning Press, 1971), p" 6,

I
he derided the United
St,ates as a "mongrel" staLe " Àt the system Ievel legitimacY
has been described as "comity" with spec iaI reference to
nineteenth century EuroPe.
Lhe "unity"

of the British

Ernpire,

Legitimacy is a key in the study of -dynamic competition
The rhetoric of the state, or its communiat all levels.
cated ideotogy, seeks to establish legit.imacy for the state
at the system level, as it interprets the needs of the system. It is dependent upon mass communications. ItS study
provides a view of what is considered by the state to be
universalty legitimate, that is a view of the goals of the
state. This is the function and significance of what is
popularly known as proPaganda.

9
1

"2

SYSTEMS AND

eQU!{u¡UçÀlr

QNE

' "Propaganda" has been misunderstood in the English-speaking world because of a tendency to view it in isolation as
an official wartime aberration. Only in the English language is the word stigmatized. Its official practitioners
worked in secret during the world wars. To them, propaganda
The official instruments of propwas not art but artifice.
aganda were disbanded in 1918, even though their proponents
wished to be allowed to fight another propaganda battle at
VersaiIIes.s They ï¡ere off icially resurrected in 1936, and
but in 1945 again hurreincarnated for the Munich crisis'
riedly excised from the state. e This attitude is carried
into the study of propaganda. What serious work has been
done on it is purely "technocratiC",1o continuing to treat
It is accepted as the
propaganda as an isolable subject.
"publicity" arm of poticy without relating the questions of
tegitimacy and policy in a fundamental vray. Such a relaphilip M. Taylor, The Proiection of Britain, (London:
Cambridge, lg$l), pp. 45-48. This view was expressed to
the cabinet by Beaverbrook, and by wickham steed, ât the
time a senioi official in Crewe House under Lord Northwickham steed, The Fifth À5qt
stuart.
cliffe and campbell
g4i)
p.
41
¡ and rhlelJqh Thirtv Years (z
lionAon: 1
,
p.
248"
vo1s., London z 1924) , IT,
I The "Central Office of Information" continues to exist at
a sub-ministerial Ievel. Under its jurisdiction is the
British Council, whose concern is the export of British
arts.
'I o
See Melvin M' Rader, Mar¿-ls I nterpretat i on of Hi story,
(Hew York¡ Cambridge Universi ty Press, 19 7el , pp. 17-18.
Examples of this kind of work are Philip M. Taylor r gp
qjt, and Michael Balf our, Propa oanda 1n Wê!, 1939- 1 94s
(london: Routledge and Ke gan Paul, 197 Ð.

I
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tionship

may be

studied in a systems approach.

This thesis is indebted to the nrethods of political science for two reasons. l 1 First, historiography does not have
a broad-based systems canon, although certain concepts coincide with a systems method of enquiry. "The historian,"
says E. H. Carr, "is not really interested in the unique,
but what is general in the unique."12 This implies a hierarchy of generalizations arising out of aggregates of unique
circumstances. At bottom, however, lies the unique individual whom Carr is forced to exclude, whether as individual or
historian, from the process of history except as a point of
reference,
Systems analysis answers this

problem by regarding the

individual as an integral level in the system. The individual exhibits characteristics which are isomorphous with
those of higher leveIs, and analyses the individual in terms
of psychological sub-syStems of characteristics. Carr's abstruse treatment of the individual is circumvented by this
integration of the "unigue" and the "generaI".13
1

of which international systems
part,
is
a
comprehensive approach to the
analysis ls a
specific applications of genÀlthough
sociã1 sciences.
the comprehensive
flourished,
have
theory
eral. syStems
See Singsuccessfully.
developed
not
beén
h.s
.ppro.ãh

1 General systems theory,

êF

n S g.lL.

12 Edward
p. 63.
1

Hallett Carr, I,fhat is His'Lory? (l¿acmillan ,

1961)

,

3 Singer, a! q-1!" , p" 10. Systems analysi s has_ a converse
Certain scholars assert
debãte aF tfte general level"
that the system level has no validity except as an aggre-

11

Second, Robin Collingwood makes lhe distinction that the
historian first uses the methods of. the political scientist
to achieve an understanding of the past as it Berceived itself, and in a separate process is the historian of that retationship. t o To attempt to discover the perceptions and dynamics of the period of 1940-41, a caesura must be placed at
that point and the historian becomes a political- scientist
in 1941 for a while, before resuming the rhythms of the his-

torical study of

1985.

This thesis argues that the inter-war period v¡as a time
of change from a system of nation-states to one of "ideofogy-states". Thus, the period begins when the first major
actor legitimized its policy according to an ideology. The
touchstone event was t.he October revolution of 1917. EventualIy aII the major actors claimed legitimacy of policy ac'cording to a particular mass ideology. The "inter-war period" ends with ful1 American endorsation and participation in
the system in December of 1941. Thus, the last year of
World War I was already partially characterizeð as an ideoIogical war, while the war of 1939-4'1 was still partially a
war of nations.ls This study is intended as a contribution
gate of indePendent actors. This is the view of Raymond
Aron, &ggg an¡l T^te!: A Theory of l¡le¡¡et:!-one-L ReIa 10n 5
Praeger,
(tr" R. Howard and A. Baker Fox, New York:
1966).

14 Robin Collingwood, The rdea of His ôrv
don Press, 1946),
15

(oxford:

CIaren-

f irst three
Mo¡lblv, March, 19402 "During lhu
Aims conWar
fast trar there v¡as no animated
yffioffi
i+abpg_r
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The period
to the understanding of the "inter-war period".
of 1940-41 is significant because it is the culmination of
the changes which characterized the inter-war era.

tn this analysis of change in the British political system, two relationships will be studied, The first relationship is of Britain as a component acLor within the larger
system. Because the independent actor of one level is the
component of the next level, âD analogy extends naturally to
both leve1s. The second relationship is that of the political components of Britain and the British state as a whole.
The component that is studied here is that of communications, specifically the press. Causation flows in boLh directions: although changes in communications were systemic,
in Britain these changes were also uniquely aritish.
as an independent actor and
a responsible component in the democratic process: independent of, yet responsible to both government and public.16 It
The British press savr itself

At the end of 1917
troversy such as there is to-day....
discussion of
change;
decisive
and
there wás a sudden
suddenly beEurope"
planning
for
the
and
"Nevf
war Aims,
*especially
pronouncements
Allied
and
fashionablè,
came
with
that
filled
became
Wilson
President
of
those
idealistic inLernationalism of which we hear so much toOf course, by far the most importan! of these
day, . " .
ne" '1ÍberaI' propaganda vreapons vJas 'WilSonism' . Af ter
three years oi cãrnage men would only fight if given a
faith that they vrere really fighting for a better
world. . , . glhat was responsible f or t.his sudden change?
It was the Russian Revolution." Cf. A. J. P. Taylor, who
refers to the l¡ar from 1939-41 as "a private warrr with
Germany, concurring that a substantive change occured in
1941 " Enqlish Histqrl¿, gp cj!", P. 233,
T6

James Margach, The Ab-u¡;-e

af Pq-Uel: The Wê!

Between Down-
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is on this self-conception that the term "unofficial propaganda" is based, describing the conscious leadership of "poIitical" opinion by the press. Its ideal was leadership in
a national consensus of both state and public" The study of
public opinion in Britain must allow for unique concepLions
of the role of the press, liberal democracy, and propaganda.
It is the contention of t.his thesis that the unofficial
propaganda of the press (operating in an inversion of the
celebrated self-censorshiplT of the press) was the bellwether of public opinion and government policy together.
International system change and publicity ll¡ere linked
from Brest-Litovsk and the publication of the terms of the
secret treaties up to the final stages of the inter-war
period, when the pubticity campaign of the Roosevelt administration was instrumental in edging the United States toward war. Each of the major actors experienced the effect
of the change in communication at the state level-. This is
a sLudy of Britain's revolution, as important to the system
as the Russian civil war (1917), Mussolini's march on Rome
(1922), the Tanaka memorandum (1927), Hit1er's accession to
povrer (1933), the French capitulation (1940)' and Pearl Harbor (1941).18 The system as it crystallized in 1942 was dif-

inq Street elìd the Media f lon' l,19Ed Georqe to Call"aqhan
Tr,ondon: w, u" Allen , 1978) , P. 12. Cf. notes 67 , 68,
pp. 39-42 below"
17 George P. Thomson, Bl_ue Penc i I Admi ral : T¡e I n-gj-de Stof v
qf !¡e er.esé Cen sor ship Gdon:
sampson and Low, 1947) ,
p" 42. cf, Section 1 .4, pp. 39-43 below.

14

ferenL in almost every way from the system that,
pression of Jan Smuts, "atomized" in 1917.

in the ex*

Essentially a nineteenth-century phenomenon, the old international system may be characterized aS the "European"
sysLem.ls Although towards its end it was not confined geographically to Europe, its absolute characteristics remained
defined by broadly European terms. ConSenSus among actors
existed in recognition of a Christian code of ethics, Roman
traditions of Iaw, and the will of the nation as the legitimator of state poIicy.2o Once the nation-state recognized
the comity and limits inherent in this set of ideas, it was
free to interpret according to the peculiarities of its naThis pluralism was at different times
tional traditions.
perceived Lo be the greatest strength¡ â5 well as the source
18

19

20

Àron, cp cit., p. 942 "The sLructure of internaIn each period
tiõnal sysLems is always oliqopolistic.
the principal actors have determined the sysLem more than
A change of regime
they have been determined by it.
within one of the chief powers suffices to change the
style and sometimes the course of international relations." The view of this thesis differs from that of
Aron in holding the view that factors such as communications or economics which are systemic in structure exert
sub-systems of
a systemic influence upon the political
eveñ t.he principal states. Cf . Hans J. Morgenthau, PoliticS ð,monq Nations (New York: 1960 ) .
Morton A. Kaplan, "Some Problems of International Systems
An AnResearch", I nt.ernat i onal Pol i. t ical Commun i t ies:
(N
pp.
469-50'1
1966),
.
Doubleday,
th!le_qv ew York:
These generalizations !{ere proposed by Edmund Burke in
the eighteenth century. Compromises can easily be noted
such as the influence of sritish national traditions
which extended into the area of law. Obvious exceptions
are Turkey, Japan, and America. Turkey and Japan were
not Christian. America did not look to the natural patterns of the "naLion" to define the state for mosL of its
Raymond

15

of the failure of the European system.
of government to its
constituent nation and to an ideal on a higher level was
It was enunciated in reacknown as the "Law of NaLions".
tion to the aggressiveness of RousSeau's "RightS of Man",
and is identified most often with Edmund Burke. It is typicaI of reactions in general in its invoking of behavioural
In an ironic twist of history, the
and "historical" right.
infant "Rights of Man" survived in the rushes along the Potomac, to rise mightier than before to help form the basis
of a changed system, However, it reguired the development
of communications to propagate the ideal of the "Rights of
Man", formerly confined to Iiterate elites, to the masses
and give it systemic significance.
The system of dual responsibility

The "ideological" states which impacted upon the international system in the inter-war period paid only lip service

at best treating it
to naLional-ism (and internationalism),
as a benefit flowing from a higher abstract principte rather
than as an inalienable behavioural attribute.2l ln open con-

21

hist.ory¡ pr€ferring instead a precocious politiçu} ideal-.
The weight of consensusr howeverr êhforced a high degree
of compiiance to the predominant characteristics, raising
them into a paradigm of behaviour.
Of this concept, Wilsonism was the besL articulated example" Wilson'S code of the "Fourteen Points", which emLraced "Self-deberminatiOn" for nations, vras a functional
principle,
âs opposed to Burke's "Lav¡ of Nations", which
-behaviourãI
WiIson's f ailure to marry
principle.
a
"as
the nation and idãology is typical of the systemic conflict of the inter-?tar Period.

16

trast to the European system, the new ideological system
Although
rejected pluralism in favour of universalism.
forms of universalism had been abroad before in Europe, in
the modern era their currency was confined to elites, while
the mass of European peoples remained identified by their
own communication patterns.22 with the advent of mass communication, a characteristic of the changed system vras its
domination by the monolithic political ideal. The state v¡as
the mi¡¡es:LÊ of that ideal and the legitimacy of the state
depended upon acceptance of the ideal.
allegiance to an ideal depended upon the
press and it is in this sense that communications is linked
to system change. The study of grammaY,23 artificial language, and mechanical transmission reveals the intensely
Iogical characteristics of written communication.24 The patriotic and emotive speeches of Winston Churchill stand in
contrast to the logical and cerebral editorials of the
day.'u Written communication patterns created links between
Mass access and

22 In the nineteenth century, Joseph Mazzini popularized the
Kantian idea that only in a system of national states
governed according to liberal principles could lasting
peace be achieved. Richard N. Rosecrance, Àction and ReInternational Systems in Peraction in Þlorld Pol i t ic s:
B;ãî,n"re63Fpp. I o¿-sll g6r'.
spe ctive ( Boston : Little,
23 Raymond witliams, The l,o¡q Revol-ut i on op cj_L . , p. 221 .
williams outlines some of the tensions accruing from the
eighteenth century habit of applying Latin grammatical
rules to Englísh, the effects of which are still fe]t.
24 Claude E"
Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical
Theorv_ of Communication , (Urbana: University of IIlinois
Press

,

1949)

, p.

26-27

"
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the ind.ividual and an abstracted socia1 ideal.26 The paradox
lies in the passion with which these mentalist ideals were
embraced

"

it is import.ant to differentiate between IeveIs of ideology. Each ideology is confined to a geographic and demographic bloc, yet it lays claim to universal legitimacy and
unigueness. Although the ideologies are locked in exclusive
competition, it is possible to discern generalizations among
them. Such isomorphic characteristics exist at a system
level above their various permutations. We will not attempL
a complete description of this absolute secular ideal, but
many of its Utopian and modernist outlines are familiar.
It is easier to differentiate between the levels of the
ideological actor and the ideological system through the use
Historians are familiar with the pasof an illustration"
sions aroused by homoousios and he!!-qi-A.U-gi-ag, with the schism
25
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Harold Adams r nn i s, Empi re and Comnu-njgetj,Q¡-s ,
cit., €sp. chs.4 and 5, on the contrast between oral
traditions in other societies.
cf .

a!

and

"ritten
Innis, ap qj!., p. 10: ". '.the art of writing provided
Individuals applied
maR *ittt aEansþersonaf memory. .. .
and went beyond
things
than
rather
symbols
to
minOs
their
the world of concrete experience into the world of conceptua l- relations created within an enlarged time and
writing enormously enhanced a capacispace universe"...
ty for abstract thinking. . . . " On p' 56, Innis quotes
cannot help feeling, PhaeSoc raL es from Phaedrus: "I
for
drus, that writing is unfortunately I ike painting;
life,
the creations of the painter have the attitude of
and yet if you ask them a question, they preserve a solemn éilence, and the same may be said of speeches. You
would imagine that they had intelligence, but if you want
of them, the
to know añything and put a question to one
rl
speaker always gives oRe unvarying ansv¡er.
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of 1056, and the religious wars of the Reformation. The
period of history from which these examples of division are
ca1led the age of Christianity and
drawn is justifiably
As the example of modern
Lreated as a conceptual unit.
ideological conflict helps the medieval student to understand the passions generated by arcane doctrinal disputes,
so does the example of the "Christian age" serve to illustrate the existence of an absolute ideological "PreSence" in
Lhe system.27
To determine more precisely

the relationship between the
mass press and the ideological nature of the modern State'
it is necessary to outline some basic principles in communications. Seminal vtork htas done in 1949 by Shannon and WeavÊy,28 who vfere interested in fitting together intended mean27

Gordon Craig and Alexander George were thinking along
"...there were reaIly no non-combatants
similar lines:
in lworld War ]1, and the suffering of civilian populations was greaLer than it had been since the horrors of
started as a religthe Thirty Years War. That war
one. one could
ious conflict and ended as a political
say of the First World War that it marked a reversal of
thãt process, beginning as a political conflict and ending aã a religious one' in which each side began to view
the other not as an opponent who must be defeated, but as
This
a kind of anti-Christ who must be extirpated.
of
the
ciin
the
case
more
marked
transition, which was
men
themfighting
of
the
population
in
that
than
vilian
selves, wâs the result of suffering and Sacrifice on the
one hand and wartime propaganda on the other, and it had
serious resulLs, turning the war for many people into
what has been called a zero-sum game." Gordon A. Craig
and ÀIexander L. George, EQ!ç-e and Stalegla:Et (Oxf ord,
1983), p, 50, Compare Innis, o-Þ et!., p. 165: "The sudden extension of communication precipitated an outbreak
of savagery paralleling that of printing and religious
wars of Lhe seventeenth centuFY, and again devastating
the regions of Germany" "
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ing and mechanical transmission. Irlrítten language as a
transmitter was found to be impaired by a high ratio of redundancy of signs and meaning vtas found to be lost during
encoding, transmission, interference, and decoding the message in a process they likened to entropy'
for the modern state'
The means by which the masses were included in the state
politic and by which the state vras popularly defined was the
mass press and the abstractions of the written word. The
diminution of those historical modes of communication such
aS music, SpOken langUage, "natural" netwOrkS, Or pictures
represented a significant change in communication, or "meaning". The press itself also had practical needs for brevity
and precision imposed by the restraints of the fisc and formal grammar"2s By excluding those parts of written communications which vrere impractical such as literary allusions
and symbols, Iocalisms, and natural complexities, the'meaning was substantively altered" It also acquired a simplicity often called the "fowest common denominator" ' a term used
to deprecate propaganda" As the meaning of the state became
more general, it also became more ideal and abstract from
These Iimitations !¡ere significant

personal experience '

28 Shannon and weaver, gP ci-E.
2s As formal grammar does not correspond to "the Iiving language", a difference in Lhe message can also be perceived
6etúeen that written for posterity and that exc l-a imed.
On the evolution of "standard English", see Raymond Wilf ia¡ns, Thg Long Revqlutjory, g!, qit., pp. 21 4-229 .
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summarizing bhe groundwork of various fields,

Graber

stated;

the world
Verbal
others.
words
of
vicariousÍy through the
purport
experience,
messages, rather than direct
to teIl him what is, has been, and will be. They
Even when
supply him with reasons and values.. ".
and exobserved
directly
be
can
emþirical reality
p.-tienced, it must be analyzed and categorized in
terms of verbally formed concepts, based on past
have been largely acquired
experiences which
so
The average citizen perceiveS most of

ttrrough words.

Tn the last sentence, Graber directly addressed the binary
locus of historical analogy and political decision-makin9,3
1

implying that the Leaders of the state themsel-ves cannot escape the influence of the filter of verbal "symbols". Sritish leadership during the inter-war period vfas obsessed by
the press and its new povrer within t.he democratic polity.3
Graber supported the existence of a verba I "Zwischenwe1t"
such as was dissected by Shannon and Weaver, lying between
man and real ity. 3 3 Thi S "worl-d" not only ref racts perceptions, but has generative qualities as we]].3a Howeverr êffi2
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Dorís Graber, Ve_fþal Communic_atiolr and Po1:!-Lics (Urbana:
University of rffinois Press, 1976), pp. 20-21 "
Cf. Arno J. Mayer, "The Problems of Peacemaking" (uulapeHeinz Gatzke,
an Diplomeçl¿ Be!¡ee-n Tjdq Wars'. 1 91 9-1 939
pp.
14-15,
and be1ow, p.
14-39)
1972,
,
Chîãago:
ed. ,
PP.
194.

Cf. A. J. P. Taylor,
"g.p sjL., throughout.
erbrook (London: Hamish Hamilton , 1972),

32 Margach,

33 See JuIius Laffal,

York: Atherton

Press

,

I

1965

1C

,P.

Beel¿-

and Normal Lansueg-e

(¡¡ew

26.

34 Hugh Dalziel Duncan, Symbol s in Societv, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 130: "DisrelationshiPs

are not reflected in commun icat ion; they originate in
communication. If we cannot cr eat,e forms for communica-
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pirical analysis of communication cannoL be self-contained,
world around
but. must reflect the pragmatic and intuitive
it"35

Finally, it is apparent that the ability to focus messages with laser-Iike efficiency to create a desired political
response was not. the only effect of the revolution in communications. Vast reservoirs of uncharted meaning which had
lain beyond the pale of written communication among the illiterate masses were suddenly incorporated in the world of
the written word" WhiIe Shannon vras streamlining communications, James Joyce was enriching the written tradition by
incorporating deep folkloric memories and oral traditions
and by developing an "extended metaphor" of exceeding compIexity.36 The inter-war generation contained an historical]y unique overlap of primordial and technological forces. A
soon-to-be nostalgic beresult was thaL the traditional,
signifiliefs of the masses acquired modern political
cance.37 The revofution in communications that Williams detion over new Problems or adjust traditional forms to new
conditions ..., there can be no consensus, and thus no
common action. "
3s Graber, gp ciL. ¡ PP" 93, 100.
36 The best example is Ei-!¡igen5 wak-e (1939). other vrriters
would include proust, Hesse, oF Mann. The newfound
knowledge of the subconscious vtas turned into an abrupt
schorske's Ei¡-modernism by Breton and the surrealists.
de-Síecle Vienna is an example of entranced nostalgia.
37 From l{. B" Yeats comes the "antinomy" which links the Lwo
forces in a summary of the inter-war period: "...À terSee aLso Yeats' literary
rible beauty is boin" (1917).
f irst expression of the forces which v¡ere causing an epo-
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scribes is centraf to the development of twentieth century
ideology and a system of ideology-stat.es. It forms a context which includes fascism, and is vital to the view that
fascism was a mature actor in an emerging system of competing ideologies.

his dechal change in "The Second Coming" (1920) for
(morally
amhis
revolution
and
Russian
of
the
scription
Literary
premonitions
about
bivalent)
"fascism".
expressíons of historic trends, though incomplete and
"unscientific", are often premonitory and invaluable to
the historian in establishing the "mood" of the time. On
Yeats' idea of "antimonies", the ineffable juxtaposition
of seeming opposiLesI see "Crazy Jane Talks with the
Bishop" (1932)
"Fair and foul are near of kin,
and fair needs foulr" I cried
"For not,hing can be sole or whole
that has noL been rent."
¿
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.3

EÀEslsM

AND

I,JBE¡ÌAIISM Ag SYSTEM

COMPONENTS

ians have only recently accepted the inter-Il'ar f ascist ideal as having a leve} of legitimacy similar to British liberalism, Soviet communism, or American republicanism"
What objectivity has been achieved has resulted from recog_
nition of system*leveI phenomena and structures which emHi stor

brace ideological particularism.
The concept of a "modernist" society is central to a de-

of inter-l¡ar political phenomena. 3 I "Modernism"
suggests there is an isomorphic tension which essentially
characterizes society. on the one hand are the forces of
development, composed of economic, intellectual and politiThe structure and individuals which compose
cal elites.
this cadre itself are continually changing. Its role is to
plunge all of society into a maelstrom of development in
which the o]d is continually destroyed in favour of the new'
Its actions are goal-oriented and its ideals are forwardscription
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The
t"farshall Berman, AII That Is Solid Melts In!-q Ài¡:
York:
New
Shusler,
and
nxpãrience of l¡o¿.f n!lï-fsimon
the develThe thrætements of this analysis
ìffi
are parmasses
the
and
developers,
opers, the ersLwhile
dimension
human
a
have
but
classes¡
allel to Marxist
which is more exhaustive.

The inter-war period saw the culture of "modernism"
extended to the maãses through education and mass communication. Their actions whiðh before had been "pa?sive",

"ideology" which
;;;iórming to Karl Mannheim's idea of now
"nostalgic"'
wilt be díscussed more fuIly later, were
SenSe
In f act, they were al-So "uLopian" in Mannheim'S
'
security
¡"t-Lùe'motiväting ideal was a sense of lost passive bethem
[tÀt-rr.ry "ideololy" which had rendered
(Xew York:
f ore " Cf . Ernst Ñäf t., Three Faces of Fasçji-!;m
Holt RineharL, 1 966) .
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Looking " t t

the other hand are the forces of conservation, comThe actions of
posed of the masses and obsotete elites.
this group are acutely affected by the real elite in two
ways: its coLlective labour is necessary for the achievement of the goals of the elites, and the material and behavioural symbols of its conserving ideal must continually be
defended against destruction by the forces of development.
Its role is to uphold "the familiar and the beloved". Its
ideals are to conserve; however in a modernist society
which is in motion, these ideals are in effect backward*
On

Iooking or "nostalgic".
Society thus characterized is internally alienated. The
developers are the cat,alyst of alienation, since their actions are oríented toward ends which Iie beyond present material and behavioural phenomena. The maefstrom of modernit.y also aI ienates those erstwhi l-e developers such as the
Sritish "ruling class" who are not allowed to enjoy the
fruit of their thought and labour before it is made obsol-escent by new developments. This obsolescent elite is the
cIaSSic "ancien regime't. Finally, the masses whose anonymous t,oil raiSes each Successive wave of development to new
achievements remains alienated throughout. The alienation
of this group has always been felt, but was articulated in a
3s See Karl Lowith, Me-a.¡inq in Hi story ( chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1949) on the evolution of a secular

goal-oriented ethos in

EuroPe.
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political
c ommun

way onIY

i cat r on

with the

development

of

mass

Iiteracy

and

.

of the functions of ideology is to legitimate the reIationship between elites and the masses in a given historieal milieu"4o Marx railed against the faceless forces of development on behalf of the masses, and socialism remained
essentially the province of an enlightened political and intellectual e1ite, whose relationship to the masses was one
Liberalism
of leadership, organization, and instruction.
venerated the achievements of modernism and formalised the
natural tension between the elites and masses of modernism
into a political process. Liberal ideology enshrined the
individual, thus distinguishing itself from both the ideoloYet, the
gies of hereditary assignment and collectivism'
individual $¡as granted a place in this shrine only if his
modernist activit.ies nominaLed him. Neither ideology expressed authentically the inherent conservatism, the continual backward longing of those people who !'¡ere no longer developers, or had never been. when these people became an
active part of politics' many of their ideals were expressed
in the fascist ideology. It is for this reason that fascism
has been described as a "backward looking ideology" and a
"revolt against modernism".
One
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IdeolThis idea is taken principally from Karl Mannheim, Habergg.y-unà ULopia (lonãon: ttegañ Paul , .1936) , Jurgen
Beañã;,-ghsetJ and Practice (tr. John Viertel, Boston:
in
Ideology
of
ana ovorgy Markus, "Concepts
;;; |Ø|fr
TheorY,
Social
and
Mrr*", Çanadian .:õurñaL. of PplitiCal
(vot. 7, -Nos " 1-2: 1 983 ) .
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The tvrent,ieth century witnessed both the extension of the
culture of modernism to the masses and a dramatic series of

of insecurity and
nostaigia among the population. SpecificaIly, mass communication exposed the alienation inherent in modernism and
equipped the nasses with the tools to express and enact
their Iatent ideals.al The exodus of intellectuals from Gerthe suppression of the political parmany in the 'thirties,
ties, and the sublimation of the industrialistsa 2 are linked
in this respect; they were all political acts of domination
over representat ives of modern i st "deveIOping" inst itu-

developments which heightened feelings

tions.a3
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of Fasçism ifr-Eulgpeen
Gilbert AIIardyce, ed., The Plaçq
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.onäition in modern societY, and its sensitivity
popular
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residue of myth and superstition existing
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The things
of the nelr diätatorships in modernity itself.
of human
measure
the
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that liberal thinkers interpreted
demaSS
growth,
and
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that
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to
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ih.s" factors . ". came the conditions necessary
inherwas
which
totality
toward
urge
that
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Where
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ent in modern
on the left identified fascism as undemocratic and reacof
tionary, these scholars considered it to be a result
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As
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conditions....
modern
in
mass democracy
mass
societY,
technology,
of
interworkings
involved
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and the pseudoscientifi¿ ideologies inherited from the
a new and unique form of government had
past century
been created."n""
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The array of primordialism, distorted historical memoryf

insecurity that materialized upon the stage
of history shocked and confused the old elites of versailles
Europe. In contrast to their ovrn motivating ideals, these
elites saw fascism "aS a force both opportunistic and unintelligent, a movement without ideas, without historic roots
in the past, and without a utopian vision of the future."44
What they vrere witnessing was the first political expression
of a culture radically differen| in ideology from their own'
In many $¡ays, Lhe repressed and alienated conservatism reLeased by fascism was the antithesis of European Iiberalism
and history itself in its rejection of change. It was not
for nothing that J. L. Garvin feared another barbarian invasion and European Dark Àgea5 in which time would grind to a

and collective
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44
45

"Sublimation occurs when a system need is satisfied by q
*ãuru which conflicts with olt,er system needs and Iwhen]
system
a new means which does not conftict with other
needs is found to satisfy the need and the apparatus
"
satisf ied the old mãans has its aim transf ormed'
"f,i.f,
Morton Kaplan, .51-st€¡[ and Proces? in T+lgrnational pgf lspecif ic
ti¿; (New'vor[: ãr'n-wilev, 195Ð, q, -?62. rhethe
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as
ãffiication here is of the industrialists
needs
meet
syStem
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"has its aim transformed"
"'fri"f-r
Stephens'
Jerone
Cf.
fascísm.
which had been changed by
Study of
"Àn Appraisal of Sõme System Àpproaches in the
Oua¡le4¡¿'
studies
lnternationaL
rnt"r-nätional SysLems",
Vol. 16, No. 3, SePtember, 1972.
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"Developing" and "noStalgic" impulses generally
other do
the
to
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of state and international phenomena.
ÀIlardyce, op çj!., P. 8.
Qþser-vef , 21 January, 19402 "The Allied cause is true
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and history would
"ideoIogical" opposition to
cord "history".

halt

slnce

ceaSe,
change

a

society in

does not observe and re-

Yet, it v¡as precisely because of modernism that a leadership emerged from this burst Pandora's box to articulate and
enact in authentic modernist terms a dynamic ideology of
these historical forces. As modernist society moved on, the
masses found their desire to conserve tradition was actually
a nosLalgic ideaI, as removed from present phenomena as were
t.he ideals of "Iiberal" developers. From a philosophical
standpoint, the nostalgic ideal came into existence the moment the masses ceased to be politically passive, for at
that moment they ceased tO conserve and became oriented toward a nostalgic goal. However, study of the inter-war historical record reveals that the actual articulation of a
systemic fascist ideal $tas considerably preceded by fascist
political

activity at lower IeveIs.

a6

an alternative solution to
Lhat of liberalism, socialism, or "Americanism",47 the ProbWhi

Ie fascism was posed

AS

and glorious in the Miltonic sense. It is a war for Eu*
ropean freedom and for the rights and hopes of man in all
thã world. Cou1d Hitlerism triumph, the political and
humane ideals of vresLern civilization would suffer their
worst throwback since the Dark Àges."

46 "After all it was Mussolini who admitted that fascism
arose in Ttaly without a Program or doctriRe. " Al Iardyce, gp ci!., P. 8.
47 "Àmericanism" as an ideology was an idea with much broader currency in Europe than in Britain. Cf" Ernst Nolte,
eB qiL, , p. 202 "The war, the revolution, imperialism,
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Iem each ideology addressed was the alienation of modernism'

a truly ideological participant in the system
when the events of the spring of 1940 forced it to abandon
its rhetoric of nationalism, militarism, and internatjonal
Italían propaganda changed its tone in May,
grievance.
Iashing out against Western plutocracy and liberal feebleness in imitation of German propaganda.as It was only with
the imminent collapse of France that German propaganda
changed its tone from that of an embattled people, and began
to speak of reorganizing Europe according to a fascist ideal
and assumed the mantle of a f ascist "elite".4 e ,\lthough nationalism persisted in Nazi policy, its rhetoric spoke in
idealistic terms that put Britain and Àmerica, noL to speak
of the Soviet Union, oD the defensive. What seemed to the

Germany became
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States,
the emergence of the Soviet Union and the United could
a
Neither
were not localIy confined phenomena.
revofutionary.methwith
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_
then is the problem in a nuLshell. Where the Englishman
sees a road the German sees a we-1tê-osç¡e]l-u-ng." (times
deLiterasy supplement, 25 June, 1938.) Thu ideological
its
to
German ethos | \tith due respect
"ãñp-.nt-ãÏ-the
Britwhich
nuioþeån milieu, has a Gefuhl for Americanism
ain did not share.
Times, 15 June, 1940z "Addressing a nervous people,
T¡ttrssóf ini I told Lhem bhey were going to war against the
;plutocratic and reacLioñary democracies of the West"'
Häving taken his policy from the Germans, he now takes
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T{est as a rat ional- tai 1or ing of rhetor ic to suit

behaviour was in fact the fulfillment

irrational

of ideology as the le-

gitimation of state policy.
The German model of fascism,

though full of stress,

i5

evidence that fascism can be a force of systemic capability.
However, the isomorphic characteristics of fascism are bet-

ter understood by comparison with French and Spanish models
at this time. In France, the "Augustan" fascism of Petain
( "fami11e, travaille,
Securite" ) triumphed over the more
radicaf, Nazist rhetoric of Baudoin and Deat.50 In spain,
idealistic officers and publicists advocated the creation of
a new Spanish Empire on Lhe ruins of French Àfricê,5t yet
this nationalist j ingoism bent to the conservatism of the
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his slogans Loo... "
The idea that Germany v¡as a legitimate leader in fascist
Europe was first proposed by Georg Lukacs in Die ZeFstoam Rhein:
ru¡q des Vernun:Lt von ggg-fg Lukacs (Neuwied
Neu. enrage J 962 ) , cited in Allardyce, qp cit. , p. 149.
Cf. Guaráian , 17 January, 1941 t ". . . the New Year's message of Dr. Frank, Governor-General of occupied France
..: Iays stress on three points: the honour of being a
German, the peace Germany is givÍng Euro pê, the nc ompawiIl
rable greaLness of Adolf Hitler. . . . 'Th is peace
gift
greatest
is
the
It
peace
EuroPe.
of
be the final
of
gi.ving
nations
the
to
is
nation
German
which t t' the
in
the
leadership
American
to
The
similarity
Europe.
llest is cfear: cf. n. 48 above.
Guardian, 19 July, 1940; 7 February, 1941z "Àt present
there aie men like Deat who want to co-operate to the
fu]1 with Germany, helping her defeat their former aIly
There are others who are ready to co-operate
Inritain].
with her but not ready to help her in the war. So with
the ideas of reform. There are some, like Marshall Petain, who want a conservative reaction based oR religion
and the famity, rather in the spirit of the Augustan revr.

50
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Marranian Franco.52 Both models were conscious of what they
had in common with the German model and were influenced by

it but, unlike Italy, achieved a stable state equilibrium.
However, the study of fascist ideology must transcend its
aggravated and protean manifestations in search of a genuine

idealistic core" Ernst Nolte discovered a "fascistoid" philosophy in the manifesto of the Action Francaise party in
the nineteenth century, and presented evidence of interpretationS of fascism that were "polemical and univerSal" as
early aS 1g23,53 Those lower levef manifestations of fascism
such as the sado-masochistic turn of mind,5a Petain's nostalgic cleavage to the security of the family unit, nationalism and militarism are not what make fascism unique, but
are rather evidence of fascism's contextual place within
want a copy of the
olution at Rome. There are others whotf"
Petain movement
Nazi system, who resent and suspec!.
just bãcause it is Christian and traditional.''
5 1 Guar ian
"The young hotspurs of
27 September, 1 940:
it appears' to exploit
eager,
General Fra n"oii^t"gime are
and they are talking
Frànce
of
the present misfortunes
in Morocco''''rt
destiny'
loud1y abou t Spain's 'manifest
qi-I!9-s,
52 Guardian , 23 August , 1940 i
Apr i 1 , 1?41: On
-24 explain
his inclihetps
which
ancestry,
Francõ's Jewish
see Appen*
ideology'
under
nationalism
burying
nation to
p.
202.
dix À'
s 3 Ernst Nolte, T-LrËee, EacSS of Fas 1sm (He w York: Holt, R€was a Soviet
inhardt and Winston, 1966 pp. 11- 12. This
Bulgaria,
reaction to the appearance of fascism inthe level of the
the
first case of ideological sparring at
11

t

st,ate.
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Holt, ReinErich Fromm, Escêpe Er-gS EIe-g-Öom (New York:
term,
psvcholosical
is a
;;;L; 1941)', pp" t ¿gæT.-rhis
authority;
to
expråssed soäiaIIy as. a_. responsiveness
ft"'n"* the "Fuhrerþr inz íp" and the pathological reenact-
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Western society

expression of

a

and modernity.

ss

Fascism

is the political

systemic mental i te .

What establishes fascism as a component wíthin the gener-

al ideological system is its ability to transcend the incidental aspects of fascism and address the problem of social
organization on a universal level. For this thesis the significance of fascism, Iike other inter-war ideologies, lies
in those aspects which transcended the old national basis of
state policy.s6 It is in the fascist conception of the problem of systemic organization that the definition of fascism
must be sought. This is the problem of modernity.
Finally, the use of the term liberalism must be clarified. It is used in three distinct vrays, corresponding with
the period ending in 1917, the interthree L ime per i ods :
values idealized by Petain.
New State-sügn , 21 September, 1940: "The Fasc i st
Cf ,
idea is on the march, rounding up stragglers and con sol i dating the rear. Rumania fell in last week.... In Japan
also, after some experience of the reality of Fasc i sm,
its forms will presently be adopted."
In action, fascism rejected the liberal nationalist constraints inherent in the oId international system. This
allowed fascism to dominate German nationalism and milit-arism and use them as vehicles to entrench fascism in the
territory of France, rather than reinstate the French nation aS à component actor in a revised balance of power
after 1 940, aã in 1871 . In rhetoric, fascist ideology
cast itself as ô European solution as wel-l, again suppNew stategman, .28 December,
lanting nationalism. cf.
A
1940t "A primitive man is lost outside his tribe.
cívilized mãn has an independent Iife. He is 1oyal rather t,o an idea than Lo a particular complex of organizations, and he may cease to feel allegiance to the organization called the State if it does not sufficíentIy
represenL the ideas he thinks valuable'"

ment of patristic
55

56
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vrar period,

and the period beginning in the time covered by

this study. The first use is as a description of the "EuroDuring the inpean" system and as an ideology of elites.
ter-war period, Iiberalism was no longer dominant, at the
system level, but was a component actor in a changing inter*
national system. It is referred to as "decadent" liberalism. BriefIy, this adjective refers to the fal1 in levels
of liberalism and the moral doubt that accompanied its fall
from the system level to a competitor leveI.
period ended in the annihilation and exclusion of liberalism at the state level in
Britain and other countries. After 1941 liberalism was no
Because of
longer a component actor at the system leveI.
the primacy of the nation within classical liberalism, this
exclusion signals the end of the inter-ïrar period as it is
defined in this thesis.
The competition of the inter-war

as a motivating ideal
Liberalism had
was perhaps most apparent on a human level.
fought iLs battles and had achieved a large measure of national seff-determination and freedom of discussion. Àfter
this victory, those who adhered to a liberal outlook became
This was especially apparent
uRsure of their direction.
when the highly idealisiic inter-war ideologies began to
In comparison,
compeLe - for the loyalty of individuals.
post-1914 liberalism appeared decadent, non*committal, and
obsessed with maintaining the f orm of the s!et!-s quq" Fur*
The inter-war crisis of Iiberalism
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ther, British Iiberals remained convinced of the universal
applicability of their approach, that it could embrace and
encorporate Lhe nevf ideologies within a Iiberal system.
and was
This was the miscal-culation which culminated in
the policy of appeasement.
exposed by
This crisis of ideals in Britain meanL that any component
of society which took action did so on "hoIIow" Iegitimacy. sz The British ruling class found its social position intact despite its obsolescence as a modernizing cadre.58 It
was naturally attracted to the fascist ideal of "authority"
This period of hesitation
as having intrinsic legitimacy.
waS characterized by the betrayal and defection of precocious individuals whose dynamism sought out ideological al-

57 T. s. Er iot'
ttzwisc
henwe

1

s evocat i on of decadent inter-!,¡ar rhetor
t " occurs in "The Holl-ow Men" ( 1925) :
Between the idea
Ànd the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow...

Between the concepLion
Ànd the creation
Between the emotion

ic or

the response
FalIs the Shadow, ".
Between the desire
And the spasm
Between bhe potency
And the existence
Between the essence
And the descent
Falls the Shadow"
58 Ï,rlas the failure of liberalism due to the virtual extinc'tion of a generation whose hands would have seized the
A,nd

3s

ternatives.ss IL is doubtful whether these individuals felt
they were traiLors to Lhe aspirations and needs of their soDuring the period under review, millions of Britons
ciety.
embraced Àmericanism. As will be shown in the next chapter,
they did not consider themselves treacherous to gritish
ideals. Rather, they felt they were returning to an ideal
from which gritain had deviated.6o
Although Americanism appeared compatible with Sritish
liberalism, the bases of the two ideals were certainly different. The appearance of American idealism created new
tensions within the Aritish empire between its new ideals
and its established political practices. Although the adoption of Àmerican ideats legitimated the British war policy,
its secondary resuft was that the British state ceased to
act as the expression of an independent British nation'

59

60

or is it simplistic and meLtorch from failing hands
dead heirs might dismillion
odramatic to suggest that a
rupL the liberal Iineage?
Before liberalism embraced the Àmeri can ideal, it nearly
merged into fascism, as the truropean record of liberalism
brook , S ci!.,
indicates. Cf . A. J. P. TaYlor, Beave young
Cambr i dge
of
on
defecti
The
celebrated
pp, 329-330.
intact
k
ept
which
ve
mo
was
a
communism
to
iñteflectuals
eIite.
modernising
a
as
their status
f ar as unusually high
o. Thomson, 9p 9j-!.., P. 262 "So propaganda]
are conleve1s of uuil.nc. reãeptivity Ito
.
cerned, elearly it. makeã a difference if an audience
f?om what is sometimes cal1ed a spirituali;-;"iiering
vacuum. An audience suf f ering f rom en¡-qi, or where exiãiiÃg attitudes are far advanced in their Iife-cycleto and
new
tackiñg innovation, is likely to be more attracted
messages.
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4

1

THE SELF_CON CEPTT

ON

OF THE

PRESS

the self-conception of
what the press was doing during the inter-war period? The
theoretical bases of this question have been established and
can be briefty recapitulated in three related concepts'
First, a key concept in systems theory is Lhe problem of legitimacy, which links the ideal and the actual at all levels
of phenomena. Ideology and its observabl-e expression "rhetoric" legitimate the disparity between the political ideal
and actual.61 During the inter-war period' legitimation by
political ideology became dominant at each fevel of analysis, and this domination at the State and system levels was
the essence of inter-war change.
Tt. remains to be asked,

What was

Secondf communications in part determines the content and
form of ideology. In this aspect the work of communicaLion

historians comes into its own as an instrument of historical
inquiry.u2 Communications is the basis of perceptions and
6

l These ideas have been based on works by severa I authors.
Directly relating to this disparity ( and sYmb iosis are
Jurgen Habermas, Theorv and Practice tr. John Viertel,
Beacon, 1973), and Karl Mannheim, Ideoloqv and
BosLon:
(London:
On the idea of
Kegan Paul, 1 936) .
U!opia
Markus, "Con*
GY
orgy
are
decePtion
tematic
sys
as
ideology
of Pol i t ical
Journal
y
Canadien
Marx",
in
Ideolog
of
cepts
(vol
r i ntemps ,
7Je
Hive
7,
Nos.
-2,
,
Theg!¡¿
Soc:La1_
and
"The ConfIict of Ideologies",
1983 ), an d Ernest Barker,
ï ntern t ional Àf f 1rs May, 1937, which is a window into
liberal thought o f the time.
1

62

williams,
9.P cit.'
. Innis, Empire and CommunicatiQns,
gp
ci!:, and on t'he study
The tqnq nevoltrtjlAn, IZSO-1959,
of systums ir¡ comrnuniCations, see WiIliam B. Lashbrook
The
and tlichael D. scott, "Man-Machine communication:
(Ronald
ApStrategy of the Future", Speeçh Co[qmunication
Cf
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wriLten communication also provides a record of these perceptions. The independent influence of communications is
evident from the increased importance of ideology in the
state, This changed the state from a nation-state to an
ideology-state with revolutionary effects upon the interna-

tional system.
Third, it is proposed that the inter-war period be described as a period of change from a System of nation-states
to a system of "ideology-blocs". In So doing, a picture of
international relations governed by elites embracing the
Burkean principle of "national tiberal-iSm" is changed into a
picture of international relations composed of ideological
blocs. The main ideological blocs have been identified as
thoSe of Americanism, socialism, and faSciSm, aS well aS deEach component ideology interpreted the
cadent liberalism.
problem of "modernism" in itS own wâY, and each offered an
internally Iegitimate solution, which was presented in a
"universal and Polemical'r

way

"

In summary, the State is a level of phenomena which is,
The inter-war
legitimated by an ideal'
like all levels,
period Saw t.he domination of "pure" ideology over nationalism as the legitimating ideal at all levels of the system"
ldeology is known by its rhetoric, which is in turn a function of its mediumo in Lhís case the printed word. In a

plebaum, et â1, eds., New York:
326-334

"

Macmillan, 1975),

PP
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where elites and masses Iive in
modernist societY,
continuous tension, the press as the medium of political
ideology must then be the intermediary between the governThe ideals of the press as an actor
ment and the public.
Britain,
within Britain were equally applicable for itself,
and the system as a whole.
This is the final aspect of the theoretical structure of
this thesis, and f ulf j.Is the triad relationship of the historian, the subject itsetf (ttrat is, the press propaganda on
nritish foreign policy in 1940-41), and the perception of
the subject that. prevailed at the time as separate from the
perception of the historian.6
3

It is necessäry to ascertain what motivation (or Ìegitimation) the publicists of the inter-war period had for what
they were doing. To expose an inconsistency here would negate a thesis which has the idea of legitimacy at all levels
of phenomena and analysis at its core. To wit, the histori*
an can say that the feader writer in the GuaE¡l:Lên was propagating a new ideology to govern foreign affairs, but if the
historian can show no proof that the writer was aware that
he was so doing, the historian is obliged to search for unconseious motives, or to argue on the baSís of concurrency
of eveRts (British foreign policy and press rhetoric were
revoluLionized concurrently) that Lhere is a cause and ef63

PeLer Winch, The Ideg o:l a
I i q-n to Phi losopLry ( London :

Cf. CoIlingwood, S ci!.

Sqqial Scie¡¡ce and its ReIaRoutledge and Paut, 1958T,
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fect relabionship between these two historical events' If
neither a common nor concaLenating legitimacy can be estabIished, the two events are Iinked only by coincidence, and
the hi stor ian' s methodology rema ins purely intui t ive .
of interest
in the related areas of public opinion, ideology, propaganda, and the press. surveying techniques were being developed,6a learned papers were delivered on the subject of
The decade of the 'thirties

saw an explosion

ideology,65 and cheap pamphlets were maSs produced warning
people of the effect,s of "propaganda", which was seen popularly as an outside threat and an abnormal phenomenon' The
press v¡as written about as well,

and these writings were

similar to the pamphlets warning against ideology in that
the people who
t.hey also had problems with subjectivity:
wrote books on the press tended to be journalists.
the British press hetd up for itself was
that of a constituent actor within Sritish democracy. This
self-appointed position in the political sphere of eritish
Iife was articulated during the censorship crises in
1938-41 . 6 6 Only when the government encroached upon the
The ideal that

6

4 Most notable among these was "Mass-Observation", a'1953.
Pri1938
to
from
Iasted
which
venture
vate surveYing
See be1ow, n. 75.

5 Cf . Ernest Barker, oP qÉ.
66 George.p. Thomson, gp ci!., p. 42, The press was f ond of
comparlng itself to tne rrench press in 1939-40, French
been subè"näotsníp, to which returned journalists had
ized as being arbit.rary and . strict.
ject,, wãå
íOpinion", political
"ritic
comment' speculation or surmise were

6

40

press's democratic franchise did the press assert its claimi
for the most part, the role of an independent press vras discussed in widety circulated books, whích vfere of a Serious
tone, but stiIl intended for a broad audience. In general,
these books defended two prerogatives: that of editorial
Independent editorial
policy and that of the proprietors.
policy was defended on the grounds that in an era of widened
democracy, Parliament waS insufficient in its representation, and the press provided in fu]] public light the constructive criticism of government that upheld this broadened
democracy.6T The critical rol-e of the press in preserving
democracy was discussed in reaction to increasing government
interest in the press, which brought editors doÌvn on the
side of the great free-wheeling proprietors who withstood
This caused much dissatisfaction and
ruthlessly cut
In fact it may not be going too far to say
di spondency.
that the Frenc h censors ha d a lot to do with the collaPse
of France, " Cen sor sh ip could not be forced upon the
sritish press, but it was liable to prosecution as any
other citizen if they were guilty of "obtaining, recording, communic ating to any other person or publishing information whic h might be usefuL to the enemy" under the
provisions of Defence Reg ulation Number 3. Therefore,
the press rec eived guidan ce on what they could safelY
publish. The censor's s tamp afforded futl Protection.
(p. 6.) cf . Gua rd i an ,5 July , 1940: "It is a grim Picture of the F rench censor ship and its results which our
former Paris c orrespondent contributes to our cofumns today. In eigh t moñths of drift and dalliance the Paris
censorship set itself to build a house of illusion into
which the Fre nch public vras wiIly-niI1y thrust for its
When the house
supposed peace of mind and protection....
fe11 in sudde n ruins under the shattering blows of May
and June it was seen that no Fifth Co1umn acting under
enemy orders could have done more than the censorship to
undeimine public confidence and moral. Surprise is the
the French censorship
grand element of strategy.. ";
prey
public
for the most disa
ãoiled to make the French
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It was not yet the tíme, in the
inter-war period, for press spokesmen to ponder the efficacy
of t,hemselves becoming too close to the government, for the
intimacy of interesLs had not yet devolved into an outright
mutuality,68 The press clung Lo an idealistic and highly po-

government interference.

Iitical

self-concePtion.

6e

This self-conception h'as defended against internal pressure in Britain and on behalf of j-nternational press against
the inroads upon the independence of the press in totalitarian states. Kingsley Martin wrote a series of articles in
Pol i i ea1 ouarterlv which examined the political role of the
press in other systems of government.To this tendency to
self-examine grev¡ more keen as the European crisis developed. Newspeople were avíare of the conf l icts h'ithin the
astrous surprise imaginable.
There is a clear warning for those who are or have
with the idea of extended and compulsory conbeen toying
trol of news and opinion in the nevrspapers. . . . our vol-untary censorship as it exists at the present h?u been
accepied by the þress and the press þuu done its best
to adjust its responsibilities
an aãmitteäly goãa best
reto the fighliñg Services and its no less important
insinube
it
once
Iet
public.
But
sponsibiliIies [o the
aied into the public mind that the press is no more than
opinion and we
a mouthpiece for official news and
path
so noticewhich
same
Lhe
tread
shall hãve begun Lo
our
Moreover'
France.
ruin
of
Lo
lhe
ably contributed
doubt
more
with
scrutinized
be
press
would
nanäicapped
abroad where the great ideals f or
than .oni ide-nce
are still held in esteem. (Amerifighting
we
âre
which
ca?)"
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çj!., p. 12, ref erring to.the bureaucis
iu.y of Wñitefratl and Oo*ning Street: . "My firm belief
thal the Press will never make any significant penetrarevi'tion of the Exee ut.ive' s def ences unless and until a power
talized Parliament is able to claw back some of its

James Margach, ap
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arm of Geoffrey DawTimes created by the long editorial
son.71 When lhe war began, a Steady stream of foreign corre-

arrived home with Sharp impreSSions of an "unfree"
press. These writers produced a flurry of books which were
widely read and reviewed among their colleagues.72
SpondentS

daily censorship and the Commons rov¡s
over the hapless Ministry of InformationT3 produced editoriaIs which asserted the dialectic relatíonship of the government and the press. Àt the same timer rêsearch into public
opinion, both independentlyTa and with public funds,75 was
developed, and the press was quick to take advantage of public opinion surveys. During the bIitz, the major papers
senL correspondents to cover the bomb shelter beat throughout Britain in an atiempt to discern the morale of the peoThe experience of

for Parliament and Press in the new situation (i.e.,
"...the accumulation of power in the hands
of anonymous officials" ) now share objectives: more disdeclosurel more access to sources of information, wider
cision-sharing, ref orm of secrecy, and so on'... t' This
pro-press proþaganda may be analyzed in terms of competitive actors wit.hin the British "sub-system".
68 Margaeh, gp cit", p. 4z- "...surveill-ance is e roded v¡hen
newspapermen are treated as buddies, an arm of government
manning an outst.ation in Fleet Street""
6e Cf . Wickham Steed, The Pre-sÊ (Harmondsworth:
Pengui n ,
and authority,

1938)"

70

7

Kingsley Mart ín, Poli-tj-ca1 Qua¡leg-l-y, Vols.
(1930-1936, 1938-1941 ) .

I-VIT I IX-XI

1 Despite the fact that Dawson }aboured nightty to remove
from the pâges of the Tim_es anything that might of fend
the Germans, the able Berlin correspondent Norman Ebbutt
Following the Munich crisis, Dawwas expelled in 1937.
son rewrote an art icl-e attributed to his ParliamentarY
correspondent, AnthonY Winn, oD the occasion of Duff Co-
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p}u"tu These efforts were unsophisticated and frust'rated by
the censorship, but they have in retrospect an air of genuine purpose in becoming the voice of the people. In general, the last decade of the inter-war period was a significant time for the press, coinciding with the height of its
and with an era of self-awarepenetration and credibility,
The willingness with which the
ness and responsibility.
press cooperated with the censorship demonstrated both its
identification with state interests and its sense of public
duty.

had written apoper's r esignaLion speech. Àlthough Winn
he found
House,
the
provingl y oí Cooper'ã performance-in
reþlinn
squib"
damp
"a
'
it descr iUea the next day as qp
Cf
pp.
54-55"
c!!.,
Margãch,
'
signed i n protest.
Hi st orv of ltre Times, üol . 4, part I I , pp' 793Lf " ,
982-983 on Dawson's "methods".
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1.5

TNTRQDU_C_rTON O:F SÀ}4PLE NEWSP PERS

Thus it can be shown that the press was indeed aware of
Iending
its integrat position in the British body politic,

significance to the study of its policy on international reThe newspapers that wilI be used in support of
lations.
this thesis are the Observer Nel¿ StaleSrnen, Egonoffil$,
Tiqes, and Guardian. These papers represent a broad range
of opinion in Britain, and conform generally to the mainstream of liberal thought.TT Occasionally, the Labour MonLhLy, the only communist paper printed continuously during the
war, will be used as an example of thought outside the mainstream of Iiberal opinion. Tts communist stance v¡as already
ideological, and the evocative confluence of rhetoric between it and the mainstream is interesting to note.
combine the frank exposition of the truth with the maintenance of public moral. " Ne¡{ Stat smân 21 June, 1 940:
butt si nce the vrar be"This minis try has been everyon e's
it s dictatorship,
fearing
gan. The p ress, which began by
y and even with
w
ith
sympath
it
is now incl ined to regard
of InMinistry
Martin,
Kingsley
"The
favour. " S ee also
(1939),
4, p.
No.
X
Vol.
ouarterly,
formation", Political
502.
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"Mass-Observation", begun in 1937 by Tom Madge and Tom
Harrisson became the best known organisation. Its first
reporL, "Britain by Mass-observation" in 1938 dealt with
ILs surveys v¡ere regularly used by
thä ¡aunich crisis.
the New s!ê!_esma¡., unt i I its last report in 953 on t.he
(Mowat, 9p cit. , p. 157. ) The recoroñãTion-re-May.
ports of "Mass-Observation" were used in Àngus Calder,
.1

s war (London: 969 ) .
The Ministry of InformaLion ran a weekly Survey on morafe
which v¡as sþecific to particular regions. It uncovered
the fact thãt during the blitz public morale ïfas indeed
broken in certain areas, notably in Plymouth and Greenock " Ian MacLaíne, Ministrv of Morale: Home Front MoraIe
and the Mini sf-rv of Information (London: George Àllen

ihe
75

Peqple

I
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The Observer vras the oldest of the London Sunday papers /

being founded in 1791, but was of little consequence until
it was taken over by Northcliffe in 1905. Under the domineering editorship of J.L" Garvin (1908-42), whose "formidable three-decker editorials"TI v¡ere the backbone of the paPêf, the Obse rve r grew, reaching a war-time circulation of
over 360,000. Northcliffe parted þ¡ays with Garvin by selling the paper; howeverf when in 1942 Garvin fe1l out with
his neh¡ proprietor as well, the younger viscount Àstor kept
the paper and rid himself of the editor.Te Towards the end
of 1941, Garvin's editorials disappeared from the paper.
Instead, guesL writers took over Garvin's spOt on the front
page.

134. As welI, survey s by a group
called the gritish lnstitute of Public Opini on occas10nally appeared in the nevrspapers' notably.in confirmation
of ä fuäss-observation survey published in the fall of
1940 which demonstrated the unpopularity of Chamberlain
and the "appeaserst'. New Statesman, 13 Ju1y, 1940.

and Unwin, 1979), p.

6 one of these was Ritchie Calder of the New Statesman who
also served simultaneous duty with the Special Operations
Executive at Woburn AbbeY. He was typical of a type of
nelrspaperman w ho moved easily between the Foreign Of f ice,
i "e. the intelligence communitY, a nd the pre5s.
77 Franktin Reid Gannon, The British Press and ÇSLrnry.,
1971), pp" 4-5:
1936-1939 (Oxford: Clarendon Press/
journalists and
the
excePtions,
minor
two
or
one
"With
wars were men

7

editors of the British Press between the
in the broadest
who thought of themselves as liberals
seeming paradox
t.his
Understanding
.
.
.
term.
the
of
sense
is fundamental to any proper understanding of !h" policy
and psychology of apÞeãsement of Germany; it is lack of
such uñderstãñaing *fticf, f,as spoiled most of our historiappreciations of this period to the
caI and critical
present day. "
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llhile under Garvin's dominance, the paper remained
strongly national.ist and imperialist, treating America as a
great ally"
With a classic liberal turn of phrase, Garvin
wrote of "the Empire and the RepublÍc" cominq together
again. His stance on the alliance was that Britain would do
the actual fighting and the American contribution would be
in arms product.ion" By October 1941, however, Garvin was
advocating a change in British war aims that would accomodate Àmerican opinion, and allowed that in order to win the
war¡ Àmerica wOuld have tO "come in". Garvin was One Of the
moreover, to recognize that any victory in Europe
first,
With the exit of Garvin, the Oþwould be a total victory.
sellet radically revised its editorial position on the
American alliance and adopted what had by then become a
broad acceptance of ideologically motivated policies.
The Ne¡¿ Ste!-es8ê-n was f ounded as the voice of independent
socialism and was identified with the Fabians. so Associated

with the paper were figures like George Orwell, George Bernard Shaw, Sydney and Beatrice Vlebb, J"B. PriesLley, and the
New Zealander David Low. It had the largest sale among the
Over the
weekLies, with a circulation of about 75'000.
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years, it had merged with Athenaeum and the Natipn to become
Under the edi torsirip of
a viable and independent voice.
Kingsley Martin (1930-60), v¡hose middle class en ergies and
ambitions did not always coincide with the politi caL territory staked out by the paper's founders, the New S tat e sman
f lour i shed. I n the Iate ' thi rt ies , Mart in came into his
own, although the paper remained "independently social-ist,
exasperating, and bitchY". I I

of imperial policy from the first,
although it spoke in the name of socialism until 1941, at
which time it began holding Àmerican opinion as a foil for
Colonial Secretary L. S. Àmery and his "handful of reactionaries in Londonrr.s2 At about the same time, the paper began
using American opinion in support of its consistent clamour
for domestic political reform. On the topic of Europe, the
paper was the first to discern a shift in the Cabinet toThe
wards total victory in ApriI 1941, albeit cynically.
of Whitehall-'s dependence upon
New Statesman waS critical
This
American capitalism to remain at the hetm in Britain.
criticism was held separate from an admiration of Àmerican
political idealism and "Main Street" populism.
The paper v¡as critical

8f

Mowat, 9p ciL., P' 159.

ô¿

N-ew

1940: "It is uníntelligible to
us tfrat a ¡randf ul of reacLionaries in London can hold up
a chance of reconciling India, that would raise our moral
strength at once in the eyes of enlightened men the world
over , more espec iatly in Àmer ica o "
State-grnan, 3 Àugust,

e8

The Eçp¡ernulsl was a paper of ambiguous connections, and

Its expertise in foreign affairs made it important throughout the inter-war period, and
it was widely read in America" Founded in 1834, it too was
a weekly with a circulation of about 35,000. Its editor,
Geoffrey CrowLher, wâs also a director of a firm of underÀs well, Brenwritersrs3 which was unusual- for an editor.
dan Bracken, the I rish-born Minister of Information with
broad publishing contacts and the Prime Minister's ear, v¡as
a sharehol-der and director.Ba The paper had a relatively
large operating capital, its revenue coming from financial
advertising and reports of company meetings.B5 The paper's
treatment of foreign affairs was carefully considered and
consistent. Throughout 1940 and into 1941 , it criticised
ideological motivations, giving a good picture of how pronounced the shift in the national mood had become, although
it fell under the propaganda spell of the Atlantic Charter.
Its Stance on America was one of cooperation from the beginning, âlthough it opposed both American and German (¡ut not
Japanese) penetration int,o Latin America.
occupied a field of its ov¡n.

affairs, it espoused Wilsonian sel-f*determination instead of Burkean nationalism; its most notable
¡ni scalculat ion was in its repeated calls for the creation of
On European

83 Camrose¡ s ci-t., pp. 145-6.
14 Andrew Boyle, þgA, Dear Brendan (tondon:
1974).

85 camrose¡ 9,p qi!.,

p. 145.

Hutchinson,
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a }arger East European entity to hold the baLance between
Germany and Russia. Its major shift was on the Empire, from
a clear explicalion of the liberal idea of Empire to advocating political independence and a reorientation of Britain
to other industrial states, notably America. of the papers
researched, the Econ ist demonstrated the most consÍstency
and least shift.

introduction.s6 occupying a conservative position near to that of the Economist but Iinked
to governmenl rather than to finance, it was the oldest daily, founded in 1785. It was not profitable, and its structure was more that of a national institution than a nevrspaper . 8 7 However , in 1940-41 i ts edi tor ial pol icy was in
disarray under Geoffrey Dawson, described as "ineffable, âD
imperialist, a sguire, a fellow of AtI Souls and a freguenter of cliveden, who knew littIe of Europe."88 In 1941, the
The Ti¡res needs little
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more Iiberal

Robert Barrington-Ward assumed "the chaittt'8e

from about this period till 1948 was
E. H. Carr, who carried on the academic approach of the respected Wickham Steed (editor 1919-22). In the post-war
The foreign editor

period, Carr advocated a pOticy of "appeasement" in EaStern
Europe, a continuation of the independent Sritish "balance
of power" approach to the continent, free of ideological motivation.so fhis policy was based on the belief that America
would in time withdraw from Europe, leaving Britain alone
again. The miscalulation cost the paper considerable respect, since this Iatter-day appeasement was equated with
that. of Lhe inter-war period, The Times was unsure of itself in 1g4o. 41, being an admirer of Roosevelt, .but fearful
of American int.entions. The crisis of the British state is
mirrored in the internal politics and editorial policy of
the Ti¡e_g. The paper and the national state vÙere symbiotic
in both ascent and ecliPse.
The I'4a¡c_heslel Guardiaq is the only provincial paper reviewed. The GUa¡Öiqn, !i¡e-S., and Ne-U-g- Chs-g¡jgls- Ì'tere the

only dailies with a fuIl complement of foreign correspondents oversea. lts position was independently l-iberal,
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maint.ained ably by À. P. Wadsworth in the tradition of C. P.

Scott. Its board of directors included William HaIeY,el who
evenLually as editor of the TirneÊ broke that paper's association with the Tories in the 'fifties. e 2 Its circulation before the war stood at about 50,000, but was more than twice
that in 1946.s3 It is the clearest example of a shift in editorial policy from one based on the liberal model to one
based on Americanism, although its conception of Europe did
not progress beyond the inchoate ideology of Wilsonism. Its
endorsement of Empire had been grudging at best, and a systematic criticism of Imperial policy came to it easily.
FinaIly, the socialist Labgu¡ Monlhlv, working under the
aegis of R. Palme Dutt must be introduced. Its circulation
in 1g41 was around 12 ,OO0 and growing dramat ica11y. n ¿ I ts
political position was in line with that of the Soviet Union, but the brilliance of Dutt's analysis, his personal
stature, and his overwhelming editorial prose made it relevant to the British situation. His exposure of the Anglo-American relationship as one of essential competition shot+s a
sound ideological basis for his thought. During the period
under review, its journalistic peaks v¡ere on Lhe occasion of
the suppression of two other Socialist papersf and on the
1 camrose, 9-Ê qi!' , p. 118.
s 2 Mowat, o-Þ qj!. , p.
58.
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on the first
entry of the soviet union into the war.
occasion Dutt demonstrated his influence in Britain by marshalling in the pages of Labour l'le-n!¡ll¿ an amazing show of
soli.darity in def ense of a f ree press. e 5 On the second , têcovering from the embarrassment in which all the Stalinist
papers were left to steep, Dutt's editorials ant.icipated
many of the rhetorical statements which were to issue from
tondon. The ltartime confluence of the two vastly different
rhetorical policies into a single rhetoric is an event of
great significance in the study of an ideologically-based
system such as is posited in this thesis, and is deserving
of a study of its own.
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Chapter I I
FROM NATTONAL LTBERALTSM TO
TDEOLOGY.

2.1

A

DEMOCRÀTIC

tNTBQÐUçII_QN

During the period of 1940-41, the British press conducted
a debate which resulted in the rejection of a traditional
nritish approach to world affairs in favour of an ÀmericanThis chapter will show how the
inspired universal ideaI.
nritish press established foundations for a dramatic change

in public attitude, Lhe devices by which this change vras accomplished, and the final statements of policy signalling
the completion of this change. The other side of this debate was concerned with the vitality and legit.imacy of traCriticism of the liberal traditional British liberalism.
dition strengthened public acceptance of "AmericaniSm". The
result was a new rheLoric which legitimized an ideological
approach to internat.ional affairs.
a moment the relationship of ideal
Karl Mannheim reduces our
thought and action in the state,
definition of ideotogy to two distinct parts for the purposes of analysis. He Lerms these parts "ideology" and "utopia". 1 rdeotogy is defined as "those complexes of ideas
LeL us examine for

1 KarI Mannheim, Idepl-qgy a¡d Utopia (London:
53

Kegan Paul:
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which direct activity

toward the maint,enance of the existing

order", and utopia as "those complexes of ideas which tend
to generate activities towards changes of the prevailing order."2 Mannheim clarifies the distinction:
Tn the course of history/ man has occupied himself
more frequently with objects transcending his
scope of existence than with those immanent in his
existence and, despite thisr âctual and concrete
forms of social life have been built upon the basi s of such " ideological " states of mi.nd which
Such an incongrwere incongruent with reality.
uent orientation became utopian only when in addition it tended to burst the bonds of the existing
order

"

3

Ideological and utopian thought cannot be distinguished
according to their uftimate "value", since both are ideals
which are separate from actions. The difference is found in
the actions that occur as a result of the idea]. Thus one
Similarly,
man's "ideology" may be another man's "utopia".
the ideal self-conception of the state may lead to maintenance of bhe existing order or towards changes. That the
prevailing ideology and the prevailing order cannot be revolutionized independently is easily apparent. This chapter
wilI show how "ideology and utopia" played their vital roles
1936).

2 Louis Wirth, in
Utop!_a, pp cit.,

preface to Karl Mannheim, Ideoloqv and
p. xxiii.
This def inition varies f rom
of
conception
the
"modernism" that was presented in the
Iast chapter, which suggests that all individual-s and
groups in society are motivated by ideals for "development", whether these ideals be forward-Iooking or backward-Iooking. Mannheim's work is better understood in the
context of its time, during the inclusion of Lhe masses in
the cufture of modernism.
3 Mannheim, oB cjl. , p" 173.
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in the revolution of British state ideology.
that "utopian" and "ideological" phaSes
proceed in cycles, in which t.he same ideal can f irst legitithen hold the line on action of any
mate positive action,
sort,a A progressive levelling between ideal and actual occurs: where there is idealism there will also be action,
and viçe ye.Lsa. similarly, where there is a loss of idealism, there is also a loss of action. On all levels of human
analysis the link between the ideal and the actual lies in
legitimation, or motivation.5 The relationship between the
ideal and the actual is cfear in British history of the inThe paralysis of liberalism and national
ter-war period.
poticy in the 'thirties stands in contrasL to the goa1-oriented activity of the 'forties.
Thomson suggests

With the fall of France as the beginning of the crisis in
Sritish nationaf policy, it is necessary to sketch a picture
of the United States as it appeared in press propaganda before this time. The United States was not depicted as a
Two Americas Tfere
monolithic bloc of opinion and interest.
The America of WaIl Street which opposed the
identified.

and resented European discord
blockade, wâs isotationist,
for its effects on the healthy flow of commerce was consid4 o.

Thomson

,

Uê€-s Per,suegr-qn

Harris, 1977), p"
5 Mannheim, op eit.,

26"
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ered to be dominant " The Amer ica of the New Deal v¡as
considered to be a rising characteristic which could be
courted in hope of a more sympathetic foreign polÍcy with
statements of democratic solidarity and the primacy of politics over business.
first became clear that Àmerican material waS
needed, a deal was sought which showed deference to American
llhen it

domestic sentiment:

in the classical sense of American
policy, be no entangling alliances, but trade coóperalion with the rest of the world does not vioIàte that precept in any v¡ay.6
At the Same time, strong resentmenL v¡as focused againSt "the
America of the Hiram Johnsons and the Nyes" which was beIieved to have betrayed the idealistic and generous Àmerica
of Woodrow Wilson. It was conceded that American help might
be necessary before the war was over, and v¡ould not be refused; however, had this help been assured, the war might
have been averted. In the meantime alt that Britain asked
l¡as for the right to purchase American goods "which are of
such excellent quality
'cash and carry', of course.'t7
There must,

ican react ion t.o the GEel gpeq inc ident was to impose
a 300-mile security zone along the western Àtlantic coasts'
bringing a strong response in Britain:
Àmer

6 Guardian
7

!M.|aq'

5 January, 1940 "
8 March , 1940 "
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The GovernmenL that so long strove to prevent war
could underst.and the Àmerican wish to keep
But Great
modern war far from American shores.
Britain is now fighting a battle on which its ex-

sacriistence is wholly staked and it cannot
fice one jot of those belligerent rights outside
limit which are allowed by internathe three-mile
t ionat 1aw. I

Tt could be argued that the naval blockade of Germany aff ected t.he Amer icas as much as i t did Germany , a f act of
which Britain was not una$¡are, On the occasion of Sumner
Wet1es' peace probe, a sharp commentary was directed equally
towards faint hearts in Britain and business interests in
the United States:
There can be no sham peace. It would mean the
ridicule of democracy; the suicide of security;
to arms for the
the breakup of the Empire called
sake of ân impotent sequel. s
This attitude was based on the perception that the United
States was acting purely to preserve its commercial interests in Europe; on this issue the press saw British wartime
interest.s as running counter to American interests.lo

8 e llêrdieL1 , 19 January, 1 940.
e observer 3 March, 1940.
lo

This same suspicion of isolationist motives was still evident in 1941, when Hoover asked that the blockade be
lifted to feed the starving Belgians. It was pointed out
Hoover's plan was motivaLed by a bumper crop in the Midwest, would solve its transport problem by employing Belgian ships impounded in American ports, and would be fi*
nanced by the takeover of Belgian interests in the United
States. The plan was sarcastically called "Cash and Caritas. " Eçp¡p¡qi-Ë!, 22 February , 1941 . Cf. Observer , 11
August , 1940.
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Suspicion of the segment of American policy identified
with business and isolationism was already being balanced by
a growing faith in Roosevelt and the America of the New
Dea1, and the hOpe of their participation in the war and in
The unresoLved tension between these
the reconstruction.
forces, it was felb, wâs sustained by the rigidity of the
American constitution, which impeded the effects of changing
opinion upon PolicY:
The American constitution, which is perhaps as responsible as any oLher single factor f?t the outbreak of war niñe months âgo, will continue to exert its baneful infLuence throughout the summer.l1

Conversely, this was also one of the differences in outIook which upheld the national rivalry between gritain and
the United States, but the public was already bidden to remember 1917, when WiIson, "the great democrat from across
the water had stepped in and lifted the Àllied cause to a
higher and more spiritual plane."12 Going into the Summer of
1940, the British press was aware of the possibility of increased co-operation with America, but a clear impreSsion of
rivalry remained.

1

1 Econ

t2

ist

8

June

,

1940 '

tabqq Mqnthlv, March,

1940.

s9

2.2

THE PROCESS OF PERCEPTION

CHANGE

The fatl of France in June 194A signalled a major change

in nritish thought. The entire war strategy had been predicated upon the resistance of the French army and the existence of a continental aIIiance, and Britain set out to replace its erstwhile ally with the united States.
This
action was based on the simplest strategic considerations:
without an alliance, B!'itain could not hold Germany to its
position in the old European baLance of power, much less
roll back Nazism. The most pressing concern was to begin
the process of buiding a new alliance, based on a common security footing with the United States.
The symbol of this common footing became the Àt1antic.

of the seas, a common seafaring tradition, and the
symbolism of the Atlantic Charter were ideas which buttressed the vital importance of the American material conideas which had no similarity to the bases of the
nection
These vrere attempts to construct a
old French alliance.
and would eventually seem quaint as
traditional alliance,
the AngIo-American relationship took shape. The BriLish
navy was shown to be Lhe cornerstone of American security,
and was called "the reaf defender of the Monroe Doctrine."13
The navy's importance was cynically confirmed by Washingt.on:
"the time has come for the British fleet to turn from the
Freedom

1

3

St_aleg$an, 3 August , 1 940. Formerly, the Monroe Doctrine was seen as an isolationist canard, and was a poIemical euphemism for American hypocrisy.
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defence of a Great Britain that

cannot be saved to the pro-

tecLion of the western hemisphere."l4 This rebuff was a nadir in sritish hopes for an equal alliance with its implication that Britain was not perceived as being capable of
holding out and that sritish defence nas considered to be a
subordinate part of American defence in practice and in
princ iple.

the Havana Conference in July and the acquisition of fifty aging American destroyers in August rÄ¡ere
The Guardian declared that "the
more encouraging signals.
Àct of Havana is an act of faith that Germany will not
win."15 The consolidation of pan-American defence at Havana
vras seen as an indication that the United States was moving
towards a security linkage with Britain, although still- moAmerica undertivated by particular American interests.
stood that its interests lay in bolstering Àtlantic securii-y, since the destruction of sritish sea-polrer would 1ay
open the Atlantic and Latin America to a hostile Europe.16
Building upon this favourable trend, the exchange of fifty
aging American destroyers for western Àtlantic bases was interpreted as a tacit alliance:
The Anglo-'Amer ican naval agreement i s one of the
most imporLant events in the history of the two
For our parL it is the formal
countries."".
Two events,

14 Que¡-dje¡, 5 July
man of Idaho"

,

1940 .

Attributed Lo Senator Key Pitt*

1s Ggê,rd_Lea, 2 Àugust, 1940.
16 New. S_!etgsnê,n, 3 August , 1940"
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identification of the common interests of the
British Commonwealth and the United States in Atlantic def ence.... It is t'he complete recognition
of the Monroe doctrine and a great act of assisIand] our formal
tance towards its fulfilment
goes
down, the
if
Britain
even
assurance that,
sunk. . . .
or
be
not
surrender
will
fleet
British
recognition
unmisLakably
and
clearly
is
here
there
of the basic fact that it is on the integrity of
Britain in the first place and of her fleet in the
second that the safety of the United States depends.

17

TL became clear, however, that direct American aid would
be reguired eventually, against which isolationist sentiment
was arrayed. In order to woo America into an altiance which

isolationism wouLd have
went beyond hemispheric interests,
to be replaced by emphasis on America's globa] interests.
The hopeful policy was characLerized as a universal

Deal" for international affairS,
polemical hue.

"New

and thus began to assume

a

A security linkage having been established, the press began its campaign to build an ideological bridge for America
to pass from a policy of defence to intervention. The ¡ritish gauged that America would require an ideological justification to enter the war, for the intervention of 1917 was
viewed as an act of "disintereSted knight-erranLFY"r18 and
reconstruction after hostilities depended on a true American

commitment. This bridge emphasized two points¡ that nritand that
ain was fighting a war for American interests;

17 Quegdie¡,
1

6 SePtember,

1940.

8 New Statesmêq, 20 December

1941

"
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these interests could be neither effectively nor fairly
At first this aid meant only
pursued without American aid.
Lhe removal of cfauses in the Neutrality Act which impeded
the sale of arms.le The Lend-Lease period was characterized
by Churchil-1's phrase "give us the tools and we wiII finish
the job." FinaIIy the press began its call for an American
declaration of war.
The broad range and ambitious goals of the propaganda ef-

fort were summarized by the New Statesman:
The war situation by land, sea and air is serious
enough to demand the utmost candor in all our pronouncements to the United States of Àmerica. The
direct and immediate aid of that country is essential if the Nazis are not Lo conquer.... if we
are to persuade the American people to take us seriously, our will to see it through to some decent aña hopeful conclusion must be reflected in
the whole sphere of poticy and action, social- and
economic as well as militarY.2o
During the Battle of Britain, propaganda emphasized the
growing a$¡areness in America that issues vital to the United States were being contested in Britain.2l

The historic

destiny of the two states prescribed that Britain should
have the role of "holding the gap" giving America time to
think things through to an idealistic end.22

e Economist 10 August , 1940 "
2o
þ. s!q!es¡!ê¡, 7 December, 1 940.
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The anxieties

of the free world are concentrated

but the hopes of the
on the coasts of England
world are more and more directed to the outer conOur rol-e here in Britain is to hold the
tinents.
bastion; for victory we shall need aid from over'seas.

23

These hopes were still

in late

1940 for America to impose

its will upon Europe by extending immediate milit.ary aid and
its political and economic resources in the est.ablishment of
a durable peace.
Propaganda directed towards the creation of a

common

ideology had four main themes. Attention was drawn to the
historic traditions the two states held in common. Second,
the press equated the political struggle against appeasement

in Britain, a struggle already won, with that against isolationism in America, by inf erence a struggle Soon to be w'on
as welt" Third, Franklin Roosevelt was lionized as a man of
vision and Leadership and finally, Àmerica itself vfas depicted as a country with a destiny for world leadership.
The cumulative effect of these themes was to identify gritain with American thought, and to establish Àmerican Leadership in the Anglo-American front"
The creation of a common historical myth with America began after Churchill's "Mississippi River" speech, in which
he evoked a confluence of "the two great English-speaking
democracies, " 24 A "New Deal" of international relationS
2

s Economist

was

6 JuIy , 1940,

24 QþBelv-er , 25 August , 19402

merican relations

has

seen

week in Anglo-ABritain cede to the United

"An historic
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foreseen fotlowing the "boyish spontaneity" with which the
Caribbean bases and Ogdensburg agreements were signed; this

the practises of the "co1d-blooded hemisphere that we inhabit Iwhere] pacts of friendship or aIliance normally ruR f or ten years " " 2 5 The two states \'¡ere
"driven together by their own vital interests and the logic

was contrasted to

of events."26
The Lend-Lease agreeme nt,

which by co-incidence was

num-

order, wâs called a "Declaration
of Interdependence" and a new Magna Carta. These metaPhors
coalesced in a new interp retation of history:
We have not forgotLe n whence came the ideas written into our constit ution and Bill of Rights. Go
back to the Magna C arta and see how clear is the
path from RunnYmede to Philadelphia and on to CaPitol Hill
bered 1776 on the

Congre s s

led to a discovery of its revoluvitat in "a war of mastery over menIs

Thi s common pedigree

t ionary

character,

certain naval and air bases in the Western
Stat.es
hemisphere, and Canada agree with the United States to
set up a permanent joint board for the common defence of
the ¡meriðan continent. Mr. Roosevelt is separately exploring a constitutional method of selling fifty desLroyärs to Britain, 'Like the Mississippi', as Mr. Churchill
put it on Tuesday, Ànglo-American co-operation 'just
keeps rolting aIong. "'
25 Neiq glete_g-Ben , -Ì September, 1940. The Caribbean bases
agreement was to run for 99 years. The Ogdensburg agree*
ment was called "Permanent".
26 Ecqa-qinjgL , 24 August 1940.
'
27 From a letter from Ohio Congressman Frances P. Bolton, in

Observer, 9 FebruarY, 1941"
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mindsrr"28

The United SLates hetped the cause of freedom in
Europe in the eighteenth century. The British
people helped the cause of freedom in Latin Ameriãa in the ninet.eenth" And in the twentieth
peoples are
the Brit.ish peoples and the American
2e
coRsc i ous of lfre i r common cause .

History lfas re-written to emphasize the unity of the "Eng*
Iish-speaking peoples" and their dynamic "democratic" tradiÀfter the extension of the anti-fascist alliance to
tion.
the Soviet Union, the Labour Monthly developed the theme of
a common ideological tradition by casting the western bourgeois revolutions of England, America, and France in a lineage of ascending liberty, with the Russian revolution as the
Last heir.3o

Two disparate hiStories having been brought together,
current politics followed suit. The erosion of isolationism
in the United States was equated with the rejection of apThis was a formidable undertaking;
peasement in Britain.
isolationist sentiment, while it was anti-Hit1er, was cer"tainly not pro-British, and took a dim view of Britain's
"seIf-serving" policy from Manchuria to Munich.31 The press
in Britain responded with a criticism of American "provincialism" aft.er Versailles. Americans believed that the policy of appeasement was responsible for failing to contain
28

New

Statesman

4 January,

1941 .

2s Guardian 18 Oetober, 1940.
30 lAþq]=tq I',l_qnLlrly, November, 1941 "
3

1 Gua-rdlan, 2 Àugust, 1940.
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Hitler and the sritish were now reaping their just rewards,
The British press responded by holding the policy of isola*
tionism responsible for failing to help solve the European
and now these problems
problems that had created Hitler,
could no longer be avoided by America.
press developed the idea that isolationism

The British
waS appeasement

in American guise,

tionism gradually
i nev i

table

dec

1

gave way to

i ne , based

and criticism of isola-

a magnanimous belief

on the sritish

in its

Precedent.

lived in England in 1938 and 1939 know the
death agonies of cherished illusions and the birth
pains oi resolution from which the Americans are

We who

From the enjoyment of a clear con*
suffering.
sciencer-a clear vision of duty to be done, and a
clear sight of where the interest of all who bewê can offer them our most
Iieve in freedom lies,
3
sincere sympathy.
2

However, the Sritish needed at all times to live down the

stigma of appeasement, American Surveys which indicated a
lack of faith in Britain's will to resist,33 the insinuation

in the Nj¡e.tee¡lh Cent_Uly that Britain was secretly negotiating with Italy,3a and suggestions that t,he outcome of the
Nazi-Soviet war would force Britain to negotiate a peace
with the continent were aIl seriously answered:

32 Econ i st- 1 3 ÀpriI, 1940 "
33 Ner Stat sman 20 JuIy , 1940.
34

ian , 24 January, 1941. Edited by F. E. voigt, this
paper provoked KingsleY Marti n into a vitriolic exchange
over the issue of "Vansittart ism", Lhe use of nationalist.
rhetoric. Cf " Ne¡q g!ê!e-Þtnên., 14 December | 1940, and es1940.
peeially 22 March,

Gua rd
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Isolationism has again become vocal and is talking
of "appeasement." Just at present there is no
more hated word in the vocabulary of the average
mean
Àmerican, who realizes that appeasement would
def eat f or a cause which i s novr hi s own. 3
ln answer to the charge that all Britain could do on the
continent was to await the outcome of the Nazi-Soviet htar'
5

the Econo¡tls't retorted:
Belief in the inevitability of Russian hegemony is
a species of inverted Munichism. Isolation is
isolation whether Germans or Russians are dominating Eastern Europe, and isolationism is a policy
which has brought BriLain into two major wars, Lhe
United States into one and into the 3 toils of another , in the course of thi- rty years.
6

The final knel1 for appeasement, American sty1e, was not

, In November, the E-ç-e¡-Qmi-g! reported that American policy in the Far East had moved from
one of "appeasement and fear of war" towards defining a
stance beyond which it would not move.37 The United States
began to prepare itself for war in the event that its negotiaLions with Japan fai1ed.38 Generally, it was with relief
that Britain finally discerned a congruence between American
rhetoric and action. The Sritish press arrived at a consensus opinion that both isolationism and appeasement were policies that sprang from a philosophy of international relaa
Lions based on the interests of the nationaf unil

heard until the end of

1941

35!)èEg!j{e{., 29 December, 1940.
3

6 Eçp¡prnis!,

6 August , 1941 .
25 Oct.ober , 1941 and 1 November,
1

37 Economist
s8 Tirnes, 26 November, 1941 .
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Both policies were
philosophy that was in eclipse.
criticized from t,he point of view of supra-national principle. Here in fact the hard-pressed British vrere ahead of
Lhe American thought they sought to emulate, and in their
propaganda h'ere the more zealous.
The ideological bridge by which America could enter the
European war, or from the point of view of this argument, by

national interests were subsumed within the
American ideotogy, had Franklin Roosevelt as its leading
icon. The architect of the New Deal in America was cast as
the prophet of a "New Deal" for international relations.
These rel-ations would be aS free of the financial syndrome
t,hat had plagued Versailles Europe as the American New Deal
was freed from Wall Street.3e Inevitably a1so, Roosevelt vras
compared to Woodrow Vlilson.
Now, as in 1917, the hopes of freedom*loving people all over the world will be centred on the
President of Lhe United States. !r7e hope that
Mr. Roosevelt wiIl lay down unequivocal peace
terms which in their international application reflect the vision a¡rd generosity which has inspired
his domestic policy.4o
whieh British

?o

40

GgaE-diê-!., 21 March 1941 . During the election campaign in
Ef,é united States, which contributed greatly to the iconizat ion of Roosevelt, the Wall St.reet image v¡as personiA1fied by the Republican candidate, Wendell willkie.
though the foreign policy of "a11 aid to Britain short of
v¡ar'r was held by both candidates, Roosevelt was boldly
endorsed: "He views this conflict with a perception of
the values at st.ake which no candidate who speaks for fiMorally, he has the
nance-Çapital wiIl ever attain.
on a
qualities and range of mind that justify leadership
world-wide stage. " Ne¡¿ Statesne4, 2 November, .1940.
New

Statesman

, 25 January,

1941

"
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The leadership for which the press looked to Roosevel"t
was in contrast to the not inconsiderable stature of Winston
Churchi]1" In the enunciation of war aims, both the British
government and press deferred to the American president's

judgement.4l perceptibly,

individual leadership in the EngIish-speaking democratic alliance moved towards Roosevelt:
He may
The great President moves step by sLep.
But
God.
mills
of
the
as
seem to move as slowly
embodying
man,
going.
This
is
he
he knows where
the spirit and power of America as he does to-day'
intenãs as much within himself as any man in hisLory has ever meditated.a2
Roosevelt's inaugural speeches confirmed his ideological
leadership" "On both sides of the western ocean the chalIenge tO 'degenerate demOcracy' haS itS anSwer"r43 waS the
The charges brought against democracy
response in Britain.
by Hitler, against which Britain coufd not defend itself,
vrere taken uP bY Roosevelt:
Above all there never was a more direcL and formi*
dable antithesis between two men and tþ¡o princiLike Yea and Nay are these; like storm
p1es....
and rainbow.

1

a

1 New Statesman , 25 January, 1941.
4 2 observer
11 May, 1941.

4

3 Qbçerver 12 January, 1941.
4 4 observer
1 June, 1941, Churchill writes of Roosevelt;
I
was in contact with a very great man who was
ï
felt
"I
also a w a rm-hearted friend and the foremost champion of
the hig h causes which we Served" " Their F i_nes'L llou!
( London :
Houghton Mifflín, 1949), P. 23"

4
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Depicting Americans as a people with a destiny of world
leadership and America as "the New World to all peoplesf'v¡as
t.he fourth theme, This effectively placed an moral obligation on the United States to enter the war, and completed
the process of collapsing Britain's foreign policy within
Britain's future role in world
that of the United States.

affairs was considered in concomitance to American leadership.
To-day a Nazi victory woufd transform the face of
Lhe world more radically than any event since the
discovery of the Americas.... Tt is this sense of
the Lhreat to the Àmerican way of life which
is bringing to the American people a new sense of
The consciousness of an
American destiny....
American responsibility for feadership, hitherto
confined to the Western Hemisphere, is beginning

to develop in wider fields.as
American leadership waS not acknowledged simply because of
It was a leadership
its greater resources and population.
to be sought and emulated for its strength of conviction.
It is a faith not only for America but for the
world and it. cannot survive in America unless its
continuance throughout the world has been made seFreedom is not a property but a vocacure....
Àmericans understand that they are a
tion, and
people with a mission.a6
As the press realized that

American entry onLo the world

stage was imminent, Lhere was some objective analysis,
spearheaded by the Timeg, of the implications of accepting
À policy motivated by principle was
American leadership.
simply an outward projection of peculiar Àmerican traits.
4
4

5

Tj_rn_es,

26

6

Ti-rneÊ,

22

April, 1941
January, 1941 "
"
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ln Roosevelt's inaugural address,
he called upon his hearers to see their country
once more as men dedicated to Iiberty for more
than three cenLuries have laboured and died to
build it. .. . That faíth has never failed the
Americans. I t inspired the President' s call to
his feIlow-citizens to continue their endless
task, to build up a polity in which all shall enall
joy the material elements of a good life,
all
truth,
of
ã¡rãf1 have access to the sources
growth
life
of
of
the
for
the
shall have fulI room
the spir ít .47
the faith that fired Americans, other differences
in hi stor ical consc iousness were perceived between the British and the Americans. The material self-sufficiency of the
American continent and its security from foreign threats
combined to create a sense of unigueness. This had in the
past resulted in isolationism, but naturaL growth and "the
narrowing circle of the worId" vrere resulting in a new association with the old worId.
The twentieth century has seen the birth of a conception of Àmerican world leadership, and may well
But that conception, if it is
seã its fruition.
realized, will take forms rooLed in the American
past, and largely unfamiliar to the Eastern Hemiãphere. In every sense a world in which Àmerican
wilI be a nevr
leadership witl be effective
Beyond

wor

Id. a I

In this generally magnanimous atmosphere, the inter-vrar
period was re*examined. The isolationism which the press
condemned was better understood and not seen only aS the recalcitrance of a foreign policy based on the "farewell- ad-

47 Ti¡qes, 22 January, 1941"

4I he,-q, 17 June , 1941.
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dress" tradition and the bias of Wall Street. Àlthough the
press did not fully understand the nature and di f f icult ies
of an ideogically divided system, in which "diplomatic cona dialoque
versations and negotiations often resembled
4s the inter-war dif f iculties with America vrere
de_s sq!!_d_s",
crudely understood as a step in the changing of the guard
Europe to an ascendant
from an increasingly small "liberal"
"democratic " America.
Many of the politicat misunderstandings of the
pasl twenty years have sprung from divergent views
ón the responsibilities of world leadership. The
suppositioñ that the role played by Great Brit'ain
in tte nineteenth century can now simply be transferred, in much the same form and with the same
consequences, to the American people is doubtless
But that a
a considerable over-simplification.
in the repredominant,
share
larger, perhaps a
fa11
future
in
must
sponsibilities of leadership
the
lesson
of
clear
is
a
on the United States
present war and of the years which preceded it.s0
such propaganda was to real-

The most serious failure of

ize the extent to which acceptance of Àmerican "forms" and
world leadership would change Britain's globaI status. The
reason for this failure rras a lingering habit of seeing the
Although the fascist
worl-d as a system of nation-states.
threaL to such a philosophy was clearly perceived, the apparentfy :lean slate of America in Lraditional foreign affairs, its apparenL good wi11, and its historical commonality disguised to the press the deep ideological emphasis of
The problem with America was seen
American foreign policy.
4e Craig'and George, "S cit.
5o Ti_ryres_, 17 June , 1941
"

p.

87

"
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propensity for isolationism, a policy which was
interpreted as one of national self-interest rather than a
symptorn of ideological incompatibility with Europe, whether
I iberal , fasc i st , or soc iaI i st .
If in the cause of Atlantic collaboration, Britain's freedom to act witl have to be curtailed'
then the American contribution that can properly
be asked for is a similar limitation on her freedom to be inactive. In the last analysis, as this
war is proving, Great Britain cannot undertake any
commitment for which America support will not be
Àmerica
forthcoming. And in the same analysis
to
a
one*hemor
even
isolationism
to
cling
cannot
isphere diplomacy. 5

Lo be its

r

By the end of May 1941 Àmerican affj.rmations of interest
in the war and the shocking developments in the Mediterranean and the Balkans placed the Ànglo-American relationship on
The press was spreading the idea
an irreversible course.
that Britain's foreign policy 1ay within that of the United
StaLes and that both were motivated by a common ideology.
During the autumn, however, the Nazi-Soviet v¡ar put strain
on the Anglo*.American reLationship,52 and irritants Surfaced
on such issues as anti-fascist solidarity, continued competition in trade,53 the fate of the BaItic states5a and Po-

r Ec-g¡-oBi-g!, 19 october, 1941 "
52 QbseË¿-e!., '13 JuIy, 1941 . Cf .
Nel[ Stategrnen, 20 Septempsychological
effects of the onslaught
Ig¿l:
Uer,
"The
HiLler anticipated...,
what
been
no
doubt
have
Russian
on
In Lhe United States the effect of the Russian campaign
has been a marked tendency to withdraw further from the
5

v¡ar . rr

5

4

Ne-q. S-La-Legman,

9 November , 1940.
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land,s5 and minor fascist allies such as Finland.56 This
period also saw the discussíon on the Atlantic Charter,
which countered the deleterious effects of the Russian war
on Ànglo-American unity, but could not entirely eradicate a
sour undertone of frustration.

Stilt, the Atlantic Charter, promulgated in August, was
the salient feature of propaganda in 1941. During the
months preceding, British statesmen made major speeches on
the "Four Freedoms" eventually contained in the Charter.
The cue for these speeches came from Roosevelt himself.
Halifax's speech to the Pilgrims in Washington after his arrival as Ambassador placed Britain in the train of American
idealism, imputing the cause of democracy in Europe with dynamism and purpose:

Mr. Rooseveft's "Four Freedoms" may weII serve as
the watchvrord to define the common purpose which
inspires the struggle against Hitler, and the goal
of õur joint endeavour.5T
the four
points -- "freedgm of speech and expression, freedOm of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fearr' -- in a London speech, thus âssociating the Cabinet with Roosevelt's
As the new Foreign Minister,

ideas;

5

5

5

6 lirne_s,

5

7 Ti¡qeE ,

Ti$e_s,

4 July, 1941,
6 November, 1941 "
12 April, 1941 .

Eden emphasized
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hardly be said that these principles had
spontaneous endorsea 1 ready received a warm and
menL in the country. 5 I
T

t

need

points were reiterated by Roosevelt himself;
and the Obselyer called them a "moräI covenant between Britain and Àmerica. "5e On t.he occasion of Halif ax's departure
for Washington, the Guardian staLed that "the identity of
purpose and resolve prevailing throughout the English-speaking world will determine the way of life which will be open
to the generations and perhaps to the centuries which follow
These four

our own.

tt6

o

When the Atlantic

Charter itself

propaganda, both domestic

and

foreign,

became the basis of

it too was accorded

miIlenial qualities.
There is the dawn of a saving purpose in this conception of strong but redeeming victory.. ". The
social advancement of the masses shall be sought
and organized by some new system of worLd co-operHere, the President' s orrn words recur as
at ion.
he used them in the greatest of his speeches and
again they ring like the trumpet of a prophecy"
On this earth there must be freedom from want no
Iess than freedom from fear'61
The Atlantic Charter was highly significant because of its
joint promulgation wíth the united States.62 IL was touLed
as an affirmation of the primacy of the rights of man over
5I Tj¡es,

3o

May,

1941 .

e Qbserre!, 1 June , 1941.
6o
G_ue_r_di_ê!, 17 January, 1941.
5

6

1 observer

62 Ec_onomi_s!,

17 August ,

1941

"

23 August , 1941.
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nationalism, pointing the vray to "place a salutary limit to
the right of peoples to choose their own government" and
preventing the rise of another international renegade. 6
the Atlantic Charter ofMost importantly for this thesis,
fered the third choice of "a hope of stabitity and freedom
beLween the extremes of Hitler's new order and the o]d order
of Europe that made Hitler possible."6a
3

After the Atlantic Charter, all that remained for propagandists was to await the American entry into the v¡ar. The
war effort was an entirely different function from that of
1939, and that functj.on fuIIy Iegitimated Àmerican belligerence.

The moral effect of America's coming-in would
bring a new soul into the ,world.. . . Without that,
freedom, or aL least its English-speaking e Lements, might win an insufficient victory but could
never win the peace of their prayers. That spiritual ca11, not material motives, will do it. 65
The crisis of 1940-41 resulted in dependence upon American
material, the price of which was not to be measured in the
American dollars that Britain lacked, but in the acceptance
of American ideological dominance. Without Àmerica to lift
the war onLo a higher plane, Britain was simply at r.¡ar for
the maintenance of the discredited status auo a¡LLe bellgm.

3

6 September, 1941.
6 4 Econo¡n:Ls't,
I November, 1941 "
6 s o-LssryeË
7 September, 1941 Compare this to n" 116,
94asa conLrasl; also used" on p, 146,
6

Economi

st

p
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nritish aims must be molded by Àmerican. The key
as in 1917, lies on the President.'s table" It
would seem to us the path of wisdom for Mr. Roose*
velt to state conditions which America and Britain
would regard as essential before they would consider a cessation of slaughter.66

66

Ne¡¿

St,atesman

17 May, 1941.
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2.3

THERMIDOR

Vlhile American ideals became more and more dominant in
Britain during 1940-41, the same period also witnessed a

liberal
press to revive a uniquely Sritish ideology. This v¡as a
conscious reaction to both fascism and Americanism, and to a
leSser extent to Soviet communism. It was a restatement of
the classical tenets of liberalism, with an added polemical
aspect. In the end, liberalism found its own record to be a
which contributed to its domination by American
liability,

concerted effort by some actors in the traditionally

idealism.
The German armoured breakthrough at the historic battlefield of Sedan upset the European balance of power to an ex-

tent unanticipated even by Germany. Bequeathed with overwhelming povrer, Hitler hesitated, allowing the evacuation at
Dunkergue. During the summer of 1940 German propaganda rechanging from a nationalist to an
gained the initiative,
ideological basis. Three ideas were advanced which brought
Strong reaction in Britain: a "New Order" of political stability and economic security for Europe centred on Germany;
and an
a "Monroe Doctrine"6T for European fOreign policy;
assaul-t on the legitimacy of liberal democracy. This propaganda offensive v¡as at first interpreted in a tradition of
European hegemoniSm,6s which evoked national memories of the
7 Ti-rne_s, 18 July, 1944.
6 I Dur ing the int,er-war period'

6

the "European" system still
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For Britain of course, the spectre of Napoleon had positive associations, recalling NeIson's vic¡ories and ulLimately the foundation at Vienna of the very

Napoleonic wars.

syst.em Br it,ain was now def ending.

The British liberal response to the challenge from Germa-

based
free acceptance of liberal institutions in Europe.
the ideological solution of Americanism steadily
ground, this period also saw the rise and fal-l of the
gation of British liberalism as a dynamic force.
ny was to propose an alternative

"New Order"

on the
While
gained

propa-

Press analysis of fascism as a social force was occasioned by the shocking magnitude of the French defeat, which

revealed forces at work for

which Britain

was unprepared.

analyst of the French defeat reflected upon human loyal"CivLy to a matrix of ideas, independent of institutions.
ilized man may cease to support the State if it does not

One

limited pov¡er to the national state. When a state perceived itself as being restricted by the international
hesystem revisionist responses fell into three areas
Each of
and isolationist.
gemonist, internationalist,
these could destabilize the balance in favour of one actor. The leading examples of hegemonism are Napoleon and
Àn alternative to hegemonism was internationalHitler.,
ism. Its benefits as a principle were appreciated by
Briand and Stresemann and Woodrow Wilson, and were char*
acteristic of a post-national, proto-ideological Europe,
since these benefits were derived from an applied principle. A t.hird reaction to the limiLations of the balance
of power was isolationism. America, Japan, and to a
lesser extent the Soviet Union and Great Britain were all
Isolationism and hegemonism
susceptible to its song.
poles
oulook; both were opideological
an
of
were the
Each was an inchoate attempt
posed by internationalism.
to harness the growing energy of universal resources' one
of which was communications.
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sufficiently represent the ideas he thinks valuable. "6e In
this vacuum the fascist idea assumed its place, and the
French press, neutered by the censorship of the Third RepubIic,7o easily found fascist apologists.T 1 The misfortune of
France, for which the sritish felt some guilt following
their Dunkerque reprieve and the stunning naval attack at
Oran, was a warning that the o1d European system had disappeared.

It is the extinction of the spiritual force we
knew as France and the appearance in its place of
and language v¡e find
an unknown entity whose mind
di f f icult to understand. 7
2

The new methods of the fascists were noted in contrast to

the established conventions of international conduct. In
is nothing
contravention of the Kellog*Briand pact, "war
They make
but a method of policy to the Axis powers....
war, or desist from vrar, at their pleasure."73 Similarly,
states were not bound by the tenets of
the "totalitarian"
"public law" which formerly could not be broken without "the
6s Kingsley Martin in the Nelt Statesqe¡, 28 December, 1940.
7 o Guardian
, 5 July, 1940. Cf. n. 67, pp. 39-41 above.
71 Guardien, 19 July, 19402 "...in France, Baudoin has ex*
plained the collapse of France as the result of 'social
disorders which broke out in 1934; in the future
there will be new conceptions of life based on authority,
order, and obedience.' Deat thinks France should be
agrarian, depending on and supporting German industrial

and military hegemony." The nostalgic agrarian theme
continually recurs in inter-war fascism.
7 2 Eco¡cf4-}_st, 6 July 1940. Cf
" Craig and George's dialoque
des sog!d-s, p. 72 above.
7

3 Gua¡_die¡, 1 November,

1940 .
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nor by a spirit of chi va1 ry
which reminded men "even in the worst violence of war that
he was a man and not merely a brute force."74
The events of the last ten years, this series of
wanton outrages in which aggression is supposed to
need no excuse, would have astounded all Europe at
any time between the great war of the nineteent.h
and the first great vrar of the twentieth centust i gma of a breach of faith",

ry.7s

Against this background came the "New Order" from Germany. The New Order promised an end to the "atomization" of
the Versailles years -- it promised a respect for traditionaI values, political stability, employment, âD international
economy, and a secure, united Europe. sritish propagandists
of course did not accept the content of the new order, and
it is significant that it was rejected on the basis of the
national liberal paradigm:
The inspired publicists of the Nazi and Fascist
Press have been canvassing the prospects of a new
The prospect spread before
"European order"....
our eyes is no longer the temporary occupation of
Western Europe for the purpose of bringing a recalcitrant gritain to heel, but the grandiose plan
of a new Europe in which the Imperial obsessions
of Rome combine with the megalomania of Berlin.
Stated thus crudely, the proposition quickly
It is a !au!
beLrays its inherent absurdity....
de f orçe which l.lapoleon could not maintain, which
Germany cannot maintain, which no one European
race could hope to maintain.T6

4 Guê¡-djen, 7 March, 1941 .
75
Gse-E.di-ao, 1 November, 1 940 "
76 Ti¡eg, 21 June 1 940.
7
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Attacks on liberal democracy itself from Germany and ItaIy could not be countered on nationaf grounds, and brought a
Hitler's depiction of the
defensive reaction in Britain.
war aS a "struggle beÈween tv¡o systems that of the Soand the capitalist governing class
cialist German people
of Great Britainr'72 elicited a rundown of nritain's social
accomplishments in government. Upon the declaration of Ìrar
by It,aly, it was noted lhat Mussolini had changed his propaganda line from the right of self-determination and the adjustment of Versailles to a vfar against the "plutocratic and
reactionary democracies of the West.... The world laughs
when it hears of the gangster's boast that he is killing for

the sake of social justice. So will it laugh at the attempt
of Mussolini to pose as the Robin Hood of the Mediterranean.tt78

Stitl not accePLing an ideological frame of reference,
the press responded to the chaLlenge of the New Order by
recognizing the need for a new order in Europe' but stating
internationalist principles on which to build it.
There must and will be a new order in Europe. But
this cannot be achieved through the overweening
ambition of one man, or one country in defiance of
the will of the majority of Europeans and of the
whole world outside Europe. . . . Two conditions
The new European ormusL at least be fulfilled.
conquest but only
through
achieved
be
der cannot
must
uniLe Europe with
it
and
cooperation,
through
the non-European worId, not divide Europe from

7 Guar clian 13 December, 1940.
78
.T i-rtq q- , 15 June , 1944.
7
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e

reaction to Hitler's new order, which
obliged Britain to choose between association with its empire and oversea trade and reconciliation with a unified Europe under German hegemony, fay a principled av¡areness of
In July 1940, Europe was
the historic British position.
unified Lo the point where it seemed capable of going its
own way; it vras reLatively undamaged by the war that had
unified it, and its frontiers h¡ere generally natural and secure. Hitler offered peace to Britain stating rhetorically
that he "wished above at1 to return to his task of building
a new social order,"Bo The isolation of Britain, had it been
complete, might have resulted in a winding down of hostilities,81 but in the stasis of the summer of 1940, the stubbornness of nritain's defence found within itself a Iegitimation for its stance. lncanting Pitt ("EngIand will save
itself by her exertions and Europe by her example" ) the
Economist moved into the ideological age: "1n the jargon of
the moment, wê must ansvrer the Nazi dynamic with one of our
Underneath this

ovln.

tt

I

2

7e li¡es,
Bo

21 June, 1940.

Guardie¡, 26 Ju1y, 1940"
81
I,aþour Month , JuIy, 1940t "Is there a basis for a deal
why should not
beLween nritish and German capital?
other's sPhere
each
recognize
giant
not
Powers
these two
of dominion?"
82 Eqa¡-qL!-Ë!, 20 July, 1940.
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The British answer

r^ras

based on a conLinuation of nri.t-

ain's position within the old bafance of power. Since nritain could not compete directly with the hegemonist tendencies of continental powers, it countered with an internaÀ distinctive
tionalism founded upon Iiberal ideals.
British character accompanied these ideas.
We are perhaps the only great people in the world
The
with a reaIly instinctive nationaf unity....
sec reL formula of England is to be at once conserWhen we are faced, âS
vat ive and progressive....
we are today, with the need for a new dynamic, the
answer must be that it can only be an English dynamic.

B3

The appeal of a British liberal

solution to the war continued unLiI the influence of American ideology overtook it,
and until the impotence of Britain's military position on
the continent !¡as appreciated" The sritish view drew on
history, employing the classical imagery common to a British
education and parallels from British history, especially the
Napoleonic wars. It was a theory of liberalism that claimed
an irresistible al-lure and an intrinsic dynamic. The legacy
of Edmund Burke on this theory is obvious, both in its invocation of historical right and in its specific tenets.
In building a national sense of mission, propaganda
stressed the indomitable British character and habits of
freedom, historic British power and continuity, and the dynamism of liberal democracy. During the sitting war, the
phlegmatíc response of the British public to propaganda made
8

3 Eeono mi st.

20 July, 1940, ibid.
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the debacle in Norway seem almost wefcome to the press. "To
a people like the British, setbacks early in a vrar act as a
we cannot fight v¡ithout them. The ancient courage
tonic:
the Observer deof the race is not diminished""s4 Later,
Like
clared, "We have iltimitable faith in this people. "..
Cromwelf's soldier, they know what they fight for and love
what they know,"85 During the London blitz, the stoic resistance of the population was portrayed as a gritish quality
which Hitter and his strategists could not be expected to
understand:

Little does he know the spirit of the sritish nation or the tough fibre of the Londoners, whose
forebears played a leading part in the establishand who have
menL of parliamentary institutions
far
above their
freedom
value
to
been breã
8
I ives.

6

Churchill's deeply patriotic speeches inspired regular

com-

menL.

" Churchill' s broadcasts are more than history.
They are Enql:Lgh historY carved out of the common
experience of the English PeoPle and shaped in the
eenturies-old idiom of English life and English

Mr

l-etters,

B7

the press mined
Britain's deep memories of the NaPoleonic wars for paralFaced with a united continent as in 1 807, and with
leIs.
the memory of a century of peace and Prospe rity as a reward
Taking Lheir cue from ChurchiLl's lead,

I4 Eco¡e8i_s!, 4 May ,
I

5 observer

1940.

1 December , 1940.

16 Guerdle-n, 13 September, 1940.
B7 Economist 15 February, 1941.

B6

for the sacrifices of the nineteenth century, the British
people felt a sense of national renewal. Tt vfas remembered
that the guerilla movements of Spain had kept the earl-ier
war a1ive, and the prospect of a people's war in Europe was
unceasing
heightened by the association. ss The invisible,
work of the navy was remembered as it was once again cal1ed
upon to blockade the entire continent; it lras called as elemental to Britain as the sea itself.se The crippling of the
French fleet at Oran was compared to Nelson's similar pre*
emptive action at Copenhageneo and the actions against the
Italian fleet !'¡ere compared to Trafalgar. Quotes from
Burke, Pitt, and Canning graced leaders on the dynamic British tradition, and tegitimated indignation at the violation
Burke's words condemned French
of the rights of neutrals.
collaborationist leaders, 'rwhose ambition is only to be ad*
mitted to a more favoured class in the order of servitude
under that domineer ing power . " e
1

However, French history could be drawn upon to support
The war vras increasingly seen
more than one point of view.
as a "people's warrt, a civil war which transcended national-ist boundaries,

I Guardian
B e observer
I

eoJ3"_9n-QEi-g!,
e

1 Economist I

6 SepLember, 1940 "
2A August

,

1940.

6 July , 1940 "
6 July , 1940,
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In opposing Hitler we musL call upon the feeling
for tiberty and human right atl over the world
and make ourselves its champion as much as France
made herself the champion of equality in 1792,.,.
We must be ready to create a new Europe and not
merely put back the Europe that came to grief in
1g3g.e2

The propaganda sol"ution that the press proposed for Europe had all the advantages of historical- Iegitimacy and naThe British way of life Ì4¡as offered
tional identification.
Lo Europeans as an alternative to the New Order. It was depicted as a dynamic atternative, for "dictatorS are not the
only ones who cannot stand stilf."es this was the so-called
native English tradition of progressive reform. By imparting this idea with new vitality and making it the basis of
The
propaganda, it would counter the New Order of Hitler.
"British" solution had the advantage of being applicable
within a national f ramework; as a result, it vfas possible
to enlist the power of nationalism as well.sa

The "proof positive" of this principle was held to be
The peoples of Europe could see that the
Britain itself,

nritish way was not inherently aggressive in its new international philosophy, but vras provoked by the "new tyrannies."e5 They could look at the success of the nritish way.
Britain had for generations been in the van of progress and
2 Guardian 4 October , 1940.
e 3 Eçp¡p8i,g!, 3 August
, 1940 "
s

e

4

e

5 observer

Eq-q-Daai-qt,

14 September, 1 940.
23 February,

1941

"

BB

vrelfare, and this had been achieved as rapidly as any revo*
lution had achieved change; f.urthermore, this change had
not been achieved at the expense of national- consensus.sG
Britain stood for the middle way of social order, between
Right and Left, ând between HitIer and Versailles.sT
t.his glossy vision of dynamic liberalism
were quick Lo surface. It was deeply tarnished by the recent record of the nr i t i sh example. Even the Econo-m:Ls't , the
strongest proponent of a revitalized British vision recognized the problems:
It is not too late to renew faith in our cause.
Tt is not too late to throw off senility, cowardice, and cupidity and fight in earnest.. ". But to
do so we need other measures and other men.e8
As well, it recognízed that convincing Europeans of a philosophy of progress would be hard and its implementation tedious, "but it is precisely in the art of grafting new on to
old that the Aritish have more experience than any other
people on the earth. " s
Problems with

e

The propaganda of dynamic Iiberalism was not directed
solely at Europe, nor was it limited to being an inspiration
A major Larto the British and a call for renewed effort.
get was Àmerica, which had to be convinced as much as the

6 Economist 3 August, 1940; 14 September,
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Brit.ish population that gritain's war was a worthy cause.
Here the idea of a return to native traditions was not positive propagandâ at atl since the average Àmerícan, it was
admit.ted, f ound much lacking in Britain's ideas of democrafvJ a7o 1O0

the people of the United
The truth is this:
yet
sure whether this war is
are not
States
war
or only to stop Hitbeing fought to stop
a concise and conis
What is wanted
ler....
faith
in a revived,
Britain's
of
vincing statement
up by con'ideal,
backed
revitalized democratic
put t'hat
prepared
to
i
s
she
Lhat
crete evidence I o
ideal into ef fec¡.
1

Doubt persisted as to whether the Americans would accept
Lhe Sritish solution to the war¡ and criticism of the record

of British liberalism continued unabated, eventually de*
It was a painful
stroying the native propaganda thrust.
process which led many people to believe that Britain was
either too oId for world leadership or that its ideas never
qualified Britain for world l-eadership in the first p1ace.
This latter position indicated that a fundamental shift in
outlook away from the eritish Liberal tradition had already
taken place in the minds of publicists.
of Churchill's government to state its Tfar
aims was one of the factors in turning to Roosevelt for
leadership. For those writers who consciously thought of
themselves as propagandists, t.his was a serious handicap in
The inability
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fighting public and prospective allies among the
peoples informed as to the ends of British policy.

keeping the
conquered

British propaganda is chaotic because the object.s
of British policy are unknown, while the experience of the last war shows that when the time
the shape of the world is
eomes to make peace
moulded by the passions and ideas that have dominated meR I s minds during the f ight. ing. t o z
The rationale offered by Churchill that Britain was fighting
for its life and had not time to talk about post-war Utopias
I'Thi s
wa5 not accepted past the end of the London blitz;
must mean that we are to fight for the nation-state and the
empi re which Mr . Chamberla in and hi s assoc iates lvere dr i ven
to defend.rrlo3

of the government to state policy
without an Àmerican leadr exemptified in the publication of
Roosevelt's "Four Freedoms" theme or in the Finnish question
of 1941, provoked serious criticism on the quality of sritish leadership. At issue in 1941, when the Foreign Office
wa5 the subject of proposals for reform in parliament¡ was
the "undemocratic background" of the individuals who constiin dealing
tuted the Foreign office and their suitability
The apparent inability

with "men of the Hit1er, Mussolini, and StaIin type.rr104
The series of disasters which brought Europe to
such calamity were largely due to the undemocratic spirit of our institutions.
When this civil
war began, it found us with a ruling class, a Foreign Office,
and a Diplomatic Service that were
1o2 Ne¡q S!ê!e_g_itan

, 12 July , 1941 .
1o3 Nq¡¿ Stetesrne-0, 6 JuIy, 1940.
1o

4 Guar_dian, 15 November, 1940.
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unable to

sympathize with the cause

in Europe, to
its champions.lo5

undersLand

of democracy
eíther its importance or

The entire bureaucratic, political,

and economic leader-

ship which had brought Britain to its pass was indicted, but
the most heavily criticized was Neville Chamberfain. lo6 Published opinion polls demonstrated overwhelming opposition to
"Mr.
Chamberlain's continued participation in the cabinet.
Chamberlain $¡as one of the keenest advocates of the idea
that leaders need nOt lead", wâS Tom Harrisson's analysis.
"BuL it wasn't mob hysteria which got us Mr. Churchi11 as
Tt was outraged public opinion, mixed with
Prime Minister.
common sense.trloT

Domestica,lly, eritish leadership came under general f ire
for having gained its posit,ion through the dubious preoccupations of "amalgamation, financial wizardry, and 1obbyin9"
rather than through production:
These are the results of Baldwin j. smi w e have been
run too long by old men whose ideal for their
country is a comfortable o1d age.1o8
1o5 Guardian, 4 ocLober, 1940.
1o6 George Orwell's The Lion and

the Unicorn l¡as published
at tfris time, in which he sta|ed that the Sritish ruling
class vras not dangerous out of malevolence but out of an
ingrown stupidity that rendered it unfit for leadership.
107 New S!ê-te-grnaq , 13 July, 1940 " Tom Harrisson was the director of plass-Observation, whose survey showed that 18e"
thought that Chamberlain should remain in the cabineL,
8eo were indif f erent, and 62eo def initely wanted him out
A poll by the British Institute of Public opinion showed
that 77eo want.ed Chamberlain out of the cabinet.
"
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In foreign policy, the governmenL was accused of having none
at aII, while the Àxis had a very definite and positive one.
BriLain's conLinued position as a world leader rested on the
ability of "the British deliberately to lead mankind's secustated
lar hope and striving for a world based on liberty",
the Observer:
If British diplomacy means the promotion of our
interests abroad by erudite and inherently noncommittal personages, or by discreet and opportunistic bargaining, it will remain as useless as an
The aridity of
ornamentaf rapier in an air raid.
sritish foreign policy has, in recent years,
caused despondency abroad and anger in Britain. l0e
Britain's world position vfas
similarly discredited and anti-German propaganda, dubbed
"The
Vansittartism, caused embarrassment and reaction.
It
v¡orld has had enough of this nationalistic folly'...
justifies Hitler in telling the German people that we contemplate their destruction and a peace more blind to mankind's needs than Versailles.trl o Increasingly, the war effort was shown to be not national in nature, and that the
anti-Nazi cause was not synonymous with the "British"
cause. l 1 1 Similarly, a difference was recognized between national and ideological ends with respect to Germany.
It. is folly to think that any kind of Utopia witl
But the problem of
follow this or âny war. '..
problem
Europe
and of our whole
of
is
the
Germany
a publicist can
worst
service
The
sick society.
The old national basis of
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do now is to allow People agaín to be deluded into
thinking that war is due to the wickedness of one
nation and it is idte to indíct a people because
That is the na*
they obey Totalitarianl 1 leaders.
turé of nationalism.
2

year of the v¡ar was seen as the period of Britain'S "greatest metamorphosis. " This included a realization
t.hat Lhe era of British independence of action was over, and
that "British interests and those of the United States are
not similar but identical.trl 1 s Britain had become a particiThe first

pant in a changed international system, and the freshnesS of
the new age excited writ.ers äS much as the old age repelled
them

"

To seize the great contemporary opportunities,
surely our first need is to discard the attitude
of John BuIl at bay and the diplomatic habit of
Lreating ofl l nations as though they were single individuals,
Propaganda was directed against "the fact that we sti1l Iive
in the afterglow of nineteenth-century Splendour", and towards pointing out that the record of Britain as a polrer responsible only to itself v¡as not good. "Where Britain could
do as she liked the example of India is not a reassuring answer tr , was the response of the New Statesman to Hal i fax' s
"British aims must be moulded
call for a march to Berlin.
by Àmerícan. The key lies on the President's table.ttr 1
4

5
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The native British response to the challenge from the
Axis powers eventually failed, due to heavy criticism of

Britain's foreign policy during the inter-war period. This
process succeeded in greatly refining the purposes and philosophy of British Iiberalism, in comparison to the brutal
self-int.erest of Allied war aims after the invasion of Po1and.1 1 6 tt depicted liberalism as a dynamic force rather
than upholding a static moral position, and as a proposed
system of progress and internationalism rather than being in
competition with other states. In the end, however, British
liberalism could not rally from its decadence. Continual
reminders of the idealism and untarnished world influence of
America, and especially the inroads made by a new ideological division of the world sounded the knell for a revitalized liberal-ism.

11

6 Economist , 3 February, 1940:
"...the foundation of the
wa
r
to
the
French
whole
attitude
I rests on co--operation
To dominate the European balance of
with the sritish.
power by virtue of our mititary position, to establish
þeace iñ nurope by virtue of our allies and our experiênce, to maintain our commercial integrity against the

rest of the world by virtue of our combined economic
strength, to uphold our moraf position by virtue of our
and then, having accepted the whole
historical record
responsibility for â new order in Europe, to make it
cIeãr Lo well-meaning and i11-meaning outsiders alike
that we have set our minds and our aims to order it as
along these lines, and along these
we think right:
alone, must be the scope and breadth of Allied v¡ar
aimsnooot'
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2.4

À

DEMOCRATIC IDEOLOGY

Britain's liberal Weltanschauung was submerged by an
ideological perspective which Iooked back on the inter-war
period as the failure of policy based on Lhe liberal paradigm. The appeal of the new outlook lay in its clean break
with an unhappy pâst and its promise of genuine order after
the war. In the propagation of a Revr ideological paradigm,
a new interpretation of international- history and of the
contemporary system emerged.

In each of the papers reviewed, Versailles became a byword for the futility of the atLempt to restore an obsolescent system. The treaty's emphasis on "self-determination"
had relied on a reciprocal spirit of internationalism.
The
salvation of self-determination through internationalism,
primarily embodied in the Weimar republic and the League of
Nations, proved to be impossible.llT Europe eventually grevr
"sceptical of well-worn formulas and familiar professions
which had done duty in so many Government declarations and
at so many international conferences since Versaitles.rtlls
On the point of the Versailles system, German and British
propagandists were united:
Lhere could be no return.
Tn
retrospect, the press recognized that post-Versailles rhetoric had failed to link the policy of restoration with any
legit.imate ideal,
The inter-war years were considered an
t 17 QÞeeË{er,
'I

18 li¡ne-s,

18
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intellectual and social failure.
In the last war there was some temptation to look
back to the world of 1914 as a golden age.... The
present generation is unlikely to think in these
terms of the world of 1939. This time the watchword cannot be the restoration of the .status gle,
but the rebuilding of the very foundations of our
social and internationaL order.11
e

The features of Hitler's

new order demonstrated how littIe the functional self-determination of the Versailles restoration counted when Iiberal internationalism was replaced
by economic and political
authoritarianism. "Hitler's new
order is a sign and a portent as well as a disaster. People
will sacrif ice some prosperi.ty f or stability.rrl2o This lesson followed Lhe French acceptance of "new conceptions of
life based on authority, order, and obediencet' 1 2 t in Lhe
summer of 1940. The Fuhrerprinzip was a function of authoritarianism, modernizing German memories of previous Reichs,
and rekindling the European hope f or a nev¡ "Golden Age. tt 122
These "fascist"
ideas sprang from disillusionment with the
liberal experiments of Versailles and the metastatic dys*
function of the pluralist ideal:
self-determination, once
abroad, had run amok"
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In Britain the disiltusionrnent of Versailles caused a
moral vacuum which was popularly called "Baldlrinism". Implicit was an admission that the initiative to create an inLernational order had passed from the three Great Powers of
1919 to Germany and Italy.123 A watershed vras reached when
criticism of Versailles moved beyond readjustment of the
treaty's functions towards rejecLion of the treaty's politicaL paradigm.
A Britain commiLted bo the defence of the pre-1939
stet!-g. qlq and indifferent to the needs of its own
pãõpIã ana of its Continental neighbours is a poor
ieaþon f or pol i t ical !'¡ar , and no amount of reorg-

anization will make its propaganda a really dynamic force until there is something dynamic in nritain upon which to build.12a

corollary to the rejection of versailles, the Àltied
posL-war plans were to be universal in their application and
The new
unique in the history of international affairs.
and would
system was to transcend old national divisions,
include the regions of Germany. This was done for sound
strategic and propaganda reasonS since a "democratic" ideology distinguished the German people from their ideologystate, Ieaving "every reason to offer those Germans who
t.hrow of f Nazi rule Some alternative to destruction. tt 1 2
it was bhought, would shorten the war"
Such a distinction,
nritish propaganda separating the state from the nation so
5

123 Guardia¡ , 28 March, 1941.
1 24 Econ
ist I November 1941.
1

25 Nel¿ Ste-te€x0ê! , 27 December, 1941 ,
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specifically eventually came home to visit t,he Sritish state
FurLher, a unifíed Europe depended on German paritself.
ticipation for prosperity and political Iegitimacy. Germany
would be welcome in the new system, but a lingering ob1igation remained to the Germans to "bring forth fruits meet for
repenLanc€", which would then be "the beginning of their redenrpt ion, 'r 1 2 6 T{hen the Atlant ic Charter v¡as publ ic i zed, it
was made clear that its provisions lfere to be universal:
"vre must expel the idea that our'freedom from want' is not
f

or the

German

s.tt

127

the proposed post-!.¡ar order was 9a ined by
contrasting it to the international systems of Versailles
A
and Hitler, which were shown to be inherently defective.
more complete break with Britain's past commitment to Versailles vlas made by agreeing with Hit.ler that a new order $¡as
indeed coming to Europe; this served to contrast the proposed Allied system not only to t,he failed Versailles system, but to the proposed fasc i st system as weII . 1 2 I All
Legi t imacy f or

1
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1941 .
Cf .
ObSeIl¿el, 14 Novemhad
an extraordinary
Atlantic
Charter
1941z
ber,
"The
of the Bissinking
Never
since
the
in
Germany.
success
marck was there such an orgy of howling and raging in
the Reich. Even the Russian battles were for some days
relegated, and aII German newspapers and radio were
filled with long-winded polemics against Roosevelt and
ChurchiIl. with a cataract of words Nazi propagandists
tried to persuade their public that the whole thing was
not worth speaking of. There was undertone of anxiety
in all this beseeching of the German not to fool himse1f, not to become a dupe for this 'concoction of wilsonian Iies. "'

Guardian, 14 November,
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three competing philosophies are evident in this statement:
Hal ifax broke completely with the outlook of the
per iod of appeasement. We recall repeated declarat ions by himself, by Mr. Chamberlain, and even
by Mr. nden, in which they al-l deprecated any divis ion of Europe into two ideological camps. Today the struggle is defined as "a mortal clash of
tt 1 2 s
two phi losophi es .

Versailles concerned j.ts emphasis on self-determination. "Europe can no longer afford a
The nevr order in Europe
multiplicity of economic units....
not dissolve o]d ones; to
must seek to create new ties,
build, not to break up.rt13o On the principle of neutrality,
the viability of smalt st,ates was lost the moment that the
Iegitimacy of self-determination was rejected. Meddling in
the internaf affairs of smaIl states waS a natural course
for stronger states to follov¡ in an era of systemic ideas
the Allied new order was to focus
and resources. Still,
rather idealistically on political and economic ties and
only secondly, i f at all , on defence. 1 3
The deepest criticism of

1

it is accepted that a fundamentaL tenet of
Historically,
British propaganda was its opposition to the fascist version
of â "new order" for Europe. Yet, there remains the que5tion of basis for this opposition. Was Britain's conception
28
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of European fascism that of a legitimate ideology in fundamental opposit.ion to the growing cognition of an À11ied
ideology, ot was fascism indeed considered mere lawlessness
and barbarism without legitimate substance? If the former
is true, it is evidence of a systemic ideological paradigm
taking hold in Britain. Each of fascism and Americanisrn saw
j.tself during this time of zero-sum warfare as an emergent
international system, rather than as a component of an international system of ideology-states. Americanism as a motivating ideology turned the stolid, instinctual sritish defence into a focus for rallying an offensive campaign in
Europe and beyond.

Either we turn this into a vrar of European revolution or we shal1 be defeated. There is no halfway
house. Against. the brute force of Hitler¡ Do mere
maLerial forces or military pov¡er will prevail.
sLands
But against the idea for which Hit1er
the revolutionary idea can prevaif. l 32
By abandonning the idea of revitalized liberalism and re-

jecting VersaiIles, the press tacitly implied that an entirely changed internaLional system was to be contructed.
It !{as the fascist enunciation of a new order which precipitated this sritish propaganda response. "IThe] propaganda
properties of the 'new order' are not exhausted except by
the Nazis. It is for the English*speaking peoples to take
them up and prove that they are determined to exchange â
genuine 'nelr¡ order' f or this Nazi travesty.tt 1 s s
2 Nel{ Stêt€smên, 6 July , 1940.
I 3 3 Economist
, 14 June , 1941.
13

.1
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By contrasLing and denouncing other outlooks, the unique,

"polemical and universal" facets of the emerging ideology of
Britain were built up. The exclusive quality of ideology'
wâs protected by universalist
similar to that of religion,
rhetoric, which motivated a zealous expansion or a claustralwit.hdrawal from interaction with competing ideologies. Hitler's idea of a "Monroe Doctrine" for Europe, publicized in
the summer of 1940/ vras an example of withdrawal; his anticommunist crusade an example of aggressive competition.
This latter quality vras also evident in eritish propaganda:
Hitler is fond of telling the world that he is
making a revolution, and he claims the honour that
is paíd to original and creative mj.nds.... The
true revolutionary in the worl,d to-day is Mr. RooThis new revolution will start Europe
seve1t....
on reforms Lhat will establish internaLional cooperation.l3a
The universal application of the Àtlantic Charter, which
presented a third choice between Hitler and Versailles, and
having received rhetorical acceptance by Moscow, became the
key to the propagation of a new ideology:
"none of these
their
rights can be enjoyed by any nation in isolation;
propagation throughout the
survival requires their
world.rr135

British propaganda thus evolved an ideological division
of the wor1d" At the same time that Britain saw itself as
fighting an ideological war, it also saw its enemy as being
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ideological in subsLance. In so doing Britain was last to
do so among the Great Powers of 1914, closely following the
submergence of the French nation-state and the abandonment
(or fulfilment) of nationalist cl-aims by Berlin. In Europe,
a prerequisite to the development of fascism was a reaction
against liberal rationalism. l 36 In Britain too, caIIs for
fanaticism over reason137 and statements that "the missionary and the crusader must find their placert13I were part of
the process of placing Britain on a different ideological
footing. The fascist threat could "only be met by the Western democracies if their faith is as at Least as fervent as
the energ!¡ of the Nazis." These statements signalled that
Britain had passed through the penumbra of internationalism
and "wilsonism" into fulIy illumined participation in an
ideology-system. In response to H. G. Wells' caIl for an
international- of intellectuals,
this was offered by the
136

Älthough a hegemonist neh' order was proclaimed only in
1940 after seven years of Nazi polrer (and eighteen years
of fascist competition at the state level), awareness in
Germany that the o1d order ?ras pê€Ëe was not new. Hermann Hesse wroLe in Steppenwolf in 1927
"Yes, what we
are doing is probably mad, and probably it is good and
necessary all the same. (They are shooting the occupanLs of motorcars driving by.)
It is not a good thing
when a man overstrains his reason and tries to reduce to
rational order things that are not susceptible to rational treatmenL. Then there arise ideals such as those
of the Americans and the Bolsheviks. Both are extremely
rational, and both lead to a frightful oppression and
impoverishment of life,
because they simplify it so
crudely. The likeness of man, once a high ideal, is in
the process of becoming a machine-made arlicle.
It is
for madmen like us, perhaps to ennoble it again."

137
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Guardian:

If anything may be said against this, it is that
Mr. Wells emphasizes the rational side of man too
If the
much and the emotional side too little.
success of the Russian Communist experiment and
the surprising, though horrible, vitality of Nazi
Germany have Laught us anything, it is that something more than sweet reasonableness is at work in
the world today"13s
An increasing awareness of the ideological forces at work

in wartime society
tive alignment.s.
national- war that
but increasingly
ideas.

resulted in a new description of combaThe !¡ar was no longer characterized as a
could be settled by arms and economics,
as a "world civif war" of clashing

1ao

of vision cannot fail to see that humanity is
passing at this moment through the fire of social
revolution as well as of universal war, and that
the world that will emerge from the ordeal will in
many respects think and believe and act very dif*
f erànt.ly f rom the world of the past. 1a

Men

1

The war of ideologies reached into

every aspect of

human

Iife, and legitimated actions at all levels.
"In such a
conflict of opposites no nation, and no individual- can stand
as events decree, all
neutral;
some earlier, some later,
are bound to declare themselves .tt 1 42 The war was being
fought by Britain on the behatf of al-l mankind: the "English-speaking peoples have no interest of their own to pur-
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sue except the supreme interest,

which

they share with all

mankind, of the dynamic organization of peace.rtl43 A nelr
a supra-national
force was declared ât large in the world
f orce to be enl i sted f or the vrar ef f ort .
Comprehending the depth of feeling

associated with

an

ideology did not come easily to the gritish press. The iso-

lationist-interventionist
controversy was incomprehensible
to the British, who failed to understand that the debate was
a watershed in the development of the American ideology.
This pvzzlement paled against the parochial idealism of the
averâge American, who "never overcomes his preconception
that the British are not a democratic people.ttl44 Thrust
into a common arena, the levelled worldiness of British liberalism was no competition at all for highly idealistic
American utopianism.
The ascendancy of the Àmerican ideological paradigm over

the British national paradigm was pressed home by the newspapers. The fugitive remnants of nationalism were hunted
down and even the great moral leadership of the Prime Minis*
i s so s imple
ter was not above quest i on ; 'rMr . Churchi 11
and whole hearted an English patriot that he seems not ful1y
to understand the factors that in days of totalitarian vrar
will settle the crucial issue of morale.'r 1 4 s The message
3 Time.s, 30 July , 1941 .
144 G,uardian, 14 February,
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preferred by propagandists was t.hat Britain was now "part of
a world system which the Axis is bringing to 1ife.rr146 This
system, already styled the "World Freedom P¡6¡¡tt147 $¡as led
by Roosevelt;
He does not talk mainly of Àmerica's survival or
even of her legitimate interests or treat exclusively in terms of "nations." He talks of the future of freedom in the v¡orld. He talks of democracy.

1

a

I

the press of the Soviet Union's status in
the "World Freedom Front" Showed an awareness that one of
the implications of an ideological outlook vfas an antipathy
to Soviet socialism. While the value of the Soviet miliLary
atliance was not questioned, its political alliance v¡as a
thorny issue. It $¡as conceded in Britain that Soviet propaganda, appealing to the desire for liberation in Europef
touched a deeper chord among Europeans than did that of
The alliance required a delicate balance of
Great Britain.
military expedience and the preservation of principle' especiaIly where Àmerica was concerned. lae Later, hopeful writ*
Treatment in
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Economist, 19 July, 1940, Cf. 27 July, 19402 "Our di1gmma]/.i'g:e-v-is Russia is that, while her assistance in
the conflict might weIl be extraordinarily useful in the
military sphere, it would be a fatal sLur upon the probity of our cause. Russia is not our only potential
aIIy, nor even the most important' The United States'
resþecL and support now are an essential prgliminary to
llf l in our
actíve interveñtion at a later time....
search for allies we betray the principles for which we
1
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ers foresaw that alliance would drive Britain and the Soviet
Union together: "it is not Utopian (i. ê., unrealistic) to
seek a narrowing of economic and ideological conf lict "rr1 so
The immobile Soviet ideological

f

ace r4/as, however, appre-

ciated; from the United States came the astute argument, of
the isolationist Hoover that "the ideologicaL war to bring
the four freedoms to the world died when Àmerica made the
promise to assist Russia.rr1s I On the crucial issue of posLvJar plans,
the Soviet Union was "quite at variance" with
Britain:
"But this is a matter for sLatesmen and military
experts, not f or ideoJ-ogues. tt 1 5
2

The ideological rift

between the Soviets and the Ameri-

cans received continuous worried attention.

intimately
and for how long can a republic with the traditions and social sLrueture of the United States continue to co-operate
as a quasi-ally wiLh Soviet Russia?rr153 Other divisions were
afso interpreted as being of an ideological naturer âs when
"Hotv

standf we may compromise our military chances as well as
our good cause. There is obviously only one basis upon
which a rapprochment would be conceivable: that of
strict realism
a realism i.n which military expediency
and sincerity of purpose both play a part. If vre secure
the âssistance of Russia without compromising our chances of securing the ultimate acceptance of the principles
we sincerely believe in and without alienating Àmerican
opinion, there is a case for an entente."
15o New Statesman , 19 Ju1y, 1941.
I 5 1 Economist
5 JuIy, 1941.
152. Economist 27 July, 1940, g! cit
15
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Prince Konoe of Japan ?ras seen as attempting to limit the
Unj.ted States to the western hemisphere after the Tripartite
Pact and upon the enunciation of Japan's own "New Order.'r154
The fiercest clash was between Soviet socialism and Nazi
fascism.
The Soviet occupation of Bessarabia was depicted
as "making herself (nussia) a fortress, organizing her westby the gradual seizure of lands
ern defences in depth
between her and the great future enemy.trl 5 5 The German advance into Russia was accompanied by propaganda of an ideological nature, which laid claim to many of the emotions
that the "F'our Freedoms" campaign sought to enlist.
Thus the deadly enmity between Russia and GermêDy,
between Bolshevism and National Socialism, is rediscovered, and Germany is cal]ed on to save not
only herself , not only Europe, but " the ent i re
civilized world from the deadly danger of BoIshevi sm and c lear the vray f or soc iaÌ progress in Europe. " Hitler bids the world not,e that he assumes
the mantle of the crusader against Bolshevism.ls6
The alignmenL of various ideological claims eventually

the press in an anti-fascist hybrid. Total
confrontation with fascism polarized the world with characteristic ideological severity; all allies !.¡ere shown to be
fighting for the British cause, and all secondary enemies
coalesced in

15

4 Gue¡dje¡, 1 1 October , 194A; Nett
1940

155

gt_al€_gme_n,

21 September,

"

5 July, 1940" Despite the submergence of national identity under an ideological surface, most publicists habitually employed the feminine pronoun when
speaking of individual states.

G_ue_E_di_ao,

i s 6 Guaqdia¡

, 27 July ,

1941 .
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were tarred with the Nazi brush.157 rn this scenario, com-

promise with fascism was impossible, for all the same dynam-

ic and exclusive characteristics attributed to democracy
were also recognized in fascism¡ "If German Europe is to
function as a worl-d dominating force it must ultimately
swal-low its more distant neighbours as it has already swal-lowed its immediate competitors in Europe.ttl5B Às the Atlantic Charter took hold in British minds, the Economist wrote,
Þfe sLand at one of the great climacterics of world
hist.ory, and it is two ways of life that are in
contest whose implications reach
into every
corner and aspect of human life. lse
Àgainst such a force, only total victory was acceptable.
Yet it was feared that when Allied forces eventually swept
into central- Europe, the death throes of the fascist ideology, as cent,raL to t.he lives of its adherenLs as democratic
ideology was to the British, would bring unimaginable anarchy.

The problem facing the victors

in Germany
is
whether, after the Nazi tornado, the land will not
have been stripped of all the loyalties,
standards, princ iples, and f aiths that !{ere knit together to form the texture of European 1ife.160
157 TllteÊ, 9 December, 1941; New Statesman
158 Economist, 19 Apri1, 1941.
15

e Economist

1 November,

1941

I

31 May, 1941.

.

16o Eqonq8içt, 27 December, 1941.

Cf. Economist , I November, 1941z "It is the old problem, whether Britain can
come to signify
a hope of stability and freedom between the extremes of Hitler's "nevr order" and the o1d
order of Europe that made Hitler possibl"e.. ". What is
the third choice? There is total anarchy, of course, a
greater dangern pârticularly in Germany, than is perhaps
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The struggle against Nazism thus assumed absolute
proportíons" The British public was given an image of the
world defined by ideology I a characteristic dominating all
others. Àn ideological division of the world left Britain
with a dec idedl.y di f f erent outlook, not the least important
effect of l¡hich was the disappearance of any national British role in such a system.
which the press ascribed to Britain was to be
part of â system of "interdependence" already being built by
European frontiers were to be Swept
the events of war.
The role

away, and a bridge was being built across the Àtlantic.161
It was with pride, not irony, that the press announced that
the American entry into the war was accompanied by Àmerican
recognition of British and American unity of policy and purpose. Beyond total victory lay the organization of. world
peace. Belief in the po!.ter of the democratic cause had been
instilled
"this fight IÁ¡e vrage is unconquerable in its naturett -- but in the finer points of dynamic democracy, Britain turned to the new world. "There is much we can learn
from the great oversea democracies whose traditions have the
same roots as our own.lt162

generally realized. o o . "
16 1
Tirne-s, 9 January, 19e1 .
162 T!¡¡e-g, 29 December, 1941 "
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The press assumed the role

of an educator on ideolog ical
thi s v¡as a s¡ar of such oppo-

questions, to ascertain why
sites.
It is imperative for us to have a complete and
correct answer to this guestion, for the following
practical reasons; it. can only be a clear and inLense sense of opposition which wilI make us fight
on ardently and die willingly;
enable us to weld
together our
alIies;
and gain for our side
much-needed new adherents.

163

Fascism was seen as an eminently dynamic ideal.

Its appeal
to people disillusioned by liberalism was confirmed by the
first pronouncements of defeated France. Fascist ideology,
like democratic ideology, could not tolerate opposition to
its proposed system: "the democrat.ic vray of life is a perpetual menace to such a domination. The Nazis witl see to
it Lhat there is no room for the two methods in the same
world. The lease on liberty must be renewed¡ oE darkness
falIs.ttl 64 The emerging problem of Soviet socialism as a
force of comparable importance and qualities to democracy
was tempered, but not diminished by the military alliance.
"It cannot surely change the aims of the embattled democracies; and there is not a tithe of evidence that Russia has
asked f or, or expects, a change.rr 1 6 s

3 observer 1e December , 1941.
164
Que¡dieg, 17 October , 1941 "
1 6 5 Economi.s-t
, 19 July, 1941.
16

1'1
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a vision of global confrontation was sustained only
by the hope of total victory and a systemic peace to follow.
The outlook of Americanism, mistakenly considered by the
British to be altruistic and truly universal, went further
than to ptace Britain in the sv¡ay of ideas emanating from
Washington or oblige Britain to seek American support for
any action. It submerged t.he entire paradigm upon which the
independent policy of the sritish state vras based. Specifically, it undermined the legitimacy of British policy of
maintaining the European balance of national powers which
assured British influence on the continent, âs will be shown
in the next chapter, and it undermined the legitimacy of Empire which gave Britain material independence and a global
concern. Àt the level of the system, the Sritish press ful*
Iy embraced the paradigm of a system of competing ideoloSuch

gies.

Chapter I I I
THE CHANGE

IN ÀTTITUDE TOWARDS EUROPE

Ideological change contributed to a re-assessmenL of traditionaf Aritish policy.
This chapter and the next will
show how the requirements of the nevr idealism moved the
press to reconsider two fundamental- tenets of Sritish power:
the relationship to the European continent and the maintenance of the empire.
3.1

INTRoDUCTIoN

During the period under review, press rhetoric ceased to
advocate a European policy based upon the ideal of a multi-

polar balance of nationaL powers. lnstead, European policy
was to conform to the ideal of emplacing an ideological hegemony throughout the continent. This chapter wilI describe
the old rhetoric, which perceived the system as being characterized by national pluralism despite increasing evidence
of ideological motivations in the system. The galvanizing
events of 1940-41, especially Lhe faIl of France, resulted
in Lhe perception of new ideological forces at work. The
press adodpted a militant rhetoric advocating a policy based
on the characteristics of these forces"
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The policy

of upholding thre balance among European national powers was legitimated by a tradition of pluralism.
Tn its application to the system, ihis tradition upheld the
autonomy of the nation-state, considered to be the highest
"naturaf" level of social organization. This autonomy was
notably applied in the "principle of self-determination" and
This matrix of
the prerogative of honourable neutrality.
ideas and institutions restrained international rivalry and
fostered a regular pattern of conflict resolution.
at the system level were relatively few,
and were usually of an gE hoc and bilateral nature. Any
power wishing to gain a strong position required great skill
in manipulating the system. However, sritish infl-uence was
not entirety dependent upon diplomatic dexterity from across
the English Channel. British sea-po!¡er held a dominating
position in southern Europe and the Mediterranean, an aspect
of traditional policy which survived throughout the vtar.
FormaL resources

As the press discredited the old policy,

it developed an
ideological outlook by which a nevr policy was to be legitimated. Ideology dominated the traditional characteristics
of kinship, nation, and cl-ass, and sublimated the activities
of economics, politics, and communications for its own ends.
A satisfactory resolution to the European conflict demanded
total victory and Lhe entrenchment of an ideological hegemony" Socíety, whether European, Brilish or Àmerican !'¡as perceived to have a common goal, and policy was directed towards its realization,
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3.2

EUROPE AS A MULTT -NÀTTONAL BALÀNCE

In 1940 t.he attitude of the British press towards European affairs still
supported the mainLenance of a balance of
povrer "
This support v¡as directed towards the memory of the
balance of power as ii had developed to 1914 and the Versailles restorat.ion. In the British liberal tradition, the
idea of a "balance of power" lras associated with that of
"pIura1ism". This tradition also assumed that the nationaf
unit was inviolate and indestructible even by ï¡ar. The prerogative of the "nation" had greater significance than the
state's "po1itical" characteristics. Political characterist ics were considered t.o be internal- and superf ic ial Lo the
nation. This dual idealism of pluralism and nation still
legitimated British policy i.n 1940, despite the inroads made
by ideological approaches abroad and at lower levels in
Britain"
The press continued to ascribe naLional motives to the

policies of Soviet Russia, a fu11-fledged "ideology-state",
In
and Nazi Germany, rapidly moving in that direction.
July , 1940, rumours circulaLed of a Soviet ultimatum to TurSokeyr "lf Russia is seeking control- of the Straits,
viel policy, which appears to be characterized by disbrust
of everybody nowadays, is virtually identical with Tsarist
pre-vrar Russian Imperialism. " 1 Throughout the period under
review, Lhe press held to a nostalgic interpretation of SoGua

rd i an

12 July ,

1940

"
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viet policy.2 It vras seen to be f ree of sentiment and highl.y
and ultimately self-interested.3
even cynical,
realistic,
These characteristicS were considered appropriate to a naNineteenth century truisms
tional state in time of crisis.
When the fog refused
were used to describe Soviet policy.
to be parted on Soviet intentions, comfort was found in paraphrasing Prince Gorchakov's words of 1861: "Moscow is
sti1l wrapped in enigma. "a The nritish press continued to
propagate the philosophy of nationalism when it treated
"RuSSia" aS an actgr in the "European balance Of pgwer.rr
The press vras not blind to the ideotogy of the Soviet Union,
but this vfas seen in ti.mes of crisis to be subordinated to
the int.erests of the nation. The Foreign Office was críticised for its habit, excusable in time of peace, of treating
the u.s.s.R. as "an ideological outsider. "s The press was
sure Russia would descend from its mountain eventually to
2

The idea of backward longing (see ch. 1, part III ), or
in"nosLalgia" may weIl be a central isomorphism from tÞ"
is
one
it
dividual to thé system levels of analysis, since
face of the coin of modernity. As a Sritish interpretation of Soviet policy, "no5talgia" refers to an anachronof political characteristics, which was
istic conception
-but
by July"1 940 was held only by Britain among
once valid

major European actors.

, 25 May, 1941 .
One of the key phrases of nineObserver 25 May, 1941 "
teenth century diPlomacY was uttered by Prince Alexander
then ambassador in St.
Gorchakov when asked by Bismarck,
Petersburg, to deny that he, Bismarck, had ever suggested
a RussianlFrench-Prussian alliance against Austria" Still
smarting from the Treaty of Paris, Gorchakov replied, "For
must remain an enigma." Edward
the momãnt, Russian policyyork:
viking , 1981) , p, 05"
Crankshaw, Bjs,rnagç-h (He*
Oþserver

4
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bring its resources to bear on the balance of
"peace at any price is not her policy."6

power,

for

Similarly, Nazi Germany was not regarded as alien to a
system dominated by the national unit.
If the exception
proved the ru1e, Nazism was seen as an ultranationalist
aberration that would be cured in time, whereupon Germany
would resume its rightful place among nations. Àlthough
Germany consistently violated the rules of traditional international conduct, Britain waged its war within these
rules.7 "We have no vindictive purpose. We ask no nation to
surrender anything that should be enjoyed by any honourable
and peace-1oving people.

"

8

It v¡as most important to assure the Sritish people that
the consensus of 1914 continued to hold sl¡ay in Europe, and
the most distressing evidence of its breakdown came from
Germany and the Soviet Union. Yet,
as long as the traditional view of Europe prevailed in Brit.ain, it was possible
to interpret the European situation in terms of o1d, essentia1ly nineteenth century, wisdom.s It nas assumed that when
6 obs€!f¿e!,

13

7 Guardian

5

u

ÀpriI,
Apri1,

1941 .
1

940.

, 194A "
s The apparent confusion in levels of "the nritish view of
Europe" is due to a chronol-ogical di f f iculty. Simply put,
"the British view" ascended in levels to become dominant
at the system level afLer the Napoleonic wars. The events
of the nineteenth century modified it into a genuinely European characteristic.
During Lhe inter-war period, "the
British view" saw itself as still being legitimate at the
Qþ_s_qryer

,

11

February
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peace came, a European congress would re-order affairS.
Britain would insist that a settlement include restitution
of German conquests, provisions for French security, and
equality for Germany. lo The idea of a Carthaginian peace
against Germany was rejected; instead, it was hoped that
somewhere in easLern Europe would be created a larger unit,
"to hold the balance as of oLd."11
British attitudes toward the European bafance of povter
vrere naturally not those of a disinterested of f shore pov¡er.
interest to Britain, even
were of vital
European affairs
though Britain had a prediliction towards imperial isolation.12 Britain's paramount interest lay in maintaining in a
balance of national powers, and several of the processes of
its maintenance had been elevated to the status of "laws" of
the nations. Foremost among t,hese were the right of selfdetermination, the doctrine of neutrality, the practise of
bi-IateraI alliance, and a regular process of conflict resoBecause Britain was characterized by a significant
lution,
geopolitical and economic independence from Europe, British

international level when in facl it was legitimate only
the state level in Britain.
1o G_uaqèian , 16 February, 1940.
1 I observer
, 31 March , 1940 "
1

2 Economi st

aL

26 July , 1941
"Europe's memories of the
nritish record are not haPPY. Àndre Siegfried once wroLe
that 'Britain is a ship moored in European waters, always
ready to sail away" "
z
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Statesmen were perhaps more dependent than their continental
counLerparts on adroit diplomacy when participating in European power politics.

If lhis diplomacy were not to degenerand bloodless dance of national shades

ate into a ritual
only to evaporate when confronted by well-armed determinism,
it needed a legitimate basis for its actions. Therefore the
essential points of the balance of povter were given universal significance and were codified as the "Iaw of nations.rl
This code v¡as associated in people's minds with a Iiberal
tradition, and specific actions and policies were legitirnate
as long as that outlook Prevailed.
a cornerStone of Iiberal Europe'
allowed considerable freedom of action for the national
State. However, among the Smaller states ' many of whom
practised a policy of neutrality, this freedom of action depended upon international consensus. l 3 Britain, from its position off the continent, could champion the rights of all
of themf Since it t.hreatened none directly, save Ireland.
Further, by aligning itself with sma1l staLes whom it could
dominate, British penetration on the continent wAs legitimate and effective. By recognizing the right of a nation to
The nationaf principle,

13

the breakdown of international consensus. In reaction to the first violation
of the right of neutrality, the case of Belgium in 1914,
and the tñreat of systemaLic violation of national rights
from the Soviet Union, Iiberal Europe formally codified
the "principle of self-determinationrr. This began the
interlwar movement alray from gaining legitimacy through
behavioural- phenomena "natural l-awsrt -- and toward
"ideal pringaining legitimacy through functionalism
c iples. "

Wil-son's Fourteen Points signify
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within a covenant
of nations, gritain was able to ally itself with any naLion
it. chose, irrespective of the form of government that nation
chose. This combination of nation and liberalism gave nritain the legilimacy to wietd its power on the continent.
be governed according to its

own choosing

In its relations with other Powers, Britain felt free to
ally itself with or against any of them as the internationalsituation developed, and expected other powers to act in
British influence s¡as especially
similar self-interest.
strong in areas of neutrality such as the North Sea and Mediterranean countrieS, and to a lesser extent in the Balkans
after 1934. On this highest level of strategy, Britain considered Soviet Russia and fascist Italy, as non-belligerent
powers, to be open to gritish propositions of compromise
against

Germany.

In the case of t.he Soviet Union, the press sought to determine the extent to which it was acting in self-int.erest
and to what extent it h'as committed to the Success of its
German alliance.la This speculation began in the spring of
1940 when Germany's influence was seen to be strengLhening
in the Balkans: "If the Finnish war is ended, Russia wilI
move in the Balkans to counter increased German influencen"l5 when Bessarabia was occupied in June, it was felt
14

Ti-meE
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that Russia had done Brit.ain a favour by redressing the delicate Balkan balance whi }e the AIlies were hard pressed in
the West"16
The press believed that. German excesses were causing

a

reaction in the Soviet Union in accordance with the rules of
Lhe balance of power. It made the most of the limited success of the mission of Stafford Cripps, who was despatched
Lo Moscow in an effort to pry the Soviet Union a$tay from
Germany. lT The Balkans were considered to be an area in
which Russian and gritish interests most closely coincided;
even i f a f ormal alliance with Moscow was impossible, a [.9.dus vivendi might develop here.18 In August , 1940, it vtas
reported that in a speech to the Soviet Congress, Molotoff
showed the "frank abandonment of any ideological basis of
Soviet f oreign poticyt'.1s
Italian relations were still coloured by the warm afterglow of the risorqimento, and were similarly regarded as an
area of possible success for Sritish diplomacy. Trade talks
with I taly, headed by WiIf red Green j.n con junction with the
Cripps mission, vtere conducted with a view to perfect the
economic blockade of Germany.2o The Italian declaratíon of
16 Economist, 6 July, 1940,
17 Guardje,o, 31 May, 1940¡
194Q; 13 June, 1941.
18

Ecp¡puis!, 6 June, 194A.
1e
Ti¡eg, 3 Àugust, 1940
"

9 August , 194Ai Tifnes, 28 May,
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protest, but shortly rumours were
canvassed that Italy might somehow, by diplomatic or military means, be hived from the Axis to help right the European balance.21 Just prior to Sedan, the European situation
was assessed in strongly traditional terms:
The Soviet Union does not favour an overwhelming
victory by either Germany or the Àllies and may be
prepared to weight the scales a little on our
side, Similarly
Italy may still feel war too
hazardous.... It is2 therefore sound sense to continue to negotiate.
war hras met with shock

and

2

The relationshi.p of Britain to

Lhe smaller states of Eu-

rope was another key in the mainLenance of the balance of

povrer. These relationships were on a secondary level, since
they r.¡ere usef ul- only in gaining small advantages. Collectively, however, they vrere protected by the same "naturaf
law" that legitimated the Great Powers, and Britain's liberal-ism was singularly tailored to gather in the diverse manifestations of self-determinism in Europe. Hitler was seen
as "a threat to the independence of every small statetr,23
and the first
of the nritish war aims was "the restoration
of smalL states. " 24 The Finnish resistance was lauded for
its "moral independence."25 Anxiety over the demise of the
20 !-r¡qes, 1 May, 1 940
"
21 Egonomist , 14 December, 1940.
22 Economist , 1 June, 1940.
23 Guardian I 12 January , 1940,
24 Gueséle¡, 26 January, 1940"
25 Émes, 14 March , 1940
"
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doctrine of self-determination resulted in a certain reI.i.ef
at the invasion of Norway:
Àt last, Hitler has committed one of his crimes
with reach of the British Navy. It is a time for
action, and action is being taken.26
uniformly, the press began to make the case that the neutral
states shourd shoose the "safest" course and fall in rine
with the À11ies. Britain's failure to guaranLee the rights
of neutral states contributed to a disenchantment with the
balance of power and the disintegration of Britain's outlook
on Europe. The link between British policy and the right to
serf-determination and neutratity is thus summarized:
No small state will have parLicular faith in our
guarantees
until- we are in a position to issue
the challenge on whatever field vre choose.... It
is not too late to restore our damaged prestige.rT
The confrontation between ideological and natj.onal claims

for the loyalty of people's minds brought the press, ât the
beginning of the war, clearly to the side of nationalism.
whereas Hitler deprived states of the right to choose theír
own governments, Britain lras freely allied with portugal and
Turkey, both of which "preferred" authority in governmenL.2s
Ideology served only to divide peopres within their natural
units:
Our means of propaganda would be hopelessly crippled by the adoption of an ideology....
Àfter- a
year of occupation it is nationa] freedom that
26 Eçp¡g¡ois!, 13 April, 1940.
27 Econ omi st 11 May, 1940,
28 Ti¡nes , 28 January, 19A0; 11 Apriln 1940.
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v¡iII be uppermost in the minds of Hitler's victims, Here, in this nationalism despised of the
theorist.s r i{€ have a vreapon whose potency is
targely undiminished. 2e
ln analysis of Soviet policy, patriotism and nationaL selfinLerest were held as causal factors.30 Yet one inLerpretation of the Hess affair showed him acting as a German patriot rebelling against a possible renewal of the Soviet
alliance.3 I In these often confused ways, the traditional
characteristics of British policy, the rights of self-determination and neuLrality, were portrayed as central to European events.

The European bal-ance of power allowed for war on the con-

dition that a limited victory, that is, one not acutely affecting the nationaL homelands¡ wâs all that could be attained. Disinterested po$¡ers remained out of the conflict,
but might mediate a solution in the interests of the system,
or to their own benefit. These conditions assured a continuation of the balance. In the event of a complete breakdown, the model of t.he Congress of Vienna remained, untarnished in reputation by its lackluster image, Versailles.
At the beginning of 194A, ItaIy, Soviet Russia, and Àmerica
remained out of the conflict but in March the United SLates
evinced an inLerest in the European war with the peace probe
of Sumner Wells. The press reacted to the American's tour
2s Economist

14

September,

Eç_e_e_erni_g!,

16

November, 1940i TimqS,, 23 June, 1941.

31 Eçp¡pEis!_,

17

May, 1941 "
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by declaiming that

Britain would not

do

Àmerica the favour

of settling for "a sham peac€"r32 but already couching its
belligerence in terms designed to appeal to the American inConversely, Britain suited the pro-German neutrals
terest.
with the Cripps and Greene missions, and the press suPPorted
these efforts.
The confidence with which Britain

entered the war v¡as in
supported by the press,

part due to the popular conviction,
that the vrar would be resofved along the lines that would
continue the status g-lle of the baLance of power. Such a
resolution might go rather heavily against France or GermaDy, but Britain would remain relatively immune; in any event
it allowed a chance to leave behind the Versailles experiment. There was discomfort that Germany appeared to be
seeking Lhe ruin of the British Empire, but this was attributed to nationalist excess in rhetoric.3 3 Brit'ain placidly
eschewed "such vindictive designs" for iLseIf, and the press
confirmed that "Germany should have her rightful place among
nations."34 There was also unease at the phenomenon of Nazism, which would have to be excised from the German nation
before peace could return.
will
The overthrow of Hitler and his system
(but) the
not be the end of the German people
longer they cling to him, the harder will be their
patñ towards equal membership of a European
32 obse rvêr
3

3 March, 1940.

s G,uerdjen., 12 January ,

34

Gua rdian
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26 January, 1940"
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Commonwealth.3

5

Any talk of peace aims was carefully controlled by t,he need

after which a peace would be arranged.
for victory first,
This attitude assumed a national consensus of opinion on
sritish war aims,
Other hisLorical

precedents were used in

complete faith

that the old world from which they were drawn continued to
function: as in Napoleon's day, a coafition with Russia
would emerge and dominate.36 As in 1919 and before, blame
for outbreak of the war would be important at the peace conference and Chamberfain's service had been to ensure that
Britain would be free of blame.37 Contrary to the neophyte
blunder of VersaiIles, it vras recognized that European peace
was incomplete so long aS it excluded the U. S. S.R. 3I The h'ar
opened with a phlegmatic assurance that the sway of balance
of povrer forms would be essentially preserved, even
st rengthened

.

s observer , 15 December, 1940"
36
QÞ.qe-rver , 29 June , 1941 .
37 QþsqEt¿eå, 17 November , 1940"
38 Leþouq t'lo¡lhlv_, Ju1y, 1940"
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3.3

EVENIS

ÀND RHETORTC TNFLUENC]NG

CHANGE

The impact of the French military collapse upon political

opinion was immense. In recognition that the European balance was revised and British policy was shut out of northern
Europe, a full-pâge message in the Tj¡eÊ read, in part:
The victory to be gained has changed. It is no
longer t.he same victory which would have followed
an early defeat of the enemy. IL has been transf ormed into somethi.ng greater than we ever dreamed
of '

3e

Àft.er the fall of France, it vras recognized that "in the
everything depends
balance of hope and despair in Europe
on Britain. " 4o t ife in France cultural, economic, and national -- tras depicted as chaos and destruct ion. a 1 oimly it
was perceived t.hat the compact of national life had been undermined and broken by forces that attacked at the seams of
French socieLy, and shook France in a manner against which
Lhe nation-state was defenceless. Neither superior arms nor
organization could account for the internal" collapse of
France after Sedan, but t.he ideological weapon of the "Fifth
Column" was capable of unknown destruction.a2
The press reacted swiftly to the new situation in Europe.

It was soon appreciated that the German occupation of Paris
augured more Lhan that of 1871, for no organisation sprang
3

e Ti¡les , 29 June ,

1940

.

4o Guardian 12 JuIy , 1940.
41 Querdien, 26 JuIy, 1940, intes alia.
4 2 Ns¡q
SteleËmên' , 28 December | 1940 .
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to represent France as had t.he Paris Commune, and fascist
statesmen in Germany, Spain, and France spoke of a united,
self*sufficient "Monroe Doctrine" Europe. "The prospect before our eyes is no longer a temporary occupation of Western
Europe for the purpose of bringing â recalcitrant gritain to
heel, but the grandiose plan of a new Europe...."43 In strategic Lerms the loss of the French alliance meant the end of
the European balance:
Jugoslavia's fate illustrates once more a fact we
there
should all have realized by now that
is to-day only one ärmy that counts in Europe.aa
of the battle of Sedan, in the balance of
which hung the o1d system and British influence on the cont inent , $¡as to destroy old concept ions of European polrer.
The wellsprings of the balance of porier were discredited in
the name of the ideological spirit of the age and abandoned.
To meet the demands of ideological warfare, the ideology
upon which America rested its legitimacy as a global actor
The vrar assumed "a higher and more
t.ook hold in Britain.
spiritual p1ane" as the world had for a short time in
1917-19.45 In rueful reference to the time of Napoleon and
Burke, the GuardiEn said, "Never since Europe emerged as a
system of great naLional States has our island integrity
been so desperately threatenedrr,46 and noted Lhe dísappear-'
The effect

3 !.i-nes., 21 June , 1940,
44 Ngtq Slele€sên, 19 April, 19e1.
45
Leþqrg Moo!_hly, March, 1 940.
4
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ance of a humanistic law in Europe:

Brutality in h'ar has been checked in the past by
two infuences. One is the influence of some kind
of publ ic Iaw. . . . The other influence was
that sense of honour that restrained a man from
using his strength in certain situations. a7
Disappearing with old concepLions of the European system
were specific ideas associated with traditional BriLish pol-

icy" The propaganda campaigns against the ideas of neuLrarity and nationalism and the policy of appeasement show how
radically dif f erenL the new outlook v¡as. Brit,ain's def ence
of neuLrarity vras historically the source of considerable
influence in European affairs.
From the beginning, the war
turned on rerations between the neutraLs and the belrigerenLs"as The neutrars were easy victims for ideologicat aggression, which left Britain herplessly on the sidelines.
The ordeal of the neutral- states and its significance for
Britain were noted in the press; "Hitrer is abolishing neutrality" i
$rar has destroyed neutrarity".
"totalitarian
Even Britain coul-d no longer support the concept of the
smarl state since the "covenant" among nations to uphold it
had been broken. A limited European v¡ar of "policing" the
international system was turned into a wâr of systemic reorganization "by making the status of honourable and inde46 Gga¡djen, 25, May 1940.
4

7 Guard¡ e¡ , 7 March, 1941,

48 Ne¡¿ SteteSma¡, 2 November, 194A.
Of the 17 minor states
Lo be embroiled in war between 1939 and 1941, all except
PoIand, Slovakía, and Greece were neutral at the time of

their

submergence.
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pendent neutrality untenabLe."4s À moderate readjustment of
neutrality was put forward by the Times which subjected

self-.determination to "a defense framed and co-ordinated in
advance,"50 It was admitted, when the Baltic stateS were absorbed in the Soviet Union, that t'his was a disappointment
for nationalists, but militarily it lfas commendable'51 More
frequently, however, neutrality was condemned on the ideological grounds that there could be no neutrality on the issues of the day.

Às a policy,

neutral-ism languished beyond the same veil

which concealed the contemporary legitimacy of appeasement'
Neutrality and appeasement were part of a tiberal vray of

thinking and found their legitimation within that paradigm'
Once the idea which legitirnated a policy of neutrality was
the policy was disinherited and condemned. "The
lost,
Swedes affect a 'neutrality' which has ceased to have any
meaningrr, s z vras an analysis which ref lected the rude impact
of fascisL ideals and actions on the continent. Neutrality,
like appeasement, buried its head when confronted by forces
and philosophies against which it had no naturaf defence:
,,war can end in many way5, but passive acquiescence ends in
one onIy."s3
49
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Tlrne-s, 9 JanuarY
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At the core of atl analysis of European policy lay the
guilt of appeasement. It v¡as the policy, deeply rooted in
the British world view, that had brought war to Britain. It
v¡a5 seen aS a poticy of moral and material weaknes5, and
Britain's determination and suffering as a resuft of the war
served as an expiation. The press sought to remove the spot
of appeasement by damning it, by disowning it and its propagators, "the Men of Munich", and by remaining vigilant
againsL its recrudescence. The continuation in the War Cabinet of Chamberlain and Halifax was agreed to be a political
necessity, albeit an unpopular one. Halifax's conLinuation
After a speech at Leeds the
vras of particuLar interest.
press reacted firmly:
There is a special significance in Lord Halifax's
In t.he proceedings of the Indeterminaiion,...
set up at Munich every disCommittee
t'ernational
puted point was given to Germany.... As an honourable man, Lord Halifax is very conscious of that
The honour of the nritish people is infailure.
volved in making good the pledge it gave to Europe
when it embarked on this war.54
Halifax's performance as Foreign Secretary vtas dogged by
reminders of his failure at Munich, He was accused indirectly of sympathizing with fascism, especially as the
Cripps mission foundered. The closing of the Burma Road at
a critical time was seen as a gesture against Moscow in the
spirit of Munich"55 glhen Halifax was shuffled to Washington,
3 Guar clian , 9 August, 1940.
54 Guarùian, 26 January, 1940'
5s Ne¡¿ SteleS¡¡an, 14 SepLember, 1940t Lêþ-q!r Mgnl-hlv-, Àu5

.1
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his dramatic crossing by battleship and token continuance in
the l.lar Cabinet could not disguise the significance of the
move, which precipitated another flurry of appeasement invective:
Comfort can be taken from the fact that Lord Halifax leaves the Foreign Office to go to Washington"
But for the rest it is a bad appointment. That
Lord Halifax v¡as never very happy with the policy
of appeasement is widely believed in London; but
he bears public responsibility for it, and is regarded in America as one of the foremost of the
Men of Munich, who are even more discredited there
than here.5
6

Significantly, it was Halifax who first among British
leaders publicly stated that Britain's new aim was Lo march
to BerIin and militarily reduce Germany to a pyre of ashes,
and introduced the phrase "tota1 victory" whiIe on a tour of
the Midwest. 5 7 The appointment of Eden as successor v¡as
"wefcomed because it v¡as believed to mark a clean cut with
the policy of buying off tyrants at the cost of other peoples."5B On the occasion of Neville Chamberlain's death, his
role at Munich was remembered more graciously as being weLlintentioned and even applauded at the Lime, but undercut by
serious miliLary weakness. se

gust
5

,

1940.

6 Economist

2B

December, 1940.

57 Nel{ Stete€rnen, 29 March, 1941.

5I Guardie!, 24 January, 1941,
5e rj¡eg, 11 November, 1940" To the Ti¡eË, rni I i tary
neSs waS BriLaín's and Europe's only shortcoming.
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But at the same Lime it is simple truth to
recognized that with his going there disappears
the last trace of the hand of Munich and the appeasers in the government.... This will count for

much abroad.6o

The stiffening effect that

these continual reminders had
upon British resol-ve cannot be ignored. However, the prac-

tise of continually discrediting (and miscrediting) t¡,e appeasement era contributed significantly to a break with prewar modes of thought. During the Sumner Wells tour, the
press was already sensitive to suggestions in the American
press that the Àllies were ready to negotiate their principled position, and urged that there be "no sham peace."61
More portentous was a tendency to tar any conciliatory act
or policy short of belligerence with the brush of appeasement, especially when it seemed possible to goad Àmerica and
Japan to war.62 An almost complete failure to analyse appeasement objectively, coupled with pejorative and frequent.
use of Lhe term contributed in casting a deep stigma upon
the entire pre-war outlook.

o Ggegdlen, 11 OcLober, .1940.
6 1 observe¡, 3 March
, 1940.
6

62 Guardian , 1 August , 1941.
ment i s ended, The sritish

"Ànother episode of appeaseEmpire and the United States
by their concerted action in freezing Japanese credits
have taken a step which will enable them to apply sharp
economic p ressure. . " "
It is because Japan's moves I into
I ndoch i na l now fit
nakedly into the world scheme of total i tar ian aggression that appeasement is over."
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The att.ack upon "naLionalism" t{as also overt.Iy intended

For a
to destroy t.he basis of pre-war European policy.
Lime, BFitain was caught in a debate on sovereign rights.
The conservative press allied against those which condemned
nationalism and caIIed for political and economic integration.63 Arguments for the retention of sovereign rights were
eventually submerged in a wave of anti-nationalism and disillusionment over the failure of neutrality.64 "This type of
political thinking has ruined Europe for centuries",65 was a
press reaction to a speech by Vansittart designed to foment
anti*German sentiment. The restructuring of Europe so that
Nazism would not recur depended not on obsolescent nationaList solutions but on social solutions irrespective of naTrue victory was conceivable only if "we begin
tionality.
to work for certain specific objectives of interest not only
to the inhabitants of this island but to Europe at large."66

Certain aspects of independent nritish povrer remained intact, since griLish infLuence on the continent of Europe did
not depend entirely on those aspects of the balance of power
The truly global naLure of
which came to be discredited.

the power of the British Empire was not limited to maintain6

3 Nell Stele-smên,
1940.

14 November, 1940i Ti¡es,

64 Tines, 30 May, 1 940.
65
Ne¡¿ StEleEnra.n, 30 May, 1940.
66
New Ëtate-s-mên., 6 July, 1940 "

9 November,
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ing the European balance by diplomacy and the Empire by international consent. No assessment of European relations is
complete without considering the Mediterranean theatre.
British naval preponderance and control of the Eastern Mediterranean littoral gave Britain a strategic position in
southern Europe that would not have been surpassed had Britain been a continental povrer p€_r Se. Britain vtas not dependent upon diplomacy and the "law of nations" to uphold its
position in Europe; even when the bal"ance of power disintegrated, the Mediterranean remained as an area of independent
British power.
of the naval position in the Mediterranean
upon European affairs shows that the impression fostered of
insular Britain holding out against a united continent was
Britain was not only defending its ríght of passage
false.
its installain the Mediterranean as an imperial lifeline;
t ions made t.he area a positive poll'er base. This background
allows for a better reading of Churchill"'s emphasis on a
Mediterranean offensive, HiLIer's drive to Crete, and Spanish neutrality. Who controls the Mediterranean is a EuropeFrom its strategic position in the
an land povrer as well.
Atlantic, the MediLerranean and southern Europe, Britain
held the balance alone against Hitlerite Europe. It is safe
to Say that t.he conjunction of Mediterranean dominance and
sound diplomacy in northern Europe ensured for Britain conThe effect

"13s

trol over the balance of power.67 In this context, the Mediterranean theatre influenced British concepts of the balance
of power and ameLiorated the effect of Hitler's domination
of Europe.
nritish power in the Mediterranean, Lhough disputed hotly
titl 1942, continued throughout the war. paralrel to this,
uniquely British concepts of international affairs survived
in so far as they pertained to the Mediterranean theatre,
The Balkan barance vras as vital to nritish security in the
Levant as was the neutrality of Lhe Low countries to the security of BriLain itself.
Fhe delicate Balkan balance was
upheld until Russian infruence v¡as neutralized by German
diplomacy and sritish infruence by the Afrika Korps. It rul
considered that any gain made by a power in the area wourd
be met by counter-pressure; German moves v¡ere countered by
the soviet occupation of Bessarabia; rtarian belligerence
across the Adriatic brought into play eritish guarantees
that had been negotiated at the time of the Albanian annexation.68

dif f erent balances of povrer are referred to here,
differentiated by the number of poles.
Up to 1940, the
balance involved several poles;
with Britain relegated
to a naval blockade of norLhern Europe, but st i I1 prepon.derant in southern Europe, the balance was bi-polar. Cf,
R. N, Rosecrance, "9p çi!.
68 G-uegdra¡, 9 February, 1940t 30 AugusL,1940; 18 October, 1940; Tj¡qes, 11 June,19Q0; 22 OcLober, 1940¡ EqgnA!Li€!, 6 JuIy , 1940 "
67
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The presence of t.he It.alian homeland in the Mediterranean

a minor hindrance, since the Ttalian navy !¡as cowardly
and easily cont,ained. Italy's ambitions were seen to be regional rather than strategic, desiring only to break the
British blockade and exert influence across the Adriatic"
In the latter sense Ita1y was seen to be a rival of Germany;
in the former, the neo-imperialist rhetoric of Mussolini was
simply discounted as window-dressing.ue ttaly was seen as a
dependent actor, controlled from land by Germany, from sea
by Britain
the Czechoslovakia of southern Europe. Though
a German-oriented policy now held s\^¡ay, this was not considered irreversible. "AI1 Italy's troubles, and they are Axis
troubles as well-, spring from her loosing control of the
sea"; should Italy be turned, Germany would be threatened
as was Britain in 1940.7 o Britain prof essed no guarrel r.¡ith
Italyi
nor could it, since Britain controlled the Mediterranean and stood only to gain from the Italian situation.T
vlas

1

eritish diplomacy in Spain, directed by
Samuel Hoare, was aided by Spanish internal conditions, but
depended on Spanish appreciation of gritish naval power.
The success of

The press politely chose bo overlook this fact,

and Spanish

resistance to the lure of Gibraltar and Morocco vras attributed to the inherent friendliness of the Anglo-spanish rela-

e Guardian 16 February, 1940.
7o
Guardien, 17 January, 1941; 19 July, 1940.
6

7

1 EçpnemjË!, 27 April,

1940; TirneE, 27 March,

1940

"
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tionship and to the ingrained perf idy of the Àxis " 7 How*
ever, it was conceded that in Spain, diplomacy at its best
importance"T3
vras of critical
2

In the Mediterranean, the traditional bases of British
foreign policy held firm, and the press fully appreciated
its strategic value. Defiance of the Axis in the Mediterranean was not stilled by the loss of the French navy. "The
safety of our fleet in the Eastern Mediterranean is in no
vray jeopardized by the new conditions. "7 a "Àny policy of
withdrawal is inconceivabletr,Ts was a consensus position,
and the integrity of the Levant was equated with the continued existence of Britain as a legitimate power. German concentrations, in 1940 directed at the English Channel, might
shif t v¡ith equally f atal resul-ts to the Near EastT 6 "a1here the traditional interests of the Soviet Unthough
ion would come into play."77 The Mediterranean was seen as
the cruc ial theatre in which Hitler might break the stal-emate of British power, and spring free from the European
cont inent

"

2 G--uardle¡ , 16 August , 1940¡ 23 August, 2940.
73 Times, 24 April, 1941.
7

4 Guardian 5 JuIy , 1940.
75 EconerLlg[, 6 July, 1940.
7

6 Ecp¡prn.ig!, 6 July, 1940 '
77
Ng-U. $!a!e-gnraq, 2 November,
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Tt is nonsense to pretend that this is a secondary
theatre in the war. . , . The loss of Suez would be
instantly reflected in the conduct of every Power
that is not yet an active belligerent.
It would
make it impossible to maintain Spanish resistance
to any demands from Hitler:
it would fling Vichy
wit.hout reserves into the Nazi camp. . . . Finally,
it would bring within the New Order economic resources that would end any idea of an effective
British bl-ockade.TB
It was recognized that nritish power in the Mediterranean,
coupled with cont,rol of the Atlantic, gave Britain a position of global significance. Resistance here confined Hitler in northern Europe; defeat meant the isolation of the
British islands and the envelopmenL of the prospective Soviet a1ly.7
e

The strategic

significance of British sea-power in the
Mediterranean vras first emphasized in 1798, and again in
1941 and 1956. That Britain possessed an advantage here
l¡as, during the period of this studyt always remembered.
When the demise of the European balance of po$rer is considered, it should be remembered that only those aspects which
depended on the institutions
of nationalism, neutrality,
self*determination, and the diplomatic conventions of the
era
a liberal outlook, a system of flexible alliances and
a commitment to alL of these implicit in confLict resolution
were af f ected cr i t ically.
The Medi t,erranean theatre,
neither fish nor fowl in the neaL division between the natíonal state and its oversea empire, continued on in t.he
78
7
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sritish mind as an area of sritish particularism from which
to influence European affairs independently, êlthough, âs
has been shown, alien to the dominant ideology.
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3.4

TDEOLOGTCÀL HEGEMONY OVER EUROPE

The overriding factor in British foreign policy remained its

proximity to Europe and the need to have a European policy.
This policy changed from one of co-existence to hegemonism,
and it was inLensely propagandized as Britain became the
forward base for forcing democracy onto the continent. With
the expanded boundaries of an ideological approach, Europe
and Britain became one concern.
The practical truth remained unchanged: despite Britain's oversea links, Europe
could not be ignored.Bo
The new ideological view of European relations treated
Europe as a unit.

Ideology was specifically ascendant over

nationalism;
common political
and economic institutions
were tools with which to build the Rew hegemony. Militarily, there could be no partial victory, âs "total victory"
became a goal which brooked no particularist
interests in
Europe on which a separate peace might be based. Finally,

80

9 October , 1941 ,
". ..The United States is completing under our very eyes her evolution from a continental into an oceanic power. The Dominions, whose view
has always been bounded by oceans, not by continents,
have been compelled to become no longer onlookers but
players in the game of world politics....
But recognition of this obligation is no reason for falling into the
other heresy of supposing that this idea1, Ipax oceaniqe]
can be pursued in isolation from continental- Europe."..
IL is no more impossible to amputate Europe from the
world body politic than it is to excise Germany from the
body politic of Europe. À second world war has brought
home
the lesson already implicit in the first
the
Iesson that Europe cannot be ignored. What we know as
civilization will perish unless the oversea world will
play its part in helping to cure the malady of Europe."
Ti[es ,
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the point wâs given added
peculiarly British reasons for

emphasis by disowning any
f

ight íng the

war

.

The division of the European struggle into a "mortal
cf ash of t,wo philosophies", one inspired f rom BerIin, I 1 the
other increasingly f rom Washi.ngton, I2 was an idealistic division under which traditional considerations of weakness
and neutrality meant nothing. For this reason, the press
urged recognition of the BaLtic fait accompl-i, since the national neutrality of the Baltic states l¡as unrealistic and a
hindrance in the light of strategic considerations. s3 However, the convention of neutrality was not condemned because
of its failure to support "democracy". Instead, it had been
destroyed by "totalitarian aggressiontt. I 4 "In such a con*
flict of opposites no nation, no individual, can sLand neutrali
some earlier, some later, âs events decree, all are
bound to declare themsel-ves. " 8 s Britain's own position htas
clearly defined when the fall of France made traditional war
aims and European policy obsolete in a single fell campaign;

81 Times, 22

ÀpriI, 1941. "Italy, driven into war by the
is being asked to
vanity and ambition of one man
fight not for herself, but for a German hegemony of which
the Italians themselves are the first victims."
82 QþÊeryel, 2 February, 1941.
"Our watchword is President
Rooseveft's 'No end save victory. t "
83 Ti,mes, 25 April, 1940; Ne¡¿ SleteSuAn, 23 March, 1941 .
4 Tirnee, 5 July , 1941 "
85 Tineg, 9 December, 1941"
8
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have pledged ourselves before aIl history to
save Western civilization from the menace of Nazibarbarism; h'e are in no vray released from our
bond because the menace has grown larger. To give
up the struggle nolr would be to admit for all time
the truth of the jibe that England is ready to

We

fight to the last

Frenchman.

s6

Other instances of portraying affairs in an ideological
light contributed to the entrenchment of an ideotogical mode
of thought" After Hitler's invasion of the Soviet Union,
the press chided all those who had ignored the ideological
motivations of Nazism, especially Mei_n Kefnpf , and had assumed that the Nazi-soviet pact could be interpreted in the
light of o1d balance of power paradigms.BT Generous coverage
was given to a publication in English of Benedetto Croce's
Hi storv g-Þ. l-hg.
.Story of Libertv, which structured the dynamic of history as the rigidity of institutions versus the
creat,ive circumvention of the free spirit"
Emerging from
fascist Italy, it was seen as living proof of the new view
of historical motivation.ss In ideological warfare, the old
institution of nationalism counted for nothing except
against those who falsely depended on its power. Propaganda
for the rights of man hras aimed directly at the conscience
of individuals, without the buffer of the nation to disperse
its impact. ChurchiII's New Year's message to the Italian
people over the head of Mussolini was herafded as a bril-

I 6 Economist

87 G-uerdian,
I I o!-qq-rr¿eg,

, 22 June , 1940.
27 June , 1941.
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liant and ingenuous propaganda ploy. The novel idea of
direct.ing sritish policy "to our potential allies within
Germany and Italy as weLl as the peoples of the conguered
counLries"Is soon vJas promoted as the means by which to win
t.he war and the peace. It would "weld together our multifarious, dispersed, and partly subjugated allies. "eo The Atlantic Charter brought the press together unanimously in
projecting a new European order which transcended and limited the traditional European habit of nationalism. sl The
fierce fire of ideological zeaL needed to be enlisted. Military means alone v¡ere insufficient. e 2 Appeasement "denied"
the probJ-em of ideologies, while "vansittartism" rendered it
insoluble. e
3

In shucking off of a liberal, nationalist approach to Europe, Britain assumed the mantle of an approach inspired by
the New Deal in America.ea Economic and political planning
I

s Guardian
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2 observer, 9 November, 1941 ,
e 3 Ecq¡ami-g!, 27 December
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T¿Ueg, 1 July, 1940z "No post-war settlement can ignore

the role of the United States of Arnerica. Disil-lusionment with the seguel of 1918 has helped on both sides of
the Àtlanlic Lo place this question in a false perspective. tast time the United States, though a belligerent,
took the lead in breaking down the inter-AIlied economic
collaboration created during the Vlar, and withdrew from
the settlement they had helped t.o make. This time the
posiLion may well be reversed. Tn t.he last decade American opinion has moved rapidly a!.¡ay f rom the sLern ecoRom-
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were to be the tools to achieve a homogenous Europe.es

The

necessity of inLegrating Germany vras recognized, since German economic strength was vitar to t.hat of Europe. politically, however, there would have to be a period of probaL ion,
since the recrudescence of fasc i sm could not be
tolerated.e6 The magnitude of reorganizing the infrastructure of European society could never have been contemplaLed
by a Britain which respected national- pluralism. under the
umbrella of the reality and myth of the mighty American
economy and political wi11, it
became a legitimate policy.
The currency of the term "United States of Europe", although
it created some backrashr rêflected the source of inspira*
tion for BriLain's European policy.
The military aspect of the European policy became "totaf

vict,ory."

Both philosophicar and physical obstacles to the
establishment of the new European order v¡ere swept aside

ruthlessly. The fragile national independence of the Baltic
states counted for little when weighed against military considerations. rt ï¡as even allowed that the Balts and Moldavians vrere better off in the soviet union than under the

ic individualism of the 1920's.
New links,
vital to
both, have been forged between the economic life of the
New world and the ord.
Both American inspíration and
Àmerican resources will be an essential- facLor in the
moral and economic reconstruction of a stricken and exhaust.ed Europe,

"

s5 Ggagdj_a¡, 4 October , 1940.
e6
QþselveË, 7 June , 1941 .
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fascistic pettiness of their old regimes. eT The march to
BerIin was necessary to include Germany in a healthy Europe. s I Any official interaction with Hitler and Mussolini
as a way to end the wâr v¡as denied to the srj.tish government
by the intense hatred and derision whipped up against
them.

s

e

with the Soviet Union and its ideological
implications for peace was also subjected to the necessity
All war production was to be considof military victory.
ered for a common cause, and Britain and America were not to
be allowed to stockpile at the expense of Russia's war effort.100 This emphasis on victory and the assumption that
war aims r,¡ere understood is in contrast to the press's earlier insistence on discussing war aims when Chamberlain and
Churchill refused to do so.
Many of us now feel that, although we are delighted to witness the dissipation of German strength
in the attack on Russia, we would nevertheless
view with misgiving a too substantial Russian vic'*
This is a dangerous attitude in which to
tory.
enter a partnership. If we are to make a success
of our alliance with Russia v¡e need to abandon our
attiLude of pious condemnation.... [u]n1ess vle
attempt to establish some bond of sympathy and understanding our partnership is Iikely 10to prove a
source of danger rather than strength.
The atliance

r

e7 Ne¡¿ StaLesman , 22 March, 1941.
e8 oþs€-ltyer, 17 August, 1941.

s Tjmeq, 6 December, 1940,
I oo Guardian
31 October , 1941 "
1o1 GuarùLa¡r, 15 August, 1941 . This v¡as a quote from a circul"ar sent from a stockbroking firm to its clients, com-
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The singular importance given to military victory vras
eventually reflected by German propagandists, who warned
their public
as the British press had warned its own public earlier
that "def eat, means annihilation. tt l0 2 The
heightened tempo of the war as it spread into Russia and
raised the stakes of winning and losing, renewed calls for a
"spiritual-" reappJ-ication to the war ef f ort ¡ "!.lithout that,
freedomr oF at least its English-speaking elements,
might win an insufficient victory but could never win the
peace of their prayers. That spiritual call,
not material
motives will do it.
Though the part played by the United
States cannot be the same as in the last world-war, that
part will not be less but greater."1o3 Solidarity with the
Soviet Union was given a measure of rhetorical legitimacy
with the endorsement in Moscow of the Atlantic Charter"
This endorsement reassured Britain thaL it sras indeed safe
to lay to rest the European balance of power ideas -- pre*
cariously maintained in an ever-closing circle since 1917
and declare the European conflict a vùar of systemic succession.1o4

mented upon f avourably by the G_uesdièn "
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Within this massive war ef fort, Britain retained no independent interests.
Even the suggestion of a deal with ltaly, although an area of immense importance in British European policy, which was aired in The NineteenLh Century was
rejected on the grounds that while it might benefit Britain,
the Ìrar was being fought to bring a new liberty to all, including Italians and Abyssinians. 105
The overt,hrow of Nazi rule over Europe the only
victory conceivable ean only be achieved if
we begin to work for certain specific objectives
of interest not only to the inhabitants of this
island but to Europe at Iarge.1o6
The dedication of Britain to

the cause of "fighting to
keep open the path of progress for all the peoples of t,he
world'r1o7 was the most expedient policy with relation to the
United States, This fact was not lost sight of" The degeneracy of British ideas concerning the continent was held up
continually as the reason why, although Britain could sacrifice itself to Lhe struggle, leadership must come from America.
Þlhat has Britain offered, or what does Britain offer even now, except a return to a Europe which
cannot in facL ever be revived in its old form,
and outside Euro pê, an extension of her own Imper

ial interests?
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"American inspiration and American resourcesrr1oe were to

provide the basis of a European settlement. On the continent, Britain's traditional rope had run out, but in subsuming British interests within,massive American claims, tire
practical necessity of interaction with Europe could be met,
The re-inclusion of the United States and the Soviet Un-

ion in the system was the end of the inter-war phenomenon of
ísolationist rhetoric, which had allowed their idealism to
be heard on the international stage without being tainted by
practical "entanglements". Sritish needs drew Àmericanism
across the Atlantic and onto the European continent. A prerequisite for nritish status as a globaL actor was that Europe be divided into exclusive nation-sized blocs. Faced
with a Europe united by trans-national characteristics and
having depl-eted its native liberalism, Britain chose to become the vehicle of American idealism.

109

Tj_m-es.,

1 July, 1940,

ChaPter IV
THE CHANGING IDEOLOGY OF

EMPTRE

Tn conjunction with gritish participation in the European

balance, gritish power rested on maintenance of the Empire.
The effect of the new ideological paradigm was to drive a
wedge between Britain and its Empire in congruence with
Renunciation of the
American ant.i-imperialist attitudes.
Empire and a globaI "British" presence in favour of identification within a larger conception of global affairs served
to end Britain's status as a worLd povrer.
4

"1

TNTRODUCTTON

ld poh'er h'as always the Empi re .
Britain's maritime orientation differentiated it from the
rest of Europe. Occasionally the Empire represented an alternative to Europe, giving Britain considerable independence. Àf t.er 1919 the structure of the Empire vras such that
its maritime communications actually embraced Europe on two
sides, and was interposed between Europe and America" Even
during the inter'-war period I a time of growing naval compe-'
tition,
Lhe contiguity of the Empire in finance, ideology,
and eommunication made it a world-c1ass power.
The symbol of Br i t i sh

wor
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À rernarkable and thoroughgoing aspect of the Empire was
its liberal outlook, a unity of philosophy that was shared
by aI1, regardless of racial or economic background. EssenLial1y a continuation of precedents set in the nineteenth
century, imperial policy was one of widening political freedoms within mutual financial and defence concerns centred in
London. ÀIthough there was continual tension between hrhitehall and the colonies, imperialism was legitimized in Britain as a common liberal process.
The events of 1940-41 brought a crucial factor into play,

which had not been effective before. Press writers began to

display a sensitivity to American antipathy towards imperialism. They directed their efforts towards influencing both
government and public to take a stance on imperial matters/
especially India, which would apBear to be pro-American.
outright incorporation of American influence in the western
Empire, which had historically been resisted, was enthusiastically championed. Tn a remarkable display of idealism,
the tradiLional Imperial suspicion of the American repubric
vras syst,ematically abandoned.

Àlthough it was nowhere advocated that Britain should divest itself of the Empire in the midst of war for the sake
of American opinion, it came to be understood that peace
would bring a fundamental change to the Empire, both politi-

cally and economically. while the war effort required imperial unity, peace would similarly require a delivery of the
promises upon which that unity was won,
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A key in this development was the Àtlantic Charter, which
embodied the marriage between Britain,
the foremost apologist of Iiberal imperialism, and Àmerica, the republican
champion of colonial peoples "
Yet, the Atl-antic Charter
proved to be somewhat different from the propaganda coup it
was intended to be. It was immediately seized upon by the
Burmese Premier, U Saw, as an argumenL for increased independence. Eventually it became clear that the Àmerican interpretat ion of the Charter' s rhetor ica] wording di f fered
from that of Britain. This could only result in a schism or
dominance by one party, and Britain could not risk a schism.
The American alliance ensured that fundamental changes

occured in

Where formerly
the British imperial ideology.
legislators and voters in the home islands felt their laws
were natural and equally applicable all men, they came to
recognize political
inâependence as a necessary thing.
llhere formerly it vras thought that economic laws worked to
the mutual benefit of all, it came to be beLieved that the
colonies were dependent upon Britain for direct aid if they
vrere to achieve a reasonable standard of life.
Where liberal gradualism towards political maturity within the sritish
Empire and Commonwealth had been the context of all change,
the new out.look demanded immediate political palliatives,
symbolic ruptures with Britain, and a destruction of the imperial idea as Lhe context for change. The resu1L of all
these changes in outlook was a horizontal orientation towards other indust.rialízed regions of the world, leaving the
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Empire to orient

itself in
other developing soc iet ies.

a

similarly

horizontaL way with

L" S" Amery's The Forv¡ard View is an example of the tension between ideas during the inter-war period.
An idea
that seems hopelessly out of touch nowf the imperial idea as
presented by Amery was a competing idea at the state level
at the time" 1 Had it been successful, the nature of the vrar
of ideologies would have assured that those of us in the
Commonwealth would think American republicanism Lo be as pa*
rochial as it seemed in 1928. Amery's idea is well-argued
just what he accuses the new "ideoloand very rational
gies" of being to the point of grotesqueness.2 The total
eclipse and discrediting of the imperial idea is aIl that is
obvious to us; allegiance to it is only nostalgic.
This
does not, however, make it an erroneous idea, nor does it
mean that its sub*domination at the state level was inevitable simply because it occured. Nowhere is the value of considering communications as a system characteristic more valuable, nor the ideological nature of the second world war
more apparent, Lhan in the total defeat and discredit.ing of
1As Amery himself admitted in a letter to an aguaintance in
1940, his ideas were already outdated. See Àppendix B, p,
203. Another example is Beaverbrook's 1929-31 campaign
for imperial unity. See A. J. P. Taylor, Beale¡è¡ppk, S
c1t", pp" 272-326.
2 we recall Hermann Hesse: "",.there arise ideals such as
those of the Americans and the Bolsheviks. Both are extremely rational, and both l-ead to a frightful oppression
and impoveríshment. of life,
because they simplify it so
crudely." See n" 136, p" 102 above.
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the ideal of a liberal empire by Americanism. To fully
understand the inter-war period, it is necessary to accept
Iiberal imperialism as a legitimate idea and examine its
clash at the state and system levels with American republican i sm,

It. was in the issue of the imperial debate that Britain's
independent outlook and gIobal prestige ultimately rested.
Britain's strength lay in its empire, but during the period
of greatest dependence upon this strength, its Iegitimacy
was fatally undercut in the British mind. In this the most
difficult passage for the British outlook, the press assumed
a conscious leadership and independence of mind.
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4.2

THE

TDEOLOGY

OF

A

LÏBERAL EMPI

RE

The image of empire that was projected by the press at

the beginning of the war was one of unity. overwherming evidence of rmperial and commonwealth unity existed, as the
colonies gave unstintingly of Lheir manpower and resources.
rndia was 90e" serf -suf f icient in its r^¡ar ef f ort,3 and the
Dominions shourdered their mat,ure share in production and
exercised some influence upon the strategy of the war. The
press naturally was concerned foremost with Britain itserf
and \"¡as conscious of being at the centre of the Empire.
Yet, the press fused the British Empire and commonwearth
into a single entity, neither divisibre in terms of military
strategy, nor stratified ideologicalry along lines of social
matur i ty,
such debates as existed,

including even the bitter ones
in south Africa ¡ rndia, and T rerandf were arl conceived
within the context of the commonwealth. The commonwearth
v¡as seen as an organization based upon a common liberal tradition, and free will within thaL tradition.
When groups
chose t.o oppose r.¡ar, this opposition was seen as a reproof
to the handling of commonwealth matters; the essential commitment was not at question:a
3 Economist

17 Àugust , 1940,
4 cf ,
G uardian
5 July, 1 940: "The Crai I avon Government
shoul d have long ago realized that the th I ngs we hold in
commo n with the South are a great deal more precious and
endur ing that the things about. which we have fought in the
past and in happier times, perhaps, will fight her again";

1ss

There seems to be an unfortunate agreement in this
country to say as little as possible about the
"soft spoLs" in the Imperial Front, about Eire's
neutrality, about the 2/5 of South Africa's parliament who still want to end the war and about
India. This is ostrich-like and stupid. In a v¡ar
that is being fought to preserve freedon and national independence on this earth, these aberrations are noL blemishes. They are rather proof of
Lhe fact that the British Empire has been built up
on freedom, reminders that the Dominion, entirely
free to go its o¡¡n wôy, is a British invention.

It is in the context of the gritish Commonweal-th
that the issue must eventually be decided. s

Affirmation of the imperial ideal kept the areas of debate in perspective. In the Indian debate, the proper role
for Britain was to allow rndians to resofve their disputes
with British hetp until Indians proved able to oo so alone,
and to avoid being identified with either side. Tt vras tak*
en as granted that India'wourd in time be the next Dominion;
it was argued that this basic commitment released Britain
from confronting the first
demand of congress during the
war.6 The liberal ideal also required a respect for traditionar form in rndia, and simirarly reguired protection from
a tyrannical majority.
"The 90,000,000 Moslems, the scheduled castes, t,he princes, whose territories alone cover a

5

Tines, 24 May, 1940: "Now is the time for the leaders of
British Indía Lo close their ranksr âs the British parties
have done to meet the common danger. This is no moment
for Byzantine disputes over fine points of political doc*
trine when the v¡hole doctrine of democracy is threatened
by the destroyer"; Times, 19 September, 1941: "Happily
there is no question of the loyalty of the Indian conscience to the principles for which the AIlies contend."
Esq¡erni€!, 5 October, 194A.

6 Economist

9 March, 1940.
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third of all India, and who enthusiastically support Britain
in Lhe Ìt¡ar, aIl re ject the Congress claims. "
7

The "common tradition"

of the ¡ritish Empire and commonwealth was actually reinforced by the experience of wartime
dependence. "In this grim struggre Great Britain can draw
strength and encouragement from the unstinted support not
onry of all the British nations but of all those peoples of
every race and every religion who have been nurtured in the
British tradition."s The unity of the Empire in the cause of
freedom seemed to be an affirmation of the enduring varue of
the Empire. "This is no question simply of summoning the
Dominions or rndia¡ oÍ even the colonies, to the aid of
Britain. IL never was, for the vrar was their war."e
The "permanent ideas" upon which Lhis unity was built had

sure Burkean roots.

In philosophy and in governance two
1eve1s of respons ibi 1i ty v¡ere seen.
The f i rst r.evel was
particular and cradled the aspirations and interests of al1
politically mature societies. The second level was universar and answerable to a transcending ideal of global community and responsibility.
The same hierarchicar principle
which supported the European systemlo also buttressed the
7 QþSe¡¡¿e¡, 25 \tlarch, 1940.
Cf. Times , 13 March, 1 940:
",..an Tndian federation must allow for the special circumstances and traditions of the Indian States."

e Eco,nq![r
1

, 17 August , 1940 ,
o observer
11 February, 1940: "we are fighting for all
st-
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Empire.l1
The description of the British

Empire that resulted from

Lhis philosophy was unified and practical,
distinct from
both the republicanism of America and the authoritarianism
of fase i sm: I
First there are the self-governing members of the
family
the United xingdõm, Canãda, Àustralia,
New Zealand, South Àfrica, and Eire. . , .
Then
there is Tndia, rapidly progressing towards equal
part,nership in the Commonwealth. She will become
a self'-governing democracy for the first time in
her history. Other communities ... though not yeL
egual partners, already control their own affairs....
The British way is to help those people
t.o take an ever-encreasing part in the management
of Lheir own affairs. This is not exploitation of
possessions; it is the carrying out of a Lrust
for peoples.l3
2

those principles of inLernational order and decency without which the world would be intolerable.
We are fighting for the small peoples. We are fighting for our ovJn

existence."
11

Times, 24 May, 1941. "[Lord Lothian] had a large share
in the dispelling, it may be hoped forever, of a cloud of
misunderstanding that had endured for a century and a
half, and showed the great republican people of the west
that the permanent ideas on which the Empire is founded
are ideas Lo which they ovre and pay egual allegiance
not because of any community of blood or even of institutions, but because the ideas derive from principles of

eternal value for all mankind.
For the Empire does not mean an aggregate of dominion;
it means a system of thought and the governance of men;
and it claims that the system is of universal validity""""
It declares its faith that government must be a
double trust,
exercised in the first instance for the
people governed, but with no Iess definite responsibilíty
for Lhe benefit of the human race as a who1e..," By virtue of the princíple it declares, the nritish Empire
claims its justification before history, and may here-
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This responsibility was emphasized in the press in the
midst of the German wesLern offensive, when parliament debated t.he Colonia1 Development and Welfare Bill which assumed unprecedented responsibility for coronial economic
well-being. "lIL] serves to remind us of the sixty million
people, dependent upon us, who have made our cause their own
and whose fate is bound up in ours."14 This sense of socialresponsibility towards other peoples was shown as the crux
of Britain's contribution to history.
To vÍsÍonaries, the Imperial system Britain and the undeveloped societies within the Commonwealth seemed appropriate

on a global basis af ter t,he war:
The whole structure of Imperial unity rests on the
assumption that the national interests of the
United Kingdom will not be asserted beyond the
point at which they become seriously incompatible

with those of her partners in the Commonwealth.
Tnternationally, on the other hand, British policy
equally with that of other countries
has al-

after revolutionize its constitutional structure, enlarge
or contract its boundaries, may even l_ose its visible
identity in some wider association of peoples, and yet
remai.n one of the supreme forces making for a juster
worId"" This contains all the characteristics of ideological rhetoric: claims to universal legitimacy, competitiveness, historical justification, internal 1ogic.
12
Tinres, 1 March , 1940: "The pe op les of the British Dominions and Colonies are indeed fi ghting for freedom; but
they conceive freedon as a b1 essing they already enjoy, "..
It is a conception of Iiberty that Hitler has
repeatedly
derided as the superstition of an effete race
and an obsolete pol itical system. " Cf .
Guardi,A¡, 4 OcLober, 1940¡ 2 May 1941"
13
observer , 13 October, 1940,
14 _Ecgfqrqjs!, 25 May, 1940.
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mosL completely

failed to develop this spirit.

l

5

The indivisible conception of Britain and the Commonwealth was the foundation of gritain's status as a global
power. As an Empire pe-! se, it was perhaps "ramshackIe",Ie
but in terms of manpovrer, commitment, resources, and controlof strategic areas, it was a force capable of holding its
ovrn for a long time, albeit with problems in the concentration of its resources. In 1940, the expectation existed
that the British Empire and Commonwealth could eventually
bring to bear enough strength to defeat Germany. However,
it was only with imperial unity that Britain could remain a
global power the like of America, fascist Europe, or the Soviet Union.
In the summer of 1940, it was necessary to re-examine the
pattern of imperial defence to meeL the neh¡ circumstances.
Prior to the fall of France, the home islands and the Empire
were not expected to be simultaneously threatened, nor be
left without allies to distribute the shock of attack.17 The
narrovr waist of Suez became a key in the nelr unified strategy of g1oba1 war, that of containing the compact Europe of
A fascist breakthrough at any point around Europe
Uitler.
meant the disruption of the Empire and the end of Britain as
a globaI force and credible opposition to Hitler.
5

gg, 5 December , 1940 "
16
!,abzus Uq¡!¡]-y, January,
1

17

.Ec-e_norn!g-t

, 17 August ,

1941

1940.

.
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In 1941, following supply agreements with the United
Sbates and the repulse of the Luftwaffe, the focus of the
war effort moved to the North Àtlantic and the Mediterranean. German thrusts into the Eastern Mediterranean brought a
reiLeration of the view of the Empire as a unity.18 The importance of maintaining Suez for both European and Imperial
policy makes the following quotation worth repeating:
It is nonsense to pretend that this is a secondary
theatre in the war. " . . The loss of Suez would be
instantly reflected in the conduct of every Power
It would make it
that is not yet a beltigerent.
impossible t.o maintain Spanish resistance to any
it would fling Vichy without
demands from Hitler:
reserves into the Nazi camp.... Fina1ly, it would
bring within the New Order economic resources that
would end any idea of an effective sritish blockade.

1e

Later in the year, âs victory in East Africa was followed by
an offensive into Libya, the Mediterranean v¡as seen as the
springboard of victory for the Empire. By this time, the
liberation of Ethiopia had assumed significance for all Àfricans, and a leap from Tunis to Ita1y was foreseen.2o
the viability of an imperial
war occurred in the spring of 1941, between the time of the
Lend-Lease debate and the German thrust into the Bal-kans.
There is no analogy between the position of gritBritain
ain and that of a shut-up fortress....
remains in full effect the heart of an ocean*empire and the centre of world-wide communications,,..
The crest of enthusiasm for

18 O.è_getyet, 23 March, 1941 i 20 Àpri1, 1941.
1s Ne¡¿ Stats,grne-n, 3 May, 1941 , See pp 137-8 above "

2o observer , 23 November , 1941.
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Brit.ain is no island at bay. We fight as a
World-Poïrer. Behind us is the other World-power
ealled the United StaLes with its capacity and
will for inexhaustible support. For aIl purposes
of transport and concentration the connectionã beparts of the British empire are intween^.aIl
tact. 2
r

21 observer

2 March, 1941.
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It can be seen that an ideology of Empire as a global
fighting force and a body of common economic and political
poLential existed during this period.
This view v¡as chalIenged, however, by political dissenL, military disruption,
and a growing awareness of the material plight of the colonial peoples. As the American association became more prominent, American anti*imperialism came into play. The injection of American thought caused the context of Commonwealth
and collective "progress" for all debates and stresses to be
pierced, presenting ideological alternatives to the context
of Commonwealth, Instead of integrated "progress" which included colonial peoples, a humanitarian ideal of responsibility and aid for undeveloped communities emerged; instead
of providing political guidance in the hope of fostering maturity as a Dominion, the doctrine of self-determination was
applied; instead of a maternal industrial infrastructure
based upon the imperial unit, fraternal or horizontal infrastructure identification with other industrial states
emerged. À11 three of these ideas eroded the liberal community of imperial peoples and distanced the colonial peoples
from the mother country, both in ideology and in practice.

The most important voice of dissent came from India"

In hindsight, it is apparent Lhat the positions taken by the
Imperial Government,, Congress, and the Muslim League were
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mutually exclusive. YeL, at the time, the controversy was
seen as being acLed out within the British context. Only
belatedly did the press begin to propagate the idea that the
Indian problem was being judged by Americans from a differ-

ent point of view, and that that judgement worked unfavourably upon Ànglo-American unity.
From this point oo, the Indian problem ceased to be defined by the British context.
Analysis in the press of the Indian problem was dominatêd, at first, by the overriding factor of the r^¡ar. Fascism
challenged the democratic aspirations of the Indian people,
and the stance of Indian politicians desiring independence
as a pre-condition for participation in the r,rar was not understood. The apparent madness of Indian logic, which undermined imperial solidariLy and created an artificial
impasse that might result in defeat for the Empire and the
dashing of the hope for independence that Britain held
otJL,22 warned of a schism in the political consciousness of
the Empire. Tndian statesmen were criticised for their inabitity to see beyond Indian problems, and s¡ere urged to
form a national coa1ition.23 No substantive difference was
recognized between the independence and sLatus guo part ies, 2 a and no logic vras seen in the I ndian mind thaL was

22 c) bse rver 1 September, 1940.
23 Gu_ardie¡, 16 AugusL, 1940.
24 Tineg, 24 May, 1940: "This

ís no moment for Byzantine
disputes over fine points of docLrine when the whole doctrine of democrâcy is Lhreatened by the destroyer."
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united h'ith Brit.ain against Nazism, but continued to
advocate pacifism.25
The deepening schism with rndia was evident in the press:

while the press v¡as not yet reconciled to a parting of lrays,
nor indeed to differ on interpretations of democracy, these
were whaL was being described. The Congress party, with its
overwhelming influence and sweeping demands¡ wâs portrayed
in an undemocratic light. "Congress does not constitute India", wês an attack on the legitimacy of Indian leaders.26
Those governments in India which loyaIly contributed to the
war could not be abandoned. The claims of the princes and
the Moslems were presented as natural rights which were
threatened by the demands of Congress. Opinions Iike these
established Congress as án outlaw of the Commonwealth.
"Lessons" that Britain had learnt in Europe about nationalism were applied in India. In a dawning age of internationalism, when a nation's only hope for survival lay within a
Iarger military, economic, and philosophical corpus like the
Commonwealth, Congress wished to assert Indian nationalism.27

The democratic argument stands condemned by the

facts of India herself. As for India's interests,
could she, outside the Commonwealth, defend her
independence against the marauding Powers who have
already beaten down so many confidently indepentnside the Commonwealth she would
dent States?
25 Tineg,
2

6

16

Qþ€e-r¡¿e¡,

27 Lånes. ,

August, 1940; 2 October, 1940.
24 November ,

16 Àugust

,

1940

1940
"

"
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have both independence and security.2s

It was suggested that certain lndians might even need protection from democracy. "Whi1e the Congress party would
like to apply democratic principles t ... the Moslem League
clearly shows it has no faith in democracy as it works in
I ndia. " 2 s Only wel-l into the war did the press apprec iate
the gulf that had been created between sritish expectatíons
and Indian aspirations.
It is the habit of the complacent to assert thaL
in spirit all India is with us and that her ma"terial contribution to the þ¡ar compensates for the
aloofness of the great parties.
These are only
half -truths....
Ir]f,e issue is too big to be
sidetracked.... [w]e must try again to redeem one
of the great failures of the war.3o
British views of the world were increasingly affected
by Àmerican ideals, India became a symbol of imperialist oppression. A major propaganda offensive developed around the
"F'our Freedoms," and British policy was seen to fall short
of its ovrn idealistic pronouncements, a discrepancy noted in
Amer ica:
Unless these doubLs are removed by a clear and
definiLe statement which wiIl show the ordinary
American that the kind of standards for which the
ordinary Briton is fighting are fundamentally the
same âs his own,
it is by no means certain
Lhat t.he United SLates will come into the war and
come into it
in time....
What is wanted is
concrete evidence that I gr i ta in ] i s prepared to
put that ideal into ef fect in her ovrn internal soc iety,
and in her relationships with other
A,s

2I

Qbse¡¡¿eq,

2e Times ,
3

25 Augusto 1940.

27 March

o Guardían

, 1940.

24 December,

1941 .
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nations, and especially with India.3
The view that British poticy in India stood in the v¡ay of
American cooperation was shared across the political spectrum of the press. rndian demands for self-determination as
a pre-'condiLion for participation in the war were advocated
eventually in some form by all. "It is unintelligible to us
thaL a handful of reactionaries in London can hold up a
chance of reconciling rndia,
that wourd rai.se our moral
standing at once in the eyes of enlightened men the worrd
over, more especially in Àmerica. " 3
1

2

The press coaresced around the view that conciliation
with lndia h¡as necessary at any cost, for military, moral
and propaganda reasons. The urgency of these reasons dictated that "no sma11 opportunity shourd be left untried."3s
rt vras enough that tndia and Britain were united in their
opposition to fascism, and that greater moral unity would be
in jeopardy if Britain could not reconcile India.34 The release of India's political prisoners in November 1941 was
seen âs hopeful evidence of a "change in the spirit"3s of
the rmperial Government's poricy toward congress. some of
the press, balking at independence for the sub-continent in
3l o bserver , 20 July

,

1941.

2 New SLetgsIle¡_, 3 August. ¡ lgq}
33 Economist-, 12 April, 19q1 .
3

.

34 Ne¡¿ SLeleËrûan, 7 September, 1940.
3 5 ôbse
rve r , 27 JuIy , 1941
"
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the midst of warf advocated the inclusion of congress and
Muslim League leaders in the government, regardless of their
policies.36 Above arI, rndians needed to be convinced that
Britain was not fighting for the maintenance of the status
India had been
euo,37 but for a revised global politic.
"brought into the h'ar as if she was of no more account than
Fiji or gritish Honduras."38 This serf*criticism turned inLo
resolution to "seize t.he great contemporary opportunities":
These practices cannot, possess a real democratic
fervour, nor can they obtain the essential- confidence of the younger generation of British peoples. Our minds must be as great as the times vre
I ive in demand. 3 s
Àlthough rndia was the focus of dissent within the commonwealth, other voices v¡ere raised.
The Labour party of

Australia objected to the deproyment of Australian troops
beyond the pale of the commonwearth,ao and the south African
parliament remained divided. More noteworthy was the attitude of the press towards rreland.
rn 1940, pressure built
on the rrish government to release its naval bases for antisubmarine warfare, and Trish neutrarity was seen as a possible opening for Germany. certain of the press made satisfied noises when German pilots mistakenly bombed Dublin.

3

6 Times , 19

November

,

1941 .

37 New S'Ea'Eesman , 19 October , 1940.
38 Ne¡¿ SleleS¡ne¡, 10 May, 1941 ,

s observer , 10 August, 1941,
4 o Guardian
, 2 August., 1940"
3
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l¡tr Churchilll spoke of the handicap inflicted
our r esistance Lo the U"-boat by our inability on
to
use t he ]rish bases "a burdeñ which should never ha ve been placed on our shoulders." Mr. de
Valer a has since announced his refusal to lighten
that burden. The tone in which the I rish f''uhrer
addre ssed the Dail upon that matter has shocked
both this country and Àmerica. It suggests
his c atch-words leave no room in his miña for that
any
recog niLion of the reaL worLd. a
"

1

Às the war situation developed, the press became more in*
trospective, seeking to gain rrish support through congruent
propaganda and actions.

"so long as Irerand remains parLitioned, ... the most seductive Englishman wirl fair to convince the most amenable trishman that the Allies are fighting 'against aggression' and 'on behalf of Democracy. . . .
England's international ideals, the question whether she intends to introduce a nevr code into internationar relationships, will be judged primarily on nritish handling of six
county af f airs. " 4 2 At issue here lvas the f ate of the intensely patriotic Angro-rrish community, discussed coo1ly as
a pav¡n in the grand ideological strategy.
,

the battering it received from political dissent, the integrity of the Empire and commonweal_th was also
assailed by mititary disruption.
where previously Lhe Empire had been nritain's urtimate assurance in time of international stress, disruption in the Mediterranean, the aorLa
Beyond

41 Qþqe_Ð¿er, 10 November , 1940.
42
New Sle,t_esfna¡, 1 3 September,

1gq1 .
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of the Empire, forced the Aritish body politic to think
exigently.
Tn the western Hemisphere and Austrarasia, disruption was caused by the American partnership and the regrouping of nritish defence forces in Europe. The press
react,ed to the American partnership with idealistic statements, holding it up as a sign that the schism in t.he "English-speaking world" was finally heafed. In the disruption
of imperial paLterns of power and allegiance, as in the
raising of dissenting voices, the imperial ideal v¡as undermined by a combination of familiar stresses from familiar
sourcesf coupled with the unfamil-iar but seductive influence of America proposing novel and easy idealistic solutions.
While the Battle of Britain was raging in Kent, a no less
crucial- battle was being fought in the Mediterranean. The

situation in England raised the spectre of invasion and occupation, while that in the Mediterranean raised the possibility of a Brítain isolated from its Empire. The Empire
was a limiLless hinterland to which I^ThitehaIl coul-d retreat,
and which courd preserve the Imperial idea until the Mother
Counlry could be h'on back, The thought of Britain being reduced to the status of a mere island off the coast of Europe
and withering away as a world povrer was more difficult to
confront than the threat of occupation. "Have v¡e in fact to
face the possible loss of the Mediterranean and the Near
East as a whole?" cried the New s tatesman in Lhe spring of
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1941.43 Às British control_ of the Mediterranean was vital

in

balancing fascist Europer so would the loss of that control
be the death knell f or sr i t i sh global povrer .
The enemy's plan to destroy the nritish Empire has
come intõ tutf view.
It proclaims a redistribution of the earth and looks to unexampled campaigns of disruption and transfer....
They look
to
command the Suez Canal at one end of the
Mediterranean and the Straits of Gibraltar at the
other... I to expel British sea-pov¡er ... from the
whole of it...,
to defeat the British blockade by
a continental system far transcending Napoleon'ã
The key of the scheme is Egypt. There or
nowhere vre have to f ace it and break it. . . .
This
is almost certain to be the culminating task in
the war. 4 4

In spain, the baLance of British influence Lipped dangerously away in 1940, as "the young hotspurs of Generar Fran*
co's regime Ibegan] tatking 1oud1y about spain's 'manifest
destiny' in Morocco. " 4 5 Italy,
rerieved of watching France
on Lhe western approaches to Libya, was f ree to move aggres.sivery against Egypt and British somarirand,a6 unless Britain were able to stop convoys to Àfrica. Britain's authority in the Mediterranean was already tenuous as the navy
seemed impotent in sLopping the spread of fascism out of Eu*
rope.

The real battle for the empire's existence has begun
in Greece and the Greek archipelago. Like
countl"ess stepping-stones those islands
43 Neq ÊlateE¡ne¡, 3 May, 1941.
4

4 OþserveË, 6 October, 1940. Cf ,
2 August , 1940,

5 Guegdje¡, 27 September, 194A .
46 Ç.uar_dtaq, 9 August, 1940i cf .

G_uêrdiê¡, 12 JuIy , 1940¡

4

19

July

1

940.
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sLretch right over from Europe to Àsia. Southbound to become a pivot in the
future war they reach far towards the Ni Ie. a

wards to Crete

7

the British public was reminded of the
navy's loosening grip on its containment of Europe. A1though the stabilization of Spain, heavy victories in Libya,
and unexpected Greek resistance shored up the MediLerranean
position, the loss of Somalia indicated further damage to
the Empire. "Its loss is a blow to our reputation, and such
blows have not been so few that we like the look of more."
The psychological effect of any reverse in a bi-polar balance multiplied the actual loss in nritish influence.
Time and again,

8

The effects of the Mediterranean battle were keenly felt

in the Empire, the bulk of which lay east of Suez. Political and economic organization of the Indian Ocean rim began
on an exigency basis against possible prolonged separation
from Britain"
"It is a necessary, if salutary, conseguence
of the situation created by the defection of France and the
entry of Ïtaly into the war as the ally of Germany."4s The
consequences of such reorganization were partially offset by
a \{ave of genuine confidence in the efforts and motives of
Lhe colonies, but the Delhi Conference marked a signal acknowledgemenL of imperial disruption"

47

QÞseÐ¿_eË,

3 November, 1 940.

8 Guardian 23 Àugust, 1940; ef. 2 August, 1940.
4 e Times
24 October, 1 940,
4
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Ir]fre Empire demands a solution to its own
problems. However the Delhi Conference is directed, one thing is clear.
I f this war is prot.ract*
ed, Lhe colonies and Dominions round the Indian
Oeean (which means more than 2/3 of the Empire)
will
get toget,her in mutual help, with their
backs turned to Europe and the Mother Country....
ln our preoccupation it is difficult to grâsp what
t.hi s must mean f or the prosper i ty and economic
structure of Britain.5o
This prescient glimpse r¡¡as accorded by a crisis in the
commitment of both Britain and the Empire to making !h. im*
perial idea work. CoIonial feelings about the value of
their relationship to Britain r,¡ere muffl-ed in Britain at the
best of times, but Indian disillusionment with the Imperial
ideal was palpabte after the German attack into the Near
East.51 "The course of opinion in India depends closely on
the course of the war, and the loss of crete vras a setback,
because belief in an ultimate gritish victory is necessary
for the mobilization of Indian sentiment behind the vrar. . . .
There is viLal work f or General Wavell to ¿o. 't 5
2

i,ühiIe the Empire struggled in the Eastern Hemisphere

in the face of h'ithheld approval from the United States,
that country was significant in loosing the ties between
Britain and the Western Hemisphere" Concretely, this consisLed of four events early during the period under review.
50 Ne¡¿ SteleSrne¡, 26 October , 1940.
51 ob, se rve r , 20 April, 1941.

52 Ec_e¡pt!Às!, 5 JuIy ,

1941 ,
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First was the Havana Conference, which was linked to the
British blockade. In effectf pan-Àmerican commerce was to
be funnel-ed through the United States, cutting out a direct
European connection to Latin America. The exchange of fifty
destroyers for western Atlantic bases conceded Àmerican hegemony over the Western Hemisphere, which was confirmed in
the Ogdensburg ägreement. FinaIly, American influence vras
extended across the Pacific when a simiLar agreement was
concluded with the countries of Australasia.
Tt is in the
idealistic treatmenL of these events by the press that they
assume significance in the erosion of the imperial ideal in
Britain and its supplanting by an ideological partnership
with the united States.
The press changed its position

on the Western Hemisphere

early in the summer of 1940. Up till that time, oÞinion was
dominated by friction over the blockade and American neuLrality, and by a perceived threat to gritish commerce in
Latin America while Britain ÌA¡as preoccupied in Europe. The
American "humanitarian" concern about the blockade and the
allegation that Britain was starving the Belgians, ii¡as exposed as an attempt to dispose the bumper crop of Àmerican
farmers.53 SupporL was voiced for the policy of turning over
the Àrgentinian trade connection to Japan for the duration
of the war in order to keep out American credit,s4 The fall

5

3 oÞee!]{er, 11 August, 1940, Cf. p, 57, n. 10, above.

5

4 Economi

st.

4 May , 1940.
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of

the Havana Conf erence l¡as
desc r i bed in generally positive terms.
Although economic
rivarry still persisted, the sLrategic significance of Havana was universally endorsed.
The preliminary st.ruggle behind the scenes is between the United St.ates and Germany over the Latin
Americans. German policy is publi-fy and privately intimidating those countries
whiðh might
follow the lead of Mr. HulI. . . . Britain's intãrest in the cart.el lies in seeing
a giant allAmeriçun pool fiL into the sritish
bloðkade
sys5s
France changed this

sLance,

and

tem.

Reservations persisted at this point that the united
Slates should garner such overwhelming control over l,testern
resources,56 but were forgotten with the exchange of fifty
obsolescent Àmerican destroyers for west Àtlantic bases:
"IL is the complete recognition of the Monroe Doctrine and a
great act of assistance Lowards its fulfilment."sT The deal
was portrayed in the lighL of mutual advantage and the rinking of commonweatth and Àmerican defence, Henceforth, discussion of the absorbtion of the western Hemisphere empire
by the United States was suspended entirely.
5 observer 14 JuIy, 1940.
5 6 Gua¡¡1iarl,
26 July , 1940¡ 2 August , 1940. Cf. New
Stat esman 27 July, 19402 "First, on the military siAe,
comes the p roposal that the 21 American Republics shall
jointly as trustees take over any European possessions
whose owner shíp may be in danger of transier....
But the
eeonomic pI an bulks larger....
The plan is to bring Lhe
future trad e of SouLh America under North American financial contro 1.."" It seems doubtful whether this plan has
arYankee
future,
for it arouses all the traditional fears of
Imp erialism.'"
s

57 GUe¡djen, 6 September, 1940. Cf. pp" 60-61 above.
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The ogdensburg Treaty between canada and the united
sLates was an even more formal transfer of mutual commonwealth obligations. It was accompanied by churchilils "Mississippi river" speech, containing the description of the
British commonwealth and the united states as being "somewhat mixed up." Press reaction to the effective loss of the
greatest of the Dominions v¡as visionary and uncritical:sB
Canada has now become a permanent ally of the
United States. She must, therefore, eitf¡er take
her sister naLions into the alliance with her in
spirit,
or draw avray f rom them and the Empire. , " .
Canadian leadership, i f its qualiLy is good
enough, ffiêy play a decisive part in closing the
schism which for these 164 years has divided the
5
English-speaking world.

e

The implications of ogdensburg Írere described for the
British public. canada woutd, "sooner or later", have to
reconsider the Pan-Àmerican union, where its membership
could herp right the balance nolr "so overwhermingly in favour of the united states." For Britain, the implication was
a rationalization of its allegiances to its Empire and to
Europe, which meant a turning away from the Empíre.6o
58 Quardje¡, 23 August , 1940"
5

s

60

Ne¡{ Stêlesrnen,
20 July, 1941, From a review of John
McCormac, Çe¡êdê
A¡nerica's Problem ( cape ) by W.K. Hancock.

StEteernAn, 24 Àugust, 19402 "Europe is for some purposes a natural unit, but its Empires
bestride other
continents. some common concerns ... could best be dealt
with on â European footing. other vital matters, such as
control- over raw materiars, demand a worrd-wide organízalion" If this island belongs to Europe, emphaticaily t.he
Dominions do not.
No neaL and symmeLricãr arrangáment
can be devised, and for some purposes we shall háve to
tol-erate and even encourage dual al1egiance."
Ne¡¿
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The press accorded significant attention,
generatly
favourable, to these changes in imperial organization and
canadian orientation,
and endorsed simirar American tarks
with Australia. Àccept,ance of American power in the pacific
relieved the Sritish navy of some obligation to act as a
counterweight to Japan, and represented a distribution of
American and British naval responsibilities which Britain
had sought since 1922. It also completed the global challenge to imperial integrity,
for Australia v¡as af fect.ed by
developments both in Washington and in the Mediterranean.

The third sLress to which the imperial ideal was sub-

jected was the idea that a substantive difference existed
between the colonies and the industrialized Mother country.
This idea undermined that of a liberal Empire, unified by
common economic and political
ideals. Although recognition
of this division resulted in legislation and propaganda towards its alleviation,
a more significant resulL was a new
sensibility toward developing societies. This development
was not new, but its edge was made keener by a heightened
awareness of American anti-imperialisL ideas, which did not
agree that the idea of "progress" towards political maturity
was not the .ideological equivalent of republican independence.

In economic attitudes the change vras subt Ie . The "trickIe down" effects of a unified natural economy were no Ionger
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sufficient where the possibility of government intervention
and aid existed" The principle before had been similar to
that of a wealthy man hiring a waif in a programme of mutuaL
gain. Now the Dickensian waif was seen as being substanIt was to be treated with charity and
tively different.
then obliged go its own way. Gone vrere the assumption that
the "natural- " laws of economics v¡ere inviolable and bel ief
in a reciprocal imperial economy.6l Politics and a decadent
moralism intruded into the economic sphere.
Something like a revolution in the official attitude towards the relationship between Great Britain and the colonial empire has taken place in the
last 18 months since the West India Royal Commission reported. It is now accepted that the dependent peoples are dependent economically as well
as politically,
and that trusteeship covers their
materiaL as well as their spiritual progress.
That is a tremendous advance, and it is from no
lack of appreciation that the Colonial Office is
urged to get on with the job.u'
This positive reaction was linked to a changing sensibility towards the colonies. The guestion of whether the colonial armies were loyal to the Empire or were dependent on it
economically was raised by the New Statesman: "In a population so poor, men can always be found who will serve in the
ranks for pay."63 Partly, this sel"f*examination was generat*
ed by the press's pre-occupation with comparing Nazi "economic exploitation" to the economic structure of the sritish
6

s. Amery, The Forward View (tondon:
1935), pp. 90, 111-12, 122.

1 L.

2 Economist , 1g July, 1941.
6 3 Ne¡¿
5_!etes,rnan, 1 November,
6

1941

"

Geoffrey B1es,
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Ðmpire,64 The impression of an acute economic division between Britain

and the Colonies caught nold following the

encouraged: "II]t represents a remarkable advance in the sense of imperial responsibility
that the nritish people should so cheerfully recognize
the obligation to subscribe on a great scale for the welfare
of the less prosperous communities committed to their
Moyne Commission and was

charge.

"65

The division bet,ween undeveloped and industrial communi-

ties vÍas accepted and analysed favourably except for a fore*
boding of the danger that the ideal of political independence embraced by many of the colonial peoples might carry
with it a moral dissociation in economic affairs on the part
of Britain.66 A dual responsibility for the development of
6

4 Tilles,

22

s Ti¡ee,

26 March

May, 1940¡ 1 February, 1941.

, 1940.
66 Norman F. Manley was quoted âs¡ "The only test of the
fitness of a people for self-government is their own demand for it,
their own willingness to accept the responsibilities of it." Nelt Statesnên, 29 March, 1941. The
article continued: "Universal suffrage can be given with
the stroke of â peni but a universaL reasonabl"e standard
of education and well*being without which a vote may be
as empty of good as a bubble, demands money, energyf
work. " Cf .
Ec_p,nprnjS!, 4 October , 1941 t
"There should
be no reason v¡hy the colonial peoples should have to
choose beLween good government and self-government, beLween bread and the vote.
The aim of colonial policy
must be to give them both, " Cf. also Economist , 26 October, 1940, in a critigue of American policy in the Philippines; "If the art.if icially fostered Filipino industries decay and disappear, there will be hardly a ripple
on the surface of the worLd's trade to tell of it..,.
Here is an historic experiment in tv¡entieth century liberation, and if liberation to certain slow extinction is
the best gift that democracy can bring in the East, it
6
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the colonial peoples v¡as idearisticalry proposed, clearry
based on Burke's dual responsibility in government:
Ir]his development must be guided by considerations first of well-being of the colonial peoples
and then of the common advantage of the world ãs a
whole. That is the t,rue conception of the dual
mandate which embodies the novr accepted ideal of
colonial government. 6
The difference from Burke's ideal was that the grobar level
rested with the serf-conscious benevol-ence and empathy of a
fickle ideology rather than a systemic recognition of a universaf "natural-" 1aw. If this self-consciousness were ever
to be lost in the industrial regions of the world, with it
would go the political idearism and motivation.
This was
the tension which underlay calls on the part of the press
for a responsible attitude towards the colonial world despite political separation. The press recognized the "scy1ra and charybdis" of the replacement of the imperial ideal
and the possible loss of gritain's new idearism. stilr, the
press remained convinced of the steadfastness of Àmericanism
as an ideal by which to order a post-co1onia1 world.
7

Fortunatefy, the philippines' vital position makes their continued co-operatióñ a vital
Àmerican interest.
It wourd be an evil day were the Firipinos to decide that they had little inteiest in taking
sides with the country of Jefferson and Lincoln¡ âgâins[
the forces Lhat are now shaping the invasion fróm the
North; and after the November election we may hope to
see a recognition that forty years of union cariies- with
it serious obligations for the future on the part of the
stronger member. " Cf. Ecp¡p¡niSt, 4 October , 1941; Obwere better ï¡ithheld.

67

Ti¡es, 1 February,

1941

"
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4.4

ÀN IDEOLOGY FOR IMPERTAL

CHÀNGE

The press was increasingly conscious that

American ap-

proval of British policy was a prerequisite for American intervention in the vrar. rndeed, more than approvar was necessary: in Britain it was fert tha! the American public
would not support war until it y¡as convinced that the principles for which Britain vras fighting were identical to
American principles. rn imperiar poricy, achieving Àmerican
approval was particularly difficult.
The Àtlantic charter was a catalyst for serf-examination

on the subject that had already been broached in relation to
rndia:
"rf we are fighting this war for democracy and
against authoritarianism, we shourd show that we practise in
r ndia what we preach in Europe . 'r 6 8 The a i r of Amer ican di s-

approval of gritish policy was somewhat relieved by the
joint promulgation. "Il]f the United States does decide to
come into the war the basis for a peace which is not imperiarist has been agreed by the president."6e The idealism attached to American endorsement of a joint policy overcame
unease at the uncertainty of the path ahead.
As against the Nazi and Japanese doctrines of racial domination the Charter proclaims the right of
every people to freedom and to its self-òhosen
form of government.... The social advancement of
the masses shall be sought and organized by some
new system of world co-operation.70
68

New

Sta t sman

6s

New

Statesman

9 August , 1941.
,

23 August | 1941.
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In October, 1941, the Burmese premier, U Saw, was in
London to press for a promise of Dominion status after the
war" He based his arguments on the Atlantic Charter. The
mixed reactions of the press to this audacity indicated thaL
the British pority was not yet prepared to practise its espoused principres.
"on the question of the Third point of
the Atlantic charter
which the Burmese (and rndian) leaders have recently invoked in favour of their demands -there have been obvious misapprehensions of its meaning and
of its interpretation by the prime Minister."T 1 The Burmese
premier's speech was widely reported. "The case for Burma",
u saw v'¡as widely reported as saying, "has been def initivery
put by the Àtl-antic charter". It lras soon rearized that the
American conception of the meaning of Lhe'charter's phrases
was not synonymous with the Sritish assertion that they
"supported and confirmed" past policy.72
Few people in this counLry, where Indian news is
censored and American news is far from complete,
have any idea how large a part tndia plays in
Àmerican judgement of British sincerity. T
3

The period under review saw a massive revision of thought

on the Empire.

The natural stresses placed on the Empire

were exacerbated by the influence of American opinion and
7o Obse_rver , 17 August , 1941 ,
71 Ti¡es, 5 November, 1941 .
1941 i
Economi st , 1 November,
1941.

7
7

2
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TirneÊ
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, 14 October ,

Sletcsrnên, 1
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19 41

"
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,

1941 ,

Guardian,

¡

Times,

7 November,
14 October,
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security considerations" In Africa especially, the grosser
incongruities of Empire would have to be ended. À mandatory
system, with democraLic states providing "cohesion", hras
proposed.Ta The liberation of Ethiopia was of special sign

íf

icance.

Africa is peopled by many races, of whom the majority share t,he condition of subjection to European ruIers....
Politically and economically the
assistance which Britain is able to render to the
development of a restored Àbyssinia will serve as
a touchstone of British policy in the future development of colon ial Af r ica . 7
5

Other solutions proposed a world-wide system based on the
moder of the commonwealth,T6 even if the commonwealth itserf
were absorbed within a larger framework. Signi f icantly,

consideration was given to taking the American model to
solve rndia's problems of governabirity, which irlustrates
how far the press had come in their views of the Empire and
of the Amer ican po1 i t ical system. 7 7
It may be that the parliamentary method cannot be
fully rooted in Indian soili
and it is Iikely
that, for the stability of Indian self*government,
it will be necessary to look for American, rather
74

New

Statesman

75 Ti¡¡eS

1941

, 19 July ,

, 29 November,

1941

1941.

.

Cf

.

Nq]¿

Statesman, 19 JuIy,

"

76 Timeq, 5 November, 1941.
77 Cf, p. 58 above on the "baneful effects of the American
constitution" and the following sardonic entertainment of
the Àmerican model of unifateral inde pe ndence, Economi st
26 October ,
19402 " IThe Filipinos l thought that they
were free enough to set up a republic of their ov¡n, in
imitation of the people who made the DeclaraLion of Independence, It took their liberaLors some time, and a vrar,
Lo convince them that they were mistaken."
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than

nr í t i sh examples

t.ive.78

for the status of the

The "change in

Execu-

spiri¡tt7s on the Empire had a strong humanitarian aspect, A genuine feering of "responsibility for
the human race as a whole" moLivated the press in this
change. The emergent outlook promised political independence and offered economic aid.
Idealism was gathering for
a new world order, free of the structures of imperialism. A
worrd in which Brit.ain woufd be shorn of its Empire wourd,
however, effectively end Britain's role as a world power.
The liberal ideal of empire, which regitimized policy during
the inter-v¡ar period, collapsed under the highly motivated
American ideology. The imperial ideal was at the core of
British world power; its disappearance and discrediting
ended the legitimacy of the aritish Empire as a global acLor. of all the effects of Lhe propaganda campaign, the
idealism shown towards undeveloped countries and the Àmeri.can anti-imperial ideology were most destructive of nritish
status as a global power.

7

8 Ecqnplnj€!, 20

7

s Qþqerv_e-q, 27 JuIy ,
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,

1941 .

1941
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Chapter

V

CONCLUSTON

5. 1

MAJOR CONILIISTQNS

The effect of the press upon the international system was
to include Lhe masses in the affairs of the state. Accompa-

nying the nev/ participants vrere new political
ideals. rn
this paper, it has been argued that a revolution in communications was instrumental in transforming Britain from a nation-state to an "ideology-state". Às an "ideorogy-state",
the interests of the British state were different from those
of a particular naLional actor.
The infruence of the press in

setting a nev¡ agenda for
the sLate was immense. rt was primariry through the press
that the British crisis of 1940-41 was perceived. rt was
the press which discerned that Britain's policy as it stood
in 1940 vras lacking in international legitimacy. The doubt
displayed by the press consequently eroded the domestic legitimacy of British policy.
In so far as the change in
British perceptions of itself and the sysLem l¡ere responsibre for BriLain's Loss of world po!¡er status, the press is a
key in both recording and infruencing this change. The evidence presented in this thesis supports the concrusion that
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18s

Britain ceased to perceive itself as an independent force.
That status had been built upon the assumption that the interests of the netjp-n legitimated the policies of the state.
The national ideal was replaced with a new paradigm to govern state policy. This paradigm is broadly characterized as
and is associated with system changes in
"ideological",
which the press was a leading factor.
The press record indicates that the new ideal v¡as heavily

infuenced by the appeal of the American ideal.

British
awareness of an affinity with America vras rekindled by the
increasing activity and ideological fervour of fascism. By
comparison to America, Britain found its own version of liberalism to be tarnished by appeasemenL, national drift and
international cynicism. Àmerica, during the same period,
was perceived to have comported itself according to principle;
its ideals remained strong, and it desisted from the
sordid practices of Old World diplomacy. The fall of France
placed Britain in the position of a suitor for Àmerican favour. nritish war aims were consciously depicted by the
press as being congruent with American ideals.
Such propaganda had its intended effect upon Lhe British politic,
which was animated anevr by the thought of fighting for universal ideals that would ring in a nev¡ age of system peace
This idealism also created new standards
and prosperity.
for the conduct of British foreign policy.
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Revision of British history leading into the second worrd
war ovres its greatest debt to A. J. p. Taylor's The oriqi¡s

q[ tbe S_eçond WaÃLd war (1961), Taylor concentrated on destroying the Hit,lerian myth, asserting that Hitrer's war was
not a premeditated conspiracy. His argument against the appeasemenL myth that chamberlain was outdone by HitLer is
thaL the second war would have occured even had Hit1er never
been born ' r The causes of the war were to be sought rather
in the destabilizing effect of American and Russian isoration, in the rivalry between France and Germâñy, and on the
British side in an idearistic invorvement in continenLal affairs.
This l-atter criticism did not imply a nostalgia for
Britain's "splendid isoration", but a re-assessment of the
policy of appeasemenL to establish $¡hy Chamberlain invol-ved
Britain in the affairs of "faraway" countries.
ll. N. Medlicott has pointed out that nritish power, rather than diminishing after the firsL worrd war, actuarly increased with a virtual hegemony in the Medit,erranean and a
new continentalism in the Balkans, Spain, and finally in
Eastern Europe.2 He counters the myth that Britain's "great
retreat" was the inevitable decline of empire in the tradi-

t

A. J, P. Taylor, Qligj¡g of Lhe Second WaËld War (London:
Hamish Hamilton, 1961), chapter 1,
British invorvement in Lhe Balkans vras especially evident
after the British success over France in 1934 with the negotiation of the Balkan Entente. On Spain, see Medlicott,
The Econolütic Blockade, YoI. 2, o€ ci!., pp. 282-290" On
EasLern Europe,
see British Foreiqn Policv Since VeIËai1les, g,p Çit " , pp. 326-330.
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tion fostered by Gibbon or Toynbee. Both Medlicott and
Taylor counter the myth that appeasement was a policy of
weakness and irresolution.
The question remains of why
Britain lost its worrd polrer status, and second, r{hy appeasement continues to be the focus of this debate.
on the question of appeasement, this paper makes a contribution by showing how the myth of appeasement was begun
as part of ideological warfare. In propagating a new ideol-

ogy, the British press needed to discredit both the ord
British outlook and the rival fascist ideology. rn the exclusive nature of modern ideology, both Ì,¡ere disavowed as
"proven" obstacles to system peace. rnstead of re-examining
the policy of appeasement,, this paper looks at how and why
the appeasement myth arose. The anslrrer i s to be f ound in
the nature of the ideological rivarry which came to define
the system during the inter-war period. The adoption of an
entirely new paradigm of thought caused the policy of appeasement to be judged not on the basis of its own intrinsic
rational"e, but on the basis of the new and arien ideology"
However, this view of appeasement is only a by-product of

the major concrusion of this paper, The propaganda of the
nev¡spaper press implanted a new paradigm of thought by which
to interpret events, both contemporary and historical, and
to formul-ate poricy. This paper shows how Britain disowned
all those characteristics which had legitimated the foreign
policy of a unique powerf that is, the British riberal Lra-
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dition,

the European bafance of national- powerS,

and the

of a global "British" empr" re.
In this proceSs,
Britain lost its sLatus as a world power, for which appeasement remains the scapegoat.
maintenance

overlap of

ner.¡

and old ideals is evident in sritish pori-

cy. Donald Lammers shows that the Foreign Office, at the
instigation of cadogan himself, rejected the consideration
of ideological explanations for European events.3 The press
criticized the conservatism of the Foreign office during the
auLumn of 1940. This was typical of the long antipathy between these two actors, one aggressively modernist, the other cautiously conservative.
ol-d ideals continued especiarly to influence war strategy
in the Mediterranean theatre. This was frustrating to the

united states, which saw it as a continuation of serf-serving sritish policy, aided grudgingry by a united states anxious to launch its idealistic campaign directry against Germany. a The policy was in accordance with the nritish
tradition of dominating the south of Europe through navalpreponderance and leaving northern European affairs until
the appearance of a favourable coalition, a strategy harking
back to the Napoleonic wars.s part of the rerapse into tra3 DonaId Lammers, "Fascism,

Communism,

and the Foreign Of-

fice", Journal of Corytemporarv HisLorv (1971), pp" 66-87.
a Gardner, aB sit., pp. 35-37.
5 Tvan Maisky, Memoi rs qll a Soviet A¡nþaqËef1ar :
The We!,
1939*43 (r,ond on: Hutchinson, 1967), p" 82"
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ditional modes of thought $¡as due to the American entry into
the war, which removed some of Lhe sense of crisis that had
aided the effect of propaganda. However, when the second
front was finally launched in 19q4, British participation
was on the general idealistic terms outlined by t.he press in
1940-41. The effect was the projection of the American
ideal into the regions of the eritish Empire and Europe
which had hitherto resisted rival forms of ideology.
5

"2

FÀSCT SM

LT BERALI SM

AND THE ROLE OF TDE¿\LTSM

The British experience was typicar

of the way ideals and
ideology influenced the entire ínternational system. previously consisting of rival nations, the system came to consisL of rival ideologies. During the inter-v¡ar period, power blocs shifted to accomodate this change, nreguently
adapting to the geopolitics of existing states. one of
these rivar ideologies was fascism, which must be seen as a
mature ideology expressing legitimate ideals.
simirarly,
the question of the status of "liberalism",
both European
and British, as a component ideology also arises. on a system Ieve], there arises the question of the rore of idearism
in general in both the making and the study of policy.
Identification of those characteristics of which fascism
is the poliLical expression indicates that they are system
eonst,ants, influencing acLions at ar1 revels. If the analy-
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sis of fascísm as a revolt against modernism6 is valid, the
legitimate outlook behind the revolt should be examined.
Thís might lead Lo an historical analysis of the int.er-war
period based on "fascist" assumptions. Already the discipline of architecture has come to terms with the ideas of
Arbert speer and the inter-war rtalian schools and has since
evol-ved a significant "post-modernist" styre.
À parallel
process of reconciliation in the discipline of history would
modify the idea of modernist "progress" and its attendant
spectre of a looming apocalypse.
T

rs liberal-ism an ideology to be classified equarly with
Americanism, fascism, socialism? It is different in that
liberalism was synonymous with the age of nations, having
achieved dominance at the system level.
Twentieth century
ideologies all purport to be represenLative of the entire
system, a fact which is the basis of their compeLition.
Liberalism is aLso different because the historical conditions under which it arose were different from those v¡hich
gâve shape and vitality to the others. The communications
revolution co-incided with the the liberal era. Tts curmination in the inter-war period saÌ{ the simultaneous rise of
the component ideologies and declíne of liberal-ism.
6 Nolle, gp cit"

7 "'Good God!
The long-haired boys have lost control!'
Iettributed to] an army officer just after the first atomic explosion at Alamogordo, New Mexico, in July | 1945""
Bermanr .9p qi!., p" 37.
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A tentative definition of systemic liberalism may be
found in observing its dominatíon at ascendíng level_s during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. At each revel-, the
dominance of liberaLism stood for the achievement of consen*
sus unaided by viorent suppression. hTith dominance at a
given ]evel, say that of the British state,
riberalism became characteristic of a poritical actor at the next l_eveI
of phenomena. The þerle epoch seemed to be the achievement
of a broad range of consensus at the level of the system.
From this it may be suggested that "liberalism" is not only
a competing ideology, but has come to describe as well that
quarity achieved in a mature system, in which eguiribrium
among its components is approached and among its ideals is
perceived. "Liberalism" has become a euphemism for a state
of systemic consensus, occuring towards the end of a cycle
of high idealisms and presaging attempts Lo entrench the
staÈu€ quo.
This definition is reminiscent of. Mannheim's
cycle of "ideology" and "utopia", co-inciding with his def i.nition of "ideology" in which ideals are directed toward the
maintenance of the sLaLlts çIÌJe.
Yet, the liberal ideal at different times in history motivated acLion directed towards changing the s!e!,us quo.
This is evident in chapter two, where it is shown that a
concentrated effort vras made to recapture the dynamic quality of liberalism.
A second definition of liberalism comes
I o" Thomson, sp cj!

p,

26"
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into play when 1íberarism is a component ideorogy within a
system of competing ideologies.
Liberalism as a competing
ideology, however, remains different from other ideologies
in that it retains the memory of past dominance at the system level and strives to reclaim that dominance, while other
ideologies strive to attain a similar dominance for the
first time. This is significant in determining whether liberalism remains a dynamic force in post-war history.
This
dual definition of riberarism as consensus and as competitor
aids in understanding a system characterized by ideological
bloc

s.

rdeology in the modern world is directed first at change,
and if successfur, at maint,enance of the status guo. yeL,

the "ideology-state" remains highly utopian, and its perceptions and ideals are observable in its self-legilimating
rhetoric. rf, as Thomson suggests, high idealism and activity are associated with the beginning of an idea's cycle,
then the most inherentry peacefur and stable ideologies
would be the oldest.
The most vol_atire wourd be the deveroping ideologies, pushing up in the system as they are more
widery communicated and more widely accepted. The contemporary value of this study would be as an historical analogy

to emergent Third WorId and European rhetoric.
Throughout

cede policy.
sion-making"

this paper is the Lheme that idealism can preThis leads to a reassessment of wartime deci"Reasoning by historical- analogy", a persis-
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tent aspect of decision-making and a legitimation for the
study of history itself, has come to be opposed by a goal-oriented, "utopian" approach. The former approach buoyed the
efforts of those who wished to create an English "dyanamic
of our ohrn", e and legitimated the churchill government's
traditional strategy. Advocates of the latter approach, in
particular the press, noted that churchill vras apparently
unaware of modern "needs", despite his obvious patriotism.
Goal-oriented policy was different from historically proven
policy, but mosL importantly in Britain, it appeared to be
di f ferent

.

This theme recurs in a conclusion with a wider context.
This is in relation to Àrno Mayer's introduction of the unprecedented difficulties
facing the statesmen of versailles:
For quite some time reasoning by historical analogy has been the stock in trade of modern statesmen
and their advisors, particularly when confronted
wi th big quest ions. o
If this approach prevailed in 1919, such was not the case
for long. Medlicott draws attention to the impact of the
Labour Party in inter-war Britain, which he describes as
critical and idealistic,
completely innocent of
pre-1914 experience of office and its problems,
always tending to assume that what was ideologicalIy and morally desirable was practicable to men
of faith and goodwi11" 1
1

1

See chapter
1

two, also

Eçp¡_qmjst

o Arno J. Mayer, "The Problems of Peacemaking",
Diplomacy Between Tv¡p ![ars, Heinz Gatzke, êd",
1972.

1

, 20 July, 1940,

1 Medlicott,

British

Fore i qn

Eurppeeq
Chicago,

Policy Since Vetseillee,
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This change ¡¡as characteristic of the inter-war period, and
the data presented in this paper shows the domination of
ideologically motivated policy,
A goal-oriented proeess of

decision-making is based

upon

a trans-personal perception of universal conditions and
needs that is a function of society that is both literaLe
and modernist. The process makes rittre reference to historical analogy except in a conscious rejection of old paradigms. Thus we return to Mannheim and Thomson's themes of
idealistic cycles, and afso to the theme of modernity, with
its conLinuar process of rejection and construction.
5.3

T

DEOLOGY

AND TFIE SYSTEY ANALOGI

The move towards an ideorogical paradigm was not a phe-

isolated in Britain.
The inter-war period may be
characterized as a time of transition for the entire system,
during which the forces of the national state which steadiry
lost ground to those of the ideological state.
It is noteworthy that the camps of the second world vrar corresponded
to Lenin's division of a future worrd into a united Europe
centred on the Ruhrgebiet, a British empire, the Americas,
an Àsia dominated by Japan, and the soviet union. Ideology
as â potiLicaf rallying point and worrd economic concentrations wourd appear to be close companions in the modern sys-.
nomenon

tem.

1-9

_19_

195t2_,

9p çj-L. ,

p

"

329

.
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Lenin's accompanying forecasL thaL the next great war
would be fought between the nritish Empire and America has
been used against him, even though Lenin qualified his definition of competition by stating that its purest form was
monopoly. In Britain, the ideologicarly precocious R. palme
Dutt divined the inel-uctable defeat of Britain by America
during the period under review:
With the present r4¡ar I the rulers of the dying
aritish Empire
tie themselves ever croser Ëodv
and soul to the American rival, whose eagle tarons
fasten relentressry upon the heritage of their Empire, while it urges them on to evei more
suicidal
ef f orts.12

The comparison here is

to the French "colraboration" and
Mussolini's lonely swan song from stresa to his deposition
in 1943. Lenin's clairvoyance of the outlines of system
change is attributable to his immersion in the ideorogical
paradigm.t'

rn a systems analysis the British example cannot be segregated from those of other leading actors. The sritish experience vras typical of the system as a whole during the in12 Laþgur MoUthlv, January, 19q1.
13 Hitler Loo was intimate with the new
spirit of the age.
(see James D. shand, "The Reichsautobãhn:
A symuor for

the Third Reich",.^{?g¡¡eL of contemporarv Histo?v, vol.
19, No" 2, Apr¡l 1994, Þpl le9:200,f es a result'he may
'have
been overly sensitile to Àngro-American diff;rences.
perception
of their ideologiðar rivalry may h",ru led
Fiu
him Lo believe that gritain coutd be kept sãparåt". This
would.help in explainíng the Dunkirk luI1 and Hitler's
opt imi st j.c or ive-branch speeches of the summer of 1940 .
German indecision forlowing the French collapse arso indicated Lhe traumatic tranãition from a nostà1gic, inchoate fascism still Ínfluenced by the balance oi nåtional
powers paradigm, to unfettered ideologÍcal dynamism.
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ter-war period" 1 4 The ideologicar competition which appeared
at the system level in 1941 was experienced by BriLain before then at the revel of the state. Even while the general
characteristic of ideology was competing against that of the
nation at the lever of the British state, within the general
ideological characteristic various forms of ideology were
already competing among themserves. with the dominance of
one form of ideology at the revel of the state, Britain became active as an ideological competitor at the rever of the
system.

The unity of

the British nation was first challenged by
sociaList syndical-ism in the 'twenties. This is corroborated by Greenleaf, who characterized British socialism as lying outside the "British poritical tradition", and being a
loca1 form of a greater socialism.ls As well, the advent of
the Labour Party as an actor in the state represented a
broadly socialist ideological charlenge to the prevailing
national compact. 1
6

During the 'thirties,
oswald Mosley and the fascist ferlow traverlers joined Lhe battle for dominance in BriLain.
The climax of the double battle among ideorogies and between

14

15

't 6

Singer refers to this idea as "nesting" in his section
sub-sysLems. Singer, g.p q:L!., p. 10"
W. H. Greenleaf, The British Political Treditip¡, Vol.
(f,ondon : MethuenJ 983), pp. 34 9-3 50 .

Mgdlicott, -BsrEi_st¡ FoçÊiqn pqlicv Slnqe Vet€ejltes,
qig. , p" 326 " Cf . p. 193, abovel

on
2

olB
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traditional and ideological paradigms occured in 19q0-e1,
when a resuscitated liberal
ideal competed with pervading
Americanism. In the 'twenties, the alien nature of the
challenge was obvious; in the 'thirties it was more insidij.n the ' f orous and only the outbreak of war exposed it;
ties it !{as as stealthy and successful as any other fifth
column. The inexorable growth of the ideological paradigm
is apparent. However, it is difficult to define the isomorphic distillate which is common to all its different
forms/ especiarly when it is remembered how their characteristics compete, yet inter-twine at all leve1s right down to
the level of the individual, which includes the historian.
with the benefit of historical detachment, it possible to
identify the distillate
of the pre-1914 comity of natíons.
The post-1942 divisions, however¡ seem insurmountable. One
of the difficulties fies in that the appropriate sources of
inquiry are not generally recognized. The diplomatic record
has lost its Iegitimacyr ôs is reflected in Medlicott's neutered remark that "it was not so much that Great Britain had
ceased to play a major part in world politics as that world
politics themselves had largely ceased".17 Diplomacy, as was
argued in chapter one, vras subjected to mass opinion.
Fruitful revision of the inter-war period must be based on
data relevant to the causes of system change. The history
of the inter-war period and the methods of its historical

17

Medl

icott , i_bid, p,

329

"
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study are locked in an enchanLed circle.

This is the crux of this paper's insisLence on using the
system analogy. It alleviates the restriction inherent in
the quest of the "whig" tradition for "roots", "traditions",
and "continuity" as exemplified by Gilbert, Greenleaf, and
Medlicott. The quest for continuity is brind to paradigmatic change, such as is documented in chapters two to four,
Gannon first
noted that appeasement could be explained as
the resul-t of a liberal consensus which had been lost sight
of since. l8 using comparable data, this paper folLows on the
heels of Gannon's study by showing how the liberal consensus
vras lost.
while examination of the diplomatic record was a
legitimate approach to the pre-1914 system, the characteristics of the emergent system with its mass participation and
universal consciousness require examination of a different
record.
The growing infLuence of

system-level structures $¡as described in 1910 by Norman Angell in lhe GEeat Illgsigl,
bringing attention to the existence of a structure higher
than Lhe nation-state" Phenomenal evidence that the world
was already united by industry, trade, finance, and communications made absurd anachronisms out of nationalism and the
pursuít of national interests.le Instead¡ âs J. À. Hobson2o
I Gannon, 9p _cj:b., pp. 4-5.
1e
Norman Ange 11 , The Gf ea_t_ I l.Iuj;
1

1910)

"

i o_q ( London

:

He

i nemann

,
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suggested, overarching institutions

should be created to orits globar needs. This thesis po-

der the system and furfil
sits the phenomenon of communications in such terms, with an
existence and influence independent of the nation-state. It
is the influence of such system phenomena which caused worrd
politics to "cease", or rather to be superceded, and it is
these phenomena that have become the new sources of data for
the study of inter-state relations.
5.4

FINÀL

SUMMÀRY

The diplomatic confricts of the inter-war period can not

be interpreLed solely in the generarizations of the Balance
of National Powers Lhat existed before 19i7.
Nor can the
generalizations of the post-war ideological confrontation be
projected fairly backward into the period. However, many of

the basic suppositions of the pre-1917 and post*1941 eras
were juxtaposed in the intervening years, and produced the
major rifts and trends in the international rel-ations of the
time.
The best analogy to describe this

concept is that of international systems theory, where the formation and deveropment of characteristics places pressure on ascending revels
until they achieve dominance at the revel of the entire sys20

J. An Hobson, Irnperialism: A StudV (London: Àl]en & Unwin, 1902 and 1938), p. 167" This work achieved its
greatest popularity with its 1 938 edition " see corelli
Barnett, _TÞg Co-llapSe of Bqitisb power (London:
Eyre Methuen, 1972), p. 46.
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tem' The inter-'war period saw the formal emergence of ideologicar characteristics at the revel of Lhe state in most of
the ma jor act,ors within the system. However, in other ac:tors such as Britain the influence of national characteristics persisted and remained dominant in much of their ord
form. within each of these major camps were the components
of a complete system of competing actors, as shown in the
Anglo-French and Nazi-soviet rivarries.
And within Britain,
the whole array of ideorogical alternatives competed for
dominaRce of the ideologicar mind.
The centrar feature of
the inter-war period was the progressive dominance at
ascending level-s of the general ideological characteristic
and the reciprocal descent of the national- characteristic.
À key to establishing dominance at the state level in
each case was the adoption of new symbols and language,
which heralded the conscious perception of working towards
ideological goals. Although the empirical behaviour of each
state began to show the effects of ideologicar pressure from
below even before 1917, this became significant onry during

the inter-war period. Evidence of this is found in the
growing importance of system institutions such as the League
of Nations and the trend towards trans-national phenomena
such as Britain's guarantees to poland, Greece, and Romania,
the soviet union's comintern, and international fascism. Àt
the same time, t,he conLinued dominance in Britain of the national tiberal paradigm resulted in the poricy of âppease-
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ment" Appeasement was based on the legitimacy 1n Britain of
the primacy and efficacy of the nationar- unit for political,
cultural, and economic organization.
The sl-ow progress of new system characteristics was dis_
cerned by Medlicott who interpreted it as continuity in

BriLish foreign policy instead of the gradual triumph of a
radically different characteristic. The search for continu_
ity, while guaranteed of success¡ avoids and even hinders
analysis of rear- change. such continuity seems irlusory
when evidence from the press is examined, which shows
that
awareness of and adjustment to the new paradigm occured with
telring suddenness. rn some cases, whore states began to
act differently and in vrays that were not understoodi in
other cases, such as that of Britain with relation to its
appeasement policy, whole states changed their outlook
and
henceforth faited to undersLand the vray they had previously
acted. In Britain, cruciar evidence of this change is found
in the pressr âDd it is safe to say simirar changes may be
observed in the press of other countries.
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Iir. Díichael Kl¡r¡rear
University of Manitoba
Departm,ent of Histor.y
äINNIPEG, ManÍtoba
Canada EJI 2ñ2

CN€DITANSIATT EANKVEREIN WIEN
KONro NR.17.52ó0S
OR€SDNER 8ANK. FRANKFUNT

KONrO NR.98079!t

WIEN,

February

7, lg|j

SWr/te

Dear

}fr. Kinnear:

ïour letter of January 2l was very interesting for rtrê.
I have al-ready occupied nyself with this subject.
rn the last chapter of ny book "sails of Hopeñ published,
197i by Macmillan, New Tork, r em speaking of the aid of
Franccts government for sephardie Jews not only in the
Ealkans but also in France,
r do not know whether Franco's vrife was of Jewish d,escent.
--bilt Franco 1s of Jewlsh MarÉ.nlan descent, both from fatherrs
ànd notherfs side.

hith

ho

"¡

t fgFards
->

S

inO,ff ri 1c oerl EnaI

.a '

L

AppBndix A: Wj-esenthal to Kinnear, 3 February 1975.
Michael Kinnear private correspondence, used iritr, permission.
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India 0ffice,
IYhitehall

Lgth lfaroh,

194¿,

Iriy clear Johnst on,

.

You nury harve some diffloulty

in buylng

Täli F0R!7irrü VIlll.f ln thcse days, and I h¿ve
qulte & conslclerable stocli of remalnd.er
coples from the pubLlsher. So I send. you
one v¡ith rqy best regard.s. '.
Yorr tvlIl reullsre of course th¿rt it \{as
mostly vrri.tten more th¿rn seven or eight
yeâr I ¿igo, ancl. be f or e the Dur opel'rn

situatlon was m¿rd.e irrevocabJ-y critical
by onr throvrin6 ì,lussoLinl lnto Eitlerrs
arms. The chapter on Forelgn ¡iffrr,irs is
consequentJ-y very much out of date. But
there is much'else ln the book th.at is
stlll to the polnt, and you wi1J" be interestd
palticularly in the ohi,upter in Part II on.
Índ.ustr

tal

ôe
ii

1f -gover¡r¡nónt

,

lti¡ kind regard.s,
fours sincerely,

Appendix B: Leopold S. Amery to "Johnston", 19 March, 1942.
Michael Kinnear private collection, used with permission.
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